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JURISDICTION 
This Court has jurisdiction to hear this appeal pursuant 
to the UTAH CODE ANN. §78-2-3(j). 
STATEMENT OF ISSUES 
1. Is the additional capital contribution provision of 
the Limited Partnership Agreement an executory contract which 
became unenforceable by the inaction of the Bankruptcy 
Trustee? 
2. Is the determination by the Bankruptcy Judge that 
the additional capital contribution provision of the Limited 
Partnership Agreement was an executory contract subject to 
relitigation in the state courts? 
3. Has there been a failure of consideration which 
renders the additional capital contribution provision of the 
Limited Partnership Agreement void and unenforceable? 
4. Did the District Court err in holding Kelvyn 
Cullimore personally liable on the partnership promissory 
notes? 
5. Are the promissory notes unenforceable against 
Kelvyn Cullimore personally because of each of consideration? 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
In this action CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK sued 28 
limited partners to enforce written guaranty agreements signed 
by some of the limited partners as part of a financing 
1 
agreement wherein the limited partnership purchased a printing 
press at a total deferred purchase price of approximately 
$6,222,000. The Bank sought enforcement of written guaran-
tees, reformation of said guarantees, and, claiming third-
party beneficiary status, specific performance of a capital 
contribution provision in the Limited Partnership Agreement. 
The District Court ruled against the Bank on the Guaranty 
Agreements but in favor of the Bank on the contribution 
claims. Both the limited partners and the Bank have appealed 
the District Courtfs decision. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Introduction 
While this Opening Brief of Appellants deals solely with 
claimed err in the Trial Courtfs ruling regarding a third 
party beneficiary claim based on provisions of a Limited 
Partnership Agreement, and the finding of personal liability 
of Defendant Kelvyn Cullimore, the Cross Appeal addresses 
facts concerning claimed errs in interpreting or refusing to 
reform Guaranty Agreements signed by some of the Limited 
Partners. For this Courtfs convenience, and to avoid unneces-
sary repetition, this Brief will include Appellants' full 
recital of all relevant facts as they chronologically occurred 
and as they pertain to the issues or claims in both the Appeal 
and Cross Appeal. 
2 
Color Craft Limited 
Color Craft was a Utah Limited Partnership formed 
pursuant to a formal written Partnership Agreement in June of 
1979 (H. 2287, Pre-Trial Order [hereinafter ,fP.T.O.fl] 5(b)(1), 
(2)). The purpose of the partnership was to own and operate a 
printing press and business. At the time of its organization, 
the managing general partner was a Utah corporation named 
Color Craft Press, Inc. The operating officers of that 
corporation from June, 1979 through October, 1980 were William 
G. OfMara, President, A. V. Moxley, and Kelvyn H. Cullimore. 
(R. 2288, P.T.O. 5 (b)(3)) 
Neither Messrs OfMara or Moxley are parties to this 
action although at one time both were general partners of 
Color Craft, Limited. Kelvyn H. Cullimore was never a general 
partner of Color Craft. (R. 2287, 2291, P.T.O. 5(a)(2), (3), 
(16), (17)) 
Class f,Aff and Harris Press 
Ih 1979 the partnership commenced operation by purchasing 
its fitst press. The brand name was "HARRIS" 2ind was acquired 
at a principal cost of approximately $1,485,028. The press 
was financed through Trans Union Leasing Corporation. Trans 
Union required each limited partner (ten in number at that 
time) to each personally guarantee 15% of the total principal 
of ths purchase price ($222,754.20 -r $1,485,028.00 - .15). 
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(Exhibit 6, Trans. Vol. II: pp. 238,309) After each limited 
partner had signed such Guaranty Agreements the net effect was 
that the total principal purchase price was guaranteed 150%. 
The Trans Union transaction served as the experience and 
example for the subsequent acquisition of the Nebiolo Press by 
Color Craft from Roberts & Porter which is the subject of this 
action. 
Nebiolo Press 
By June, 1980, the limited partnership became interested 
in expanding the business and acquiring a second press. 
Accordingly, its managing partners prepared an 80-page 
"PROPOSAL FOR PURCHASING AND FINANCING ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT 
INCLUDING A SECOND WEB PRESS" designed to entice additional 
limited partners and capital into the venture. (Exhibit 12, R. 
2288, P.T.O. 5(b)(4)) The press being proposed for acquisi-
tion in said document was an "8-Unit HANTSCHO" Press which, 
with necessary auxiliary fit-up, was represented to investors 
to cost "$2,663,072". (Second page of "Equipment11 Section of 
Exhibit 12) 
Each investor who joined in this stage of the business 
would be classified as a "Class B" limited partner to distin-
guish between those partners who had previously bought and 
guaranteed the "HARRIS" Press ("Class A" limited partners). 
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The June, 1980 "Proposal" also informed prospective 
investors (it being originally contemplated that ten Class "B" 
Partnership Units would be sold as had been the case in the 
Class "A" press acquisition) that each limited partner would 
have two fiscal obligations regarding the $2,700,000 purchase 
price of the press, to wit: (1) to provide additional capital 
contribution to pay for the payments on the press in the event 
the partnership does not have cash to do so; and (2) to sign 
personal Guaranty Agreements in an amount " . . . not to exceed 
15 percent of the total indebtedness." 
In other words, the partnership contemplating using the 
same fiscal format had been utilized in the Trans Union 
financing of the HARRIS Press. 
Many of the defendant limited partners joined the venture 
on the basis of the June, 1980 Proposal. (Exhibits 13, 14) 
Subscription Agreement forms were provided in the June 
proposal to affect that joinder. ("Partnership Section of 
Exhibit 12; R. 2288, P.T.O. 5(b)(7)) 
By August, 1980, however, the managing partners had 
abandoned the "8-Unit HANTSCHO" Press in favor of a more 
expensive "8-Unit NEBI0L0" Press and changed its partner and 
capital solicitation efforts accordingly. (Exhibit 32; Trans. 
Vol. II: p. 234) 
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On September 22, 1980, the partnership sent out a second 
"PROPOSAL" document purportedly detailing what was to be 
acquired and how it was to be financed. (Exhibit 36) The 
press therein described was a "Nebiolo Target 1 Web Offset 
Press" (referred to in total composition as "Press B", to 
distinguish it from the Harris Press, "Press A", owned 
exclusively by the original "Class A" limited partners. But, 
in the purchase contracts of the Nebiolo press, that press 
itself was broken down into two components or units referred 
to as "Press A" and "Press B". Effort is made herein to 
correctly identify the press referred to in exhibits.) 
The September 22, 1980 PROPOSAL contained, inter alia, 
the following provisions regarding limited partners1 liabil-
ity: 
Each Class A or Class B limited partner has 
agreed to contribute to the Partnership, in the same 
ratio of his ownership in Class A or Class B units 
of the Partnership, the amounts of principal and 
interest required in connection with financing for 
acquisition of the Press A or B, as such payments 
come due, to the extent that the Partnership does 
not have sufficient cash from other sources to make 
the payments. Such additional contributions shall 
in no event exceed 500 percent of the limited 
partner's initial contribution to the Partnership. 
(Exhibit 36, page 3, first full paragraph) (emphasis 
added) 
* * * 
Each Class B limited partner and his wife have 
been or will be required to personally guarantee 
repayment of indebtedness incurred by the Partner-
6 
ship to acquire Press B and associated equipment; 
provided, however, the maximum amount guaranteed by 
any Class B limited partner shall not exceed 150 
percent of such limited partner's pro rata share of 
the total indebtedness of approximately $3,550.000 
with Roberts and Porter, Inc. . . (Exhibit 36, page 
3, bottom paragraph) (emphasis added) 
Both of the above provisions were incorporated in and set 
forth as paragraph 7.5 of the "AMENDED AND RESTATED LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT" included within the September 22nd 
"Proposal": 
7.5 Class B. The Class B Limited Partners 
hereby agree to contribute to the Partnership, in 
their Distribution Ratio, the amounts of principal 
and interest on financing for acquisition of Press B 
as such payments come due to the extent that the 
Partnership does not have sufficient cash from other 
sources to make such payments. Such additional 
payments shall in no event exceed five hundred 
percent (500%) of a Class B Limited Partner's 
Subscription. The Class B Limited Partners agree to 
personally guarantee repayment of indebtedness 
incurred by the Partnership to acquire Press B, 
provided, however, the maximum amount guaranteed by 
any Class B Limited Partner shall not exceed 150 
percent of such limited Partner's pro rata share of 
the total indebtedness with Roberts and Porter, Inc. 
. . (Exhibit 36, Exhibit "A" thereof, page 4, 
paragraph 7.5) (emphasis added) 
Sometime between August 12, 1980 (when the prospective 
investors had been informed they were buying an "8-Unit 
Nebiolo" Press (Exhibit 32), and receipt by the partnership of 
Exhibit 34 entitled "QUOTATION" for such an "8.-Unit Press" at 
a purchase price of $2,508,300 and $2,426,700 finance charges 
at 14 percent interest for a total deferred purchase price of 
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$4,935,000), and October 7, 1980, the managing partners, 
without communicating such change to the investors, actually 
acquired pursuant to a revised "QUOTATION" a "£-Unit Nebiolo 
Press at: a purchase price of $3,143,000, and $3,143,000 
finance charges at 15 percent for a total deferred purchase 
price of $6,221,259. (Exhibit 41) 
Partnership Formation 
Subscription Agreements were provided within the June, 
1980 and September, 1980 "Proposals" (Exhibits 1 2 and 36) as 
well as through direct correspondence to the prospective 
limited partners from the partnership. (Exhibit 32) When 
signed copies of sal d Subscription Agreements were received by 
Color Craft, they were forwarded to Roberts & Porter, who 
required such proof of partnership joinder as part of its 
sales and financing package. (Exhibit 123; Trans. Vol. II, p. 
214) 
After the partnership went into bankruptcy some of the 
partnership records were either lost or destroyed and at the 
time of trial signed Subscription Agreements from eleven 
defendant limited partners could not be found or located. (R. 
2291, P.T.O. 5(b)(19)) However, by January, 1981, follow-up 
correspondence being sent by the partnership with documents 
enumerated therein which were to be signed and returned to the 
partnership to complete the individual partners ownership and 
financing portfolio no longer contained any mention of 
"missing11 Subscription Agreements. (Exhibits 32, 84, and 86) 
Cullimore concluded from that fact that all Subscription 
Agreements had been signed and returned by January 23, 1981. 
(Trans. Vol. II, pp. 216-218) 
Documentation of the Transaction 
The purchase contract for the 9-Unit Nebiolo Press by and 
between the partnership and Roberts & Porter was signed by 
Color Craft on October 7, 1980 and accepted by Roberts & 
Porter on October 8, 1980. (Exhibit 42) Said Contract was 
prepared by Roberts & Porter on their standard form and 
included various terms and provisions in fine print on the 
back page thereof, some of which were crossed out by the 
signatory parties at the time of its execution. 
In addition to the "MACHINERY PURCHASE" contract (Exhibit 
42), Roberts & Porter prepared and had the partnership sign 
three separate promissory notes each covering a part of the 
Press and equipment being acquired. 
Exhibit 43 is a promissory note in the face amount of 
$3,658,099.80 and covering the principal and interest for 
acquisition of 5 units of the 9-Unit Press, said 5 units being 
referred to as "Press B". 
Exhibit 44 is a promissory note in the face amount of 
$2,563,158.40 and covered the principal and interest for 
9 
acquisitioi units of the 9-Unit Press, said 4 units being 
referred to as "Press A11. 
Exhibit 45 is a promissory note in the face amount of 
$748,365.00 and covered the principal and interest for 
acquisition of auxiliary equipment referred to in the trial as 
a "Muller-Martini Binder". 
The actual "buyer" of the press was to be Color Craft, 
Ltd. as a partnership. Hence, the promissory notes were 
signed: 
William 6. OfMara, President, Kelvyn Cullimore, A. 
V. Moxley. (Exhibits 43, 44, 45; R. 2299, P.T.O. 
5(d)(21)) 
At the time these promissory notes were executed, Roberts 
& Porter also provided to Messrs Cullimore, Moxley, and O'Mara 
.nine blank GUARANTY AGREEMENTf s , th re e f o r each promissory 
note to be signed by each of the three individuals. (Trans. 
Vol. II: p. 250) Accordingly, Cullimore, Moxley, and OfMara 
each signed three such "GUARANTY AGREEMENTS", one for each 
promissory note. (Trans. Vol. II: p. 250) Said GUARANTY 
AGREEMENTS provide, in pertinent part, as follows: 
GUARANTY AGREEMENT 
Guaranty Agreement ("this guaranty") dated as of the 
day of , 19 from 
("Guarantor") to Roberts & Porter, Inc., a Delaware corpora-
tion. 
Seller and , an individual ("Buyer"), 
propose to execute and deliver Equipment Contract Purchase 
Agreement dated providing for the purchase by Seller 
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to Buyer of Printing Machinery described in Exhibit "A" 
therein described and attached. In order to induce Seller to 
enter into the Contract, Guarantor hereby agrees as follows: 
1. Guarantor hereby unconditionally guarantees (i) the 
full and prompt payment when due of any and all payments and 
other amounts payable by Buyer under the Contract during the 
Contract term on the date or dates on which such payments of 
other amounts shall by the terms of the Contract be payable, 
and (ii) the due and punctual performance of all other 
obligations to be performed by Buyer under the Contract during 
such Contract term thereof. All such payments, other amounts 
and obligations which are hereby guaranteed by Guarantor are 
hereinafter collectively called the "Liabilities.11 
2. This guaranty shall be a continuing, absolute and 
unconditional guaranty and shall remain in full force and 
effect as to Guarantor until such time as the Liabilities are 
paid in full. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary 
contained herein, the obligations for which the undersigned 
herein guarantee shall be limited to and shall not exceed one 
hundred fifty percent (150%) of the undersigned's pro rata 
share as a limited partner of Color Craft Press, Ltd. of the 
indebtedness of the amount of Exhibit "A." The undersigned's 
pro rata share is . 
(Exhibit 46) 
No instructions relative to the use of the form or 
filling in the blanks were provided to Color Craft. In fact, 
the form was foreign to both Roberts & Porter and Color Craft, 
and was a form prepared by the Leasing Department of Continen-
tal Bank after the Bank had refused to accept the form 
proposed and submitted by Color Craft based upon the format 
Color Craft had used in its previous Guaranty Agreements with 
financiers. (Trans. Vol. II: pp. 322, 334) In any event, 
Cullimore, Moxley, and O'Mara signed the nine Guaranty 
Agreements after altering them to read "100 percent of their 
11 
interest as a Limited Partner.11 (Exhibits 43, 44, 4 5) None of 
the above individuals were, however, limited partners in Color 
Craft. 
Limited Partner Guarantees 
Both the original August 26, 1980 "Quotation11 (Exhibit 
34) and the October 7, 1980 "Quotation" (Exhibit 41) from 
Roberts & Porter which, by reference and attachment, became 
part of the Machinery Purchase Contract by which Color Craft 
purchased the Nebiolo Press, contained the following term and 
provision: 
"Terms and Conditions: 
* * * 
2. In addition to the terms and conditions stated 
in the general contract there will be the below 
listed documents signed by each limited 
partner. 
a. Subordination Agreement 
b. Personal Guarantee of Limited Repay-
ment of Indebtedness 
Each general partner will also sign: 
a. Subordination Agreement 
b. Personal Guarantee of Repayment 
of Total Indebtedness 
(Exhibit 41, Exhibit "D" thereof, p. 2) 
(emphasis added) 
The requirement that all limited partners and all general 
partners sign Guaranty Agreements came from Continental Bank, 
the intended financier and assignee of the purchase contract. 
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The former Vice President of Roberts & Porter stated by 
affidavit: 
Continental informed him, and he, in turn, informed 
Color Craft that Continental Bank required each 
limited partner of Color Craft to personally 
guarantee repayment of a particular percentage of 
the purchase price of the presses and binder. 
(Affidavit of Harry McMillan, Exhibit 106, page 2, 
paragraph 5, second sentence) 
At trial Mr. McMillan stated that the agreement to buy 
the press was "predicated upon all of the limited partners 
signing Guaranty Agreements11 (Trans. Vol. II: p. 353) and 
that the deal "would never go through" without it (Trans. Vol. 
II: p. 353) because it was "an absolute requirement" imposed 
by the leasing department of Continental Bank. (Trans. Vol. 
II: pp. 351-52) McMillan testified that if, hypothetically, 
one or more of the limited partners refused or failed to sign 
Guaranty Agreements it would require "renegotiation of the 
deal." (Trans. Vol. II: p. 382) McMillan also testified that 
the internal provision within the Limited Partnership Agree-
ment that all partners would sign Guaranty Agreements was 
itself insufficient to satisfy the Bankfs requirements and 
that the Bank was insisting on actual signed Guaranty Agree-
ments from each Limited Partner. (Trans Vol. II: p. 385) 
Sometime between August 26, 1980, and October 1, 1980, 
Color Craft had, on its own initiative, prepared and had 
twelve of its prospective Class B limited partners sign 
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limited guaranty agreements ostensibly guaranteeing their 
"pro-rata" share of the anticipated debt to Roberts & Porter. 
These forms were submitted to Roberts & Porter but were not 
acceptable to Continental Bank because they were "the Litton 
format" [sic: "TRANS UNION"]. (Trans. Vol. II: p. 350; 
Exhibit 123) Accordingly, Continental Bank provided the 
before-described Guaranty Agreement (Trans. II: 361), one 
which would have, under Roberts & Porter's interpretation, 
resulted in each Limited Partner guaranteeing "15 percent of 
the total debt." (Exhibit 123) 
On October 10, 1980, three days after the partnership 
bought the Nebiolo Press, the partnership sent letters to each 
Limited Partner requesting that they sign the Guaranty 
Agreement prepared by Continental Bank and submitted to the 
partnership by Roberts & Porter. (Exhibit 53; R. 2296, P.T.O. 
5(d)(10)) When submitted to the limited partners, the Guaranty 
Agreements were in Blank and in the form shown on Exhibit 46. 
They were submitted to the Partners under a cover letter dated 
October 10, 1980. (Exhibit 53) No "contract" or "Exhibit •A1 
thereof" was attached to the Guaranty Agreements by which a 
Limited Partner could ascertain the amount of the indebtedness 
he or she was being asked to guaranty. (R. 2300, P.T.O. 
5(d)(22)) 
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Between October 10, 1980 and November 30, 1980, 17 
Limited Partner Defendants and most of their spouses signed 
said Guaranty Agreements, in blank. (R. 2297, P.T.O. 5(d)(13)) 
After Cullimore received the signed Guaranty Agreement he 
inserted the percentage amounts purportedly guaranteed by the 
agreement. (R. 2298, 2299, P.T.O. 5(d)(17)) One of said 
signators, however, Marriner F. Bingham, completed the form by 
writing M$50,000tf on the blank provided for inserting the 
amount of the guaranty. After he submitted his Guaranty 
Agreement to the partnership and to Roberts & Porter someone 
added " (3.58 percent)" to the document. (Exhibits 55, 56? R. 
2298, P.T.O. 5(d)(16)) Cullimore did not alter said Guaranty 
Agreement. (Trans. Vol. II: 256-57) (After the Agreements 
had been signed, Cullimore filled out the blanks and put in a 
percentage figure on each form.) 
Several of the limited partners specifically refused to 
sign Guaranty Agreements submitted to them in blank. (R. 2298, 
2299, P.T.O. 5(d)(15), (17)) In total, eight limited partners 
and their spouses apparently never signed the Guaranty 
Agreements. (R. 2290, P.T.O. 5(b)(13)) 
Neither Roberts & Porter nor Color Craft ever informed 
the limited partners that eight limited partners and their 
spouses had failed and/or refused to sign the Guaranty 
Agreements. (R. 2297, P.T.O. 5(d)(14)) 
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Sianators by the General Partners 
Although the Purchase Contract also provided that all 
General Partners signed unlimited Guaranty Agreements, no such 
Guaranty Agreements were ever signed by Color Craft Press, 
Inc. or by Printing Management Associates, its successor as 
General Partner. (Trans. Vol. II; p 307) 
The Guaranty Agreements, as filled out for each Limited 
Partner showed such Limited Partner as the "individual buyer" 
of the Press. (R. 2299, P.T.O. 5(d)(20), (71); Exhibits 55-77) 
Roberts & Porter and Continental Bank both believed that the 
Guaranty Agreements as prepared and signed were correct and 
proper. (R. 2300, P.T.O. 5(d)(25)) 
Color Craft's Bankruptcy 
In 1981, Color Craft fell behind in its monthly install-
ment payments on the Nebiolo Press. It approached Roberts & 
Porter for and obtained a "moratorium11 on payments for a 
period of four months. (Exhibit fi*| At the expiration of the 
moratorium, however, the partnership still could not make the 
monthly payments and ultimately filed for protection in the 
Bankruptcy Court. Said Bankruptcy was originally filed as a 
Chapter 11 Bankruptcy and was later converted to a Chapter 7 
liquidation. (Exhibits 105, 108, 109, 111, 120 paragraphs 3 
and 4) 
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While in the Bankruptcy Court, Roberts & Porter as the 
principal creditor, served on the Creditors Committee. 
Roberts & Porter applied for and received permission from the 
Bankruptcy Court to remove the Press from the Bankruptcy and 
sell the same on the open market pursuant to its financing and 
security agreements. Said Press and Binder were, in fact sold 
through a broker to third parties and the proceeds applied 
against the contract obligations. (Exhibits 122; R. 2301, 
P.T.O. 5(e)(2); Exhibit 120 paragraph 4) 
While the matter was in bankruptcy neither Color Craft, 
nor the Trustee in Bankruptcy, nor Roberts & Porter, nor 
Continental Bank ever asked, or ever "considered" asking, the 
limited partners to pay additional capital into the partner-
ship pursuant to Paragraph 7.5 of the Partnership Agreement in 
order to make installments on the Press as they were then due. 
(Trans. Vol. II: pp. 269, 270-272; Trans. Vol. II: p. 394; 
R. 2303, P.T.O. 5(f)(2)) 
After Roberts & Porter had sold the Press and Binder, 
Continental Bank then requested that the Bankruptcy Trustee 
sell to it any "cause of action" which the Bankrupt Partner-
ship may have against its limited partners by reason of 
Paragraph 7.5 of the Limited Partnership Agreement requiring 
the limited partners to make additional capital contributions 
to acquire the Press. 
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Although the defendant limited partners were the success-
ful bidders at said auction, the Bankruptcy Court held that 
the lfasset" being sold by the Bankrupt ". « » is an executory 
contract and not a possible cause of action.11 (Exhibit 109) 
(emphasis added) 
Assignment of Contract 
On October 8, 1980, Roberts & Porter signed a document 
purportedly transferring to Continental Bank: "(1) the 
installment payments" due under the "October 7, 1980 Contract" 
and (2) all of its "rights" under said Contract. (Exhibits 52 
and 117; Trans. Vol. II: p. 343) It is uncontroverted that 
at the time of said Assignment no limited partner Guaranty 
Agreements were in existence. Notwithstanding said purported 
"assignment", Roberts & Porter continued to collect and make 
demand for payment under the Purchase Contract. (Trans. Vol. 
II: p. 397) 
On or about August 28, 1986 each of the Limited Partner 
Defendants involved in this matter filed with Continental Bank 
a certificate renouncing their interest in any profits or any 
other compensation by way of income In the partnership. (R. 
2302, 2303, P.T.O. 5(f)(1); Exhibits 115, 116) 
There were never any distributions of profits by Color 
Craft to any of the Class B limited partners. (R. 2303, P.T.O. 
5(f)(2)) 
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ARGUMENT 
POINT I 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN FINDING THE LIMITED 
PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT PROVIDING THAT THE LIMITED 
PARTNERS WOULD CONTRIBUTE ADDITIONAL CAPITAL WAS NOT 
AN EXECUTORY CONTRACT WHICH. BECAUSE IT WAS NOT 
TIMELY ASSUMED BY THE TRUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY. WAS 
UNENFORCEABLE UNDER THE BANKRUPTCY ACT, 
Under §365(a) of the Bankruptcy Code, a Trustee in 
Bankruptcy has the authority to either assume or reject any 
"executory contract". 
A debtorfs executory contracts might be 
beneficial to the estate, or might be burdensome to 
the estate. Hence, the Bankruptcy Code of 1978 
provides both for assumption and rejection of 
executory contracts and unexpired leases of the 
debtor, by the representative of the estate. A 
rejection would constitute a "breach," giving rise 
to an appropriate claim for damages, as discussed 
herein. 
The power of the trustee to assume or reject is 
subject to the courtfs approval. Though the term 
"executory contract" is not defined in the Bank-
ruptcy Code, the term generally includes contracts 
on which performance remains due to some extent on 
both sides. 
* * * 
An executory contract or unexpired lease of the 
debtor in a Chapter 7 case is deemed rejected if it 
has not been assumed or rejected within 60 days 
after the order for relief or within such additional 
time as the court, for cause, fixes within such 60-
day period. But in other cases, the trustee may 
assume or reject the contact or lease at any time 
before the confirmation of a plan, except that if 
requested by a party to a contract or lease, the 
court may order the trustee to determine within a 
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specified period of time whether to assume or reject 
that contract or lease• 
* * * 
In general, the rejection of an executory 
contract or unexpired lease constitutes a breach of 
the contract or lease, and such breach is deemed to 
have occurred immediately before the date of the 
filing of the petition. Rejection also constitutes 
a breach where the contract or lease is rejected 
after having been assumed by the trustee (or as a 
part of a confirmed Chapter 9, 11, or 13 plan, as 
discussed elsewhere in this article); but in this 
case the breach is deemed to occur either at the 
actual time of rejection or, if the case has been 
converted from one chapter of the Code to another, 
either immediately before the date of such conver-
sion, or at the time of the rejection, depending 
upon whether the contract or lease was assumed 
before or after conversion. (9 Am. Jur. 2d, "Bank-
ruptcy11, §43, p. 104; citing, 11 U.S.C.S. §365; 11 
U.S.C.S. §365(a); 11 U.S.C.S. §365(d); 11 U.S.C.S. § 
365(g)(1); 11 U.S.C.S. §365(g)(2)) 
Time Expired 
The Trustee in Bankruptcy took no action on the limited 
partnership contract within the sixty-day period provided in 
11 U.S.C.S. 365 (d)(1). Said bankruptcy was filed October 26, 
19(31. On April 6, 1984.# Continental Bank amended its Com-
plaint herein by asserting third party beneficiary status of 
the bankrupt partnership and seeking enforcement of the 
additional capital contribution provisions of paragraph 7.5 of 
the Limited Partnership Agreement. 
Since the Trustee in Bankruptcy could not enforce the 
provisions of the Limited Partnership Agreement and Certifi-
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cate of Limited Partnership against the limited partners, it 
is axiomatic that the third-party beneficiary, likewise, 
cannot do so! 
An identical issue faced the United States Bankruptcy 
Court in In Re Harms, 10 B.R. 817 (1981). There the bankrupt 
was a general partner in multiple Limited partners. Under the 
Limited Partnership Agreements involved, the limited partner 
had flan obligation to contribute money11 and the general 
partner had the obligation to use that money to "acquire and 
resell real estate11. There the Bankruptcy Court held that 
such Limited Partnership Agreements were, in fact, "executory 
contracts". 
Although there is no precise definition of what 
constitutes an executory contract, the legislative 
history of Section 365 suggests that executory 
contracts generally include "contracts on which 
performance remains due to some extent on both 
sides." H.R.No. 95-595, 95th Con., 1st Sess. (1977) 
347, U.S.Code Cong. & Admin. News 1978, pp. 5787, 
6303, S.R.No.95-989, 95th Cong., 2nd Sess. (1978) 
58, U.S.Code Cong. & Admin.News 1978, p. 5844. 
* * * 
Applying the Tenth Circuit definition to the 
limited partnership agreements, as it must, the 
Court concludes that the agreements are executory. 
Neither the limited partners nor the general partner 
has fully performed. (10 B.R. at 820, 821)• 
See also. Countryman, Executory Contracts in Bankruptcy, 
57 Minn. L.Rev. 439, 460 (1973), wherein executory contracts 
are defined as 
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. under which the obligation of both the 
bankrupt and the other party to a contract are so 
far unperformed that failure of either to complete 
performance would constitute a material breach 
excusing the performance of the other. 
Further, see, King v. Baer, 482 F.2d 552 (10th Cir 1973); 
Workman v. Harrison, 282 F.2d 693 (10th Cir, 1960); In Re 
California Steel Co, 24 B.R. 185 (B.C.N.D. 111. 1982). 
Clearly the contract between the limited partners and the 
partnership remained executory until its performance was 
rendered impossible by actions of Roberts & Porter. The 
partners had an obligation to contribute money to the partner-
ship and the partnership had the reciprocal obligation to take 
that money and pay it to Roberts & Porter and acquire the 
Nebiolo Press as a capital asset owned directly by the 
partnership and indirectly by the limited partners. The Bank-
ruptcy Trustee apparently determined that it could not perform 
in behalf of the Bankrupt its portion of the contract and 
elected not to assume the contract within the 60-day time 
period. That being the case, Continental Bank, as a third 
party beneficiary, is subject to the "executory contract" 
defense just as would be the partnership had the partnership 
elected to seek enforcement of the limited partnership capital 
contribution agreement. 
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POINT II 
THE PREVIOUS FINDING BY THE BANKRUPTCY COURT THAT 
THE ADDITIONAL CAPITAL 
LIMITED 
CONTRACT 
PARTNERSHIP 
CONTRIBUTION 
AGREEMENT 
CANNOT BE RELITIGATED 
PROVISION 
WAS 
IN THE 
OF THE 
AN EXECUTORY 
STATE COURTS 
UNDER ISSUE PRECLUSION, 
The issue as to whether the partnership had any enforce-
able rights against its limited partners under Paragraph 7.5 
of the Limited Partnership Agreement arose in the context of 
the Bankruptcy Court considering a request made by the present 
counsel for Continental Bank that the Trustee sell any 
"rights11 or "cause of action" the Bank may have against its 
limited partners under said Agreement, Pursuant to a request 
filed by the Defendants herein, the Bankruptcy Judge held a 
hearing as to the propriety of said sale. Continental Bank 
appeared at said hearing through their counsel. (Exhibits 109, 
111) At said hearing, the Bankruptcy Judge "accepted certain 
proffered evidence and considered the arguments of counsel 
regarding the matter." (Exhibit 111) The only counsel present 
was the Bankfs attorney, Anthony Schofield, counsel for the 
Bank herein. (Exhibit 109) The Bankruptcy Judge permitted the 
sale but determined: "The Trustee may proceed with the sale, 
but the Court rules that it is an executory contract and not a 
possible cause of action." (Exhibit 109) 
That finding by Judge Mai is barred by issue preclusion 
or collateral estoppel. 
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In Copper State Thrift and Loan v. Bruno, 735 P.2d 387 
(Utah App. 1987) the identical issue was before the Appellant 
Court. In that case a Bankruptcy Judge had made an order 
determining certain creditorfs rights. The creditor, however, 
brought a state court action seeking to enforce its rights 
contrary to the Bankruptcy Judgefs determination. The 
District Court entered summary judgment against the creditor 
on the grounds of collateral estoppel and the creditor 
appealed. In sustaining the summary judgment, the Utah Court 
of Appeals held: 
An arrangement confirmed by a bankruptcy court has 
the effect of a judgment rendered by a federal 
district court. Levy v. Cohen, 19 Cal.3d 163, 137 
Cal.Rptr. 162, 166, 561 P.2d 252, 256 (1977). 
* * * 
A judgment or order, once rendered, is final for 
purposes of res judicata until reversed on appeal or 
modified or set aside in the court of rendition. 
Id. / see also Stoll v. Gottlieb, 305 &.S. 165. 59 
S.Ct. 134, 83 L.Ed. 104 (1938). 
* * * 
Collateral estoppel requires that the party 
against whom the doctrine is asserted was a party or 
in privity with a party to the prior adjudication. 
Proceedings in bankruptcy are proceedings in rem and 
all persons concerned, including creditors, are 
deemed to be parties to the proceedings. Levy, 137 
Cal.Rptr. at 166, 561 P.2d at 256. It is undisputed 
that Copper State, the party against whom collateral 
estoppel is asserted, was a creditor of Stephen 
Bruno's and a party to Stephen Bruno's bankruptcy 
proceeding. (735 P.2d at 390). 
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All of the essential elements of issue preclusion set 
forth in Bzvno are present in this case, and this is an issue 
which should not have been relitigated and, in effect, 
overruled by a State court District Judge. 
POINT III 
THE TRIAL COURT ERRED IN NOT FINDING THAT THE 
ADDITIONAL CAPITAL CONTRIBUTION PROVISION OF THE 
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENT UNENFORCEABLE BY A 
THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARY BECAUSE OF FAILURE OF 
CONSIDERATION. 
Paragraph 7.5 of the Limited Partnership Agreement 
setting forth the contractual obligations of the limited 
partners to provide additional capital contains a restrictive 
use provision within that paragraph specifically providing the 
purpose for and how the partnership may use those funds. The 
limited partners "agree to contribute" additional capital "for 
acquisition of Press B." (the Nebiolo 9-Unit Press, Exhibit 
90, paragraph 7.5) The additional monies were not for the 
general use of the partnership but were contractually re-
stricted solely for "acquisition" of the Nebiolo Press. One 
of the incentives or inducements offered limited partners were 
the investment tax credits afforded through purchase of the 
press. Two major problems face the Bank as the third party 
beneficiary with trying to stand in the shoes of Roberts & 
Porter, who, in turn, stands in the shoes of the partnership, 
in trying to enforce paragraph 7.5. 
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First, if all the limited partners put in 500 percent of 
their initial capital contributions in monthly installments 
Mas the press payments come due", it would produce an aggre-
gate amount of $3,500,000 over the life of the purchase 
contract. (The total initial capital contribution was 
$700,000 x 500% « $3,500,000). But the deferred purchase 
price of the press was in excess of $6,222,000. Therefore, 
the provision has an inherent impossibility. Full compliance 
by the limited partners would not require compliance by the 
partnership or Roberts & Porter because the press cannot be 
"acquired11 by paying slightly more than half of the deferred 
purchase price. 
Secondly, Roberts & Porter, by its own actions, had made 
performance of the Limited Partnership Agreement impossible 
before the Bank filed to enforce said Agreement as a third 
party beneficiary. The Bank could have initially and timely 
sought performance of said Agreement but, instead, chose to 
remove the press from the Bankruptcy Court and sell it on the 
open market and apply the proceeds against the debt. Having 
done so, they have destroyed the res of the contract. They 
can no longer perform their obligation of the contract, to 
wit: deliver the press to the partnership, thereby conveying 
to the limited partners an asset and an associated tax 
benefit. 
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Third-party beneficiary contracts are strictly construed 
in favor of the person against whom liability is asserted: 
Contracts for the benefit of a third person 
must be strictly construed in favor of the person 
against whom liability is asserted. (17 Am. Jur. 2d 
"Contracts" §302, p. 725, See, Dawson v. Eldredge, 
84 Idaho 331, 372 P.2d 414 (1962)) 
Said third-party beneficiary stands in the same position 
as the promisee and is subject to all defenses assertable by 
the original promisor against said promisee: 
§309. Defenses Against the Beneficiary 
(1) A promise creates no duty to a beneficiary 
unless a contract is formed between the promisor and 
the promisee; and if a contact is voidable or 
unenforceable at the time of its formation the right 
of any beneficiary is subject to the infirmity. 
(2) If a contract ceases to be binding in whole or 
in part because of impracticability, public policy, 
nonoccurrence of a condition, or present or prospec-
tive failure of performance, the right of any 
beneficiary is to the extent discharged or modified. 
(3) Except as stated in Subsections (1) and (2) and 
in §311 or as provided by the contract, the right of 
any beneficiary against the promisor is not subject 
to the promisor's claims or defenses against the 
promisee or to the promisee's claims or defenses 
against the beneficiary. 
(4) A beneficiaryfs right against the promisor is 
subject to any claim or defense arising from his own 
conduct or agreement. 
* * * 
b. Conditions; failure of performance. Where 
there is a contract, the right of a beneficiary is 
subject to any limitations imposed by the terms of 
the contract. Such a limitation may be imposed by 
the agreed terms, or it may be imposed in the 
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absence of contrary agreement by virtue of consider-
ations of fairness and public policy. Thus a 
failure of the promisee to perform a return promise 
ordinarily discharges the promisorfs duty to a 
beneficiary to the same extent that it discharges 
his duty to the promisee. (Restatement of Law 2d 
"Contracts11 §309(1-4), and comment Jb. thereof. See 
also, Oman v. Yates, 70 Wash. 2d 181, 422 P.2d 489 
(1967); Rogers v. Speras Const. Co., 119 Ariz. 289, 
580 P.2d 740 (Ct.App. 1978)) 
* * * 
It has also been said that if the beneficiary 
accepts, he adopts the bad as well as the good, the 
burden as well as the benefit. The right of the 
third person for whose benefit a promise is made is 
affected with all the infirmities of the contract as 
between the parties to the agreement. The benefici-
ary is subject to all the equities and defenses that 
would be available against the promisee, • . . Thus, 
generally, in an action by the beneficiary, fraud on 
the part of the promisee, breach of covenant, 
mistake, and want or failure of consideration may be 
asserted by the promisor. The promisor may assert 
as against the beneficiary that the contract has 
been rescinded by the parties prior to acceptance or 
action in reliance thereon by the third person. (17 
Am. Jur. 2d "Contracts11 §316, p. 744) (citations 
omitted) 
* * * 
But where there is failure of consideration, there 
is a contract when the agreement is made, but 
because of some supervening cause the promised 
performance fails. In any event, want or failure of 
consideration is generally an excuse for nonperform-
ance of a promise, except where, at common law and 
in jurisdictions in which the effect of seals has 
not been abrogated by statute, the promise is under 
seal. The fact that the promise was made with full 
knowledge of the circumstances is immaterial. A 
fortiori, where there is a total failure of consi-
deration and the defendant has derived no benefit 
from the contract or none beyond the amount of money 
which he has already advanced, such total failure of 
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consideration may be shown in bar of the action. (17 
Am. Jur. 2d, "Contracts" §397, pp. 842-43) 
* * * 
As a general rule, and in the absence of a 
provision to the contrary in the contract, if the 
act to be performed is necessarily dependent on the 
continued existence of a specific thing, the 
perishing thereof before the time for performance, 
without the fault of the promisor, will excuse 
nonperformance of the contract. The ground on which 
this rule is generally based is that there is an 
implied condition in this respect; the position is 
taken, as a matter of construction, that in con-
tracts the performance of which requires the 
continued existence of a particular thing, a 
condition is implied that the destruction, or 
cessation of existence, of such thing excuses 
performance. (Id., §411, pp. 860-61) 
* * * 
Failure of consideration exists 'wherever one who 
has either given or promised to give some perfor-
mance fails without his fault to receive in some 
material respect the agreed exchange for that 
performance. (Bentley v. Potter, 694 P.2d 617, 619 
(Utah 1984). See also, 6 S. Williston, The Law of 
Contracts §814 at 17-78 (ed. 1962); Petersen v. 
Intermountain Capital Corp., 29 Utah 2d 271, 273, 
508 P.2d 536, 538 (1973); Assets Realization Co. v. 
Cardon, 72 Utah 5697, 604, 272 P.2d 204, 206 (1928); 
Corbin on Contracts, §975) 
By its own conduct, Roberts & Porter has made the limited 
partners1 performance unilateral and without reciprocal 
consideration. Just as with the proverbial flcakelf, the Bank 
cannot have its press and its money too. 
POINT IV 
THE COURT ERRED IN FINDING CULLIMORE PERSONALLY 
LIABLE ON THE PROMISSORY NOTES AND SAID CONCLUSION 
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OF LAW IS BOTH INCONSISTENT WITH THE COURT'S 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND THE INCONTROVERTED EVIDENCE, 
Regarding Defendant Kelvyn Cullimore, the Court found: 
That Defendant Kelvyn H. Cullimore should be 
held personally liable to the Plaintiff for 100 
percent of the indebtedness owed to the Plaintiff, 
both principal and interest, plus attorney fees, by 
reason of his having "personally signed" the promis-
sory notes, about which there were no misunderstand-
ings between him and the Plaintiff as to the amounts 
for which commitment was made; that the amount thus 
owing to plaintiff from said Defendant is the sum of 
$4,429,099.69. (R. 2422, Memorandum Decision, 
Conclusions of Law, Paragraph 9) 
However, the Court in its Findings of Fact regarding that 
issue found that the contract to buy the press and promissory 
notes evidencing the obligation to pay for the press were 
contracts made by a limited partnership and not personal 
obligations: 
With the exception of Kelvyn H. Cullimore, each 
of the defendants in this action is a Class B 
partner of Color Craft. (R. 2395, Memorandum 
Decision, Findings of Fact, Paragraph 1(a)(2), p. 2) 
At all times material herein Kelvyn H. Culli-
more was an officer of the corporation which served 
as general partner of Color Craft. (R. 2395, 
Memorandum Decision, Findings of Fact, Paragraph 
1(a)(2)(3), p. 2) (emphasis added) 
* * * 
With the exception of Kelvyn H. Cullimore, each 
of the defendants invested money in and because a 
partner in Color Craft. (Exhibit No. 36; Exhibit 
No. 79) 
With the exception of Kelvyn H. Cullimore, each 
of the defendants intended to be a Class B limited 
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partner. (Exhibit No, 80; Exhibit No. 91) (R. 2398, 
Memorandum Decision, Findings of Fact, Paragraph 
1(b)(16)(17), p. 5) 
* * * 
On or about October 7, 1980 Color Craft and R&P 
entered into a machinery contract purchase by which 
R&P sold to Color Craft two new Nebiolo Web Offset 
Press Units (collectively the "Nebiolo Press"). 
(Exhibit No., 42; Exhibit No. 42A) (emphasis added) 
On or about October 7, 1980 Color Craft and R&P 
entered into an agreement whereby Color Craft 
purchase a new Muller-Martini Mono Block Modular 
perfect Binder Line (the "Muller-Martini Binder"). 
(emphasis added) 
* * * 
Each of the documents executed by Color Craft 
evidencing the purchase of the Nebiolo Press and 
Muller-Martini Binder was executed on behalf of 
Color Craft by William G. OfMara, the president of 
Color craft Press, Inc., the managing general 
partner of Color Craft. (Exhibit Nos. 42A, 43-45) 
(emphasis added) 
* * * 
On or about October 7, 1980 Color Craft 
executed promissory notes and security agreements by 
which it promised to pay the sums due to R&P on the 
Nebiolo Press and Muller-Martini Binder and by which 
it granted to R&P a security interest and lien in 
the Nebiolo Press and Muller-Martini Binder. (R. 
2402, 2403, Memorandum Decision, Findings of Fact, 
Paragraph 1(d)(2)(3)(5)(6), pp. 9-10) (emphasis 
added) 
All of said Findings are supported, indeed uncontro-
verted, by the evidence in the case or the uncontroverted 
facts of the Pre-Trial Order. Having found the promissory 
notes to be executed by "Color Craft". Defendant Kelvyn 
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Cullimore, an officer of the corporation that served as 
general partner of Color Craft, cannot be personally liable on 
the promissory notes. 
POINT V 
CULLIMORE CANNOT BE HELD PERSONALLY LIABLE ON THE 
PROMISSORY NOTES BECAUSE HE RECEIVED NO CONSIDERA-
TION AS PART OF THAT TRANSACTION. 
Generally, no contract is valid or enforceable which is 
not supported by adequate bargained-for consideration. 
Resource Management Co. v. Weston, 706 P.2d 1028 (Utah 1985); 
Manwill v. Oyler, 11 Utah 2d 433, 436, 361 P. 2d 177, 178 
(1961); 17 C.J.S. Contracts §71 (1963). Since Cullimore 
received no bargained-for consideration for signing said 
promissory notes, said notes are unenforceable against him 
personally. 
CONCLUSION 
For the reasons stated herein, this matter should be 
remanded to the District Court with that Court ordered to 
vacate the Amended Judgment entered against the limited 
partners. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this (^ day of January, 1989. 
:arold A. Hintze 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
ooOoo 
CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF 
CHICAGO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROBERT J. ALLEN, SUE A. ALLEN, 
DON R. BINGHAM, MYRLE M. 
BINGHAM, MARRINER F. BINGHAM, 
MARALYN B. BINGHAM, WALLACE B. 
BROWN, PATRICIA L. BROWN, 
MERRIL BRYAN, SUSAN BRYAN, 
WALLACE F. BRYNER, BONNIE 
BRYNER, ANDREW CHRISTENSEN, 
SANDRA J. CHRISTENSEN, TED L. 
PRE-TRIAL ORDER 
Civil No. 63,163 
CHRISTENSEN, KATHLEEN S. 
CHRISTENSEN, SHERMAN L. CLOWARD,: 
SHERYL L. CLOWARD, WELLS P. 
CLOWARD, MYRLE L. CLOWARD, KAY : 
CULLIMORE, KELVYN H. CULLIMORE, 
A. ELLINGSON, WILLIAM L. : 
ELLINGSON, JOY ELLINGSON, 
NED A. GREGORSON, DIXIE : 
GREGORSON, ROY A. HAMMOND, 
FRANCES B. HAMMOND, RAYMOND K. : 
HENDRIKSON, DIANE 0. 
HENDRIKSON, DUANE J. KELSON, : 
WITNEY K. KELSON, R. PAUL 
KELSON, DIANE KELSON, DESMOND : 
O. LARSON, WILDA W. LARSON, 
DAVID K. MILLER, LINDA C. : 
MILLER, F. JACKSON MILLET, 
MARIAN MILLET, HARVARD G. : 
NELSON, MARY C. NELSON, 
JOHN C. NELSON, LINDA NELSON, : 
GORDON A. PETERSEN, JULIE 
PETERSEN, GLENN O. SIMMONS, : 
DENISE SIMMONS, THOMAS E. 
SODERBERG, CINDY SODERBERG, : 
Defendants. : 
00O00 
This matter having come before the court on 
November 14, 1986, at a pre-trial conference held before the 
Honorable Cullen Y. Christensen, District Judge, L. Ridd Larson 
and Anthony W. Schofield of Ray, Quinney & Nebeker having appeared 
as counsel for plaintiff, Harold A. Hintze of Olsen, Hintze, 
Nielson and Hill and Kay L. Mclff of Jackson, Mclff & Mower having 
appeared as counsel for defendants. The following pre-trial order 
was agreed to: 
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1. Jurisdiction, 
The jurisdiction of the court is not disputed and is hereby 
determined to be present. 
2. Venye. 
Venue is not disputed and is hereby determined to be present. 
3. Identification of the Parties. 
a. Plaintiff, Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust 
Company of Chicago, is a national banking association 
represented here by L. Ridd Larson and Anthony W. Schofield 
of Ray, Quinney & Nebeker. 
b. The following defendants are represented in this action 
by Harold A. Hintze of Olsen, Hintze, Nielson and Hill: 
Robert J. Allen, Sue A. Allen, Don R. Bingham, Myrle M. 
Bingham, Marriner F. Bingham, Maralyn B. Bingham, Wallace B. 
Brown, Patricia L. Brown, Merril Bryan, Susan Bryan, Wallace 
F. Bryner, Bonnie Bryner, Andrew Christensen, Sandra J. 
Christensen, Sherman L. Cloward, Sheryl L. Cloward, Wells P. 
Cloward, Myrle L. Cloward, Kay Cullimore, Kelvyn A. 
Cullimore, A. Ellingson, William L. Ellingson, Joy Ellingson, 
Ned A. Gregorson, Dixie Gregorson, Roy A. Hammond, Frances B. 
Hammond, Duane J. Kelson, Witney K. Kelson, R. Paul Kelson, 
Diane Kelson, Desmond 0. Larson, Wilda W, Larson, David K. 
Miller, Linda C. Miller, F. Jackson Millet, Marian Millet, 
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Harvard G. Nelson, Mary C. Nelson, John C. Nelson, Linda 
Nelson, Gordon A. Petersen, Julie Petersen, Glenn 0. Simmons, 
Denise Simmons, Thomas E. Soderberg, Cindy Soderberg. 
c. The following defendants are represented in this action 
by Kay L. Mclff of Jackson, Mclff & Mower: Ted L. 
Christensen, Kathleen S. Christensen, Raymond K. Hendrikson 
and Diane 0. Hendrikson. 
d. The following defendants have previously been dismissed 
from this action by stipulation: Keith Greaves, June 
Greaves, Kent Richards and Marsha Richards. The following 
defendants have filed bankruptcy and have received a 
discharge of the indebtedness here sued upon by plaintiff: 
Benjamin Foulk, Julie Foulk, A.V. Moxley, Sharon Moxley and 
William G. O'Mara. One limited partner, David S. Ostler, was 
not named in this lawsuit, having entered into a compromise 
with Continental Bank prior to the initiation of this 
litigation. 
4. General Nature of the Claims of the Parties. 
a. Plaintiff's Claims. 
Plaintiff claims that it is owed a debt by Color Craft 
Press, Ltd. ("Color Craft"), a Utah limited partnership, 
arising out of a purchase by Color Craft from Roberts & 
Porter, Inc. ("R&PH) of two new Nebiolo Web Offset Press 
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Units (collectively the HNebiolo Press-) and a Muller-Martini 
Mono Block Modular Perfect Binder Line ("Muller-Martini 
Binder-). After the purchase was made by Color Craft from 
R&P, the loan documents were assigned by R&P to plaintiff. 
Each of the defendants is a partner of Color Craft and is 
liable to plaintiff for the unpaid debt by reason of guaranty 
agreements executed by the parties, pursuant to third party 
beneficiary contract agreements or as general partners of 
Color Craft. The approximate amount claimed to be owed by 
plaintiff is Five Million Dollars, 
b. Defendants' Claims. 
Defendants dispute plaintiffs claims and allege that 
plaintiff is not entitled to recover as against any of the 
defendants. Defendants claim that the written guaranties 
herein sued upon are incomplete and unenforceable and, as 
written and executed by those limited partners who did sign 
such documents, do not create an enforceable obligation. 
Defendants claim that there has been a failure of a condition 
precedent to the enforcement of the guaranties in that not 
all of the limited partners signed and submitted guaranties. 
Defendants further claim that no enforceable third party 
beneficiary contract exists and that there has never been a 
valid and enforceable assignment of any of the guaranty 
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agreements by R&P to the plaintiff. Defendants further claim 
that plaintiff's action is barred by a failure of 
consideration. 
5. UncpntrQvertefl FgctS-
The following facts are stipulated by the parties to be true 
and accurate and are to be taken as true and accurate for all 
purposes in this action: 
a. Identification of Parties. 
(1) Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company 
of Chicago ("Continental Bank-) is a national banking 
association chartered under the laws of the United States 
of America. 
(2) With the exception of Kelvyn H. Cullimore, each of 
the defendants in this action is a Class B partner of 
Color Craft. 
(3) At all times material herein Kelvyn H. Cullimore was 
an officer of the corporation which served as general 
partner of Color Craft. 
b. Organization and Changes in Color Craft Partnership. 
(1) In June# 1979, Color Craft was organized as a Utah 
limited partnership. 
(2) At the time of creation of the partnership a formal ,. 
written partnership agreement was prepared and was 
executed by all of the partners then existing. 
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(3) At the time of organization the managing general 
partner of Color Craft was a corporation named Color 
Craft Press, Inc. The operating officers of Color Craft 
Press, Inc. from June 1979 through at least October 1980 
were William G. O'Mara, President, A. V. Moxley and 
Kelvyn H. Cullimore. 
(4) In June, 1980, Color Craft sent a proposal to all of 
its limited partners proposing the purchase of a new 
press and other equipment and the creation of a new class 
of limited partnership interests to be known as 
-Class HBM. 
(5) The offering proposal sent by Color Craft in June, 
1980, contained a form of subscription agreement by which 
the limited partners could subscribe for and agree to buy 
Class B limited partnership interests. 
(6) The June 1980 letter to investors also advised that 
in the formulation of Class B investors the partnership 
agreement would need to be modified. 
(7) On or about September 22, 1980, Color Craft sent a 
further letter to its partners advising of the decision 
to proceed with creation of the Class B interests and the 
adoption of a restated and amended partnership agreement 
which created Class B limited partnership interests. 
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(8) The amended and restated limited partnership 
agreement contains, among others, the following terms: 
7.5 Class B. . . . The Class B Limited Partners 
agree to personally guarantee repayment of 
indebtedness incurred by the Partnership to 
acquire Press B; provided, however, the maximum 
amount guaranteed by any Class B Limited Partner 
shall not exceed one hundred fifty (150) percent 
of such Limited Partner's pro-rata share of the 
total indebtedness with Roberts and Porter, Inc. 
. . . The Class B Limited Partners shall execute 
such additional documents and instruments as may 
be required by the lender to evidence this 
guaranty. 
(9) Section 7.5 of the amended and restated limited 
partnership agreement further provides 
The Class B Limited Partners hereby agree to 
contribute to the partnership, in their 
distribution ratio, the amounts of principal and 
interest on financing for acquisition of Press B, 
as such payments come due, to the extent that the 
partnership does not have sufficient cash from 
other sources to make such payments. Such 
additional payments shall in no event exceed five 
hundred percent (500%) of a Class B Limited 
Partner's subscription. 
(10) Section 6.9 of the amended and restated limited 
partnership agreement uses the term HPress B" to describe 
Mthe Nebiolo Target 1 Web Offset Press and associated 
equipment . . ." 
(11) A copy of the proposed form of amended and restated 
limited partnership agreement containing the provision 
7.5 described above was attached with the September 22, 
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1980 letter to partners. 
(12) The September 22, 1980 letter to partners also 
advised that each Class B limited partner would be 
required to guarantee 150% of such limited partner's 
pro-rata share of the total indebtedness of Color Craft 
with Roberts & Porter, Inc. 
(13) The September 22# 1980 letter to partners advised 
that Kelvyn H. Cullimore would be required to guarantee 
one hundred percent (100%) of the indebtedness of Color 
Craft with Roberts & Porter, Inc. 
(14) The September 22, 1980 letter to partners further 
offered each partner an option to withdraw from the 
partnership if they did not agree to the terms contained 
in the September 22, 1980 letter. They were offered six 
percent interest on any funds which they had previously 
invested if they chose to withdraw from the partnership. 
(15) The September 22, 1980 letter to partners and the 
amended and restated limited partnership agreement each 
provided that the defendants, in their capacity as 
limited partners, would not be involved in the day-to-day 
management of Color Craft. 
(16) With the exception of Kelvyn H. Cullimore, each of 
the defendants invested money in and became a partner in 
Color Craft. 
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(17) With the exception of Kelvyn H. Cullimore, each of 
the defendants intended to be a Class B limited partner. 
(18) Each defendant, to become a limited partner, was 
required to execute a subscription agreement. Executed 
copies thereof have been located for the following 
defendants: Marriner F. Bingham, Maralyn Bingham, 
Wallace Brown, Patricia Brown, Wallace Bryner, Bonnie 
Bryner, Ted Christensen, Kathleen Christensen, Sherman 
Cloward, Sheryle Cloward, Wells Cloward, Myrle Cloward, 
Ned Gregorson, Dixie Gregorson, Roy Hammond, Francis 
Hammond, Raymond Hendrikson, Diane Hendrikson, Desmond 
Larson, Wilda Larson, David Miller, Linda Miller, Jackson 
Millet, Marian Millet, John Nelson, Linda Nelson, Glen 
Simmons, Denise Simmons, Thomas Soderberg, Cindy 
Soderberg. 
(19) Executed subscription agreements for the following 
defendants have not been located and it is uncertain 
whether such defendants executed subscription agreements 
or delivered them to Color Craft: Robert and Sue Allen, 
Don and Myrle Bingham, Merril and Susan Bryan, Andrew and 
Sandra Christensen, Kay Cullimore, A. Ellingson, William 
and Joy Ellingson, Duane and Whitney Kelson, Paul and 
Diane Kelson, Harvard and Mary Nelson, and Gordon and 
Julie Petersen. 
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(20) Each of the defendants acquiesed in the terms of the 
September 22, 1980 letter and decided to become partners 
in Color Craft, thereby entitling each to the benefits 
and liabilities afforded or arising by virtue of the 
limited partnership. 
(21) Each of the defendants understood by virtue of the 
letter of September 22, 1980 that upon proper timely 
notice to the partnership, he could obtain a refund of 
his initial investment in the partnership and withdraw. 
(22) None of the Class B limited partners and none of the 
defendants withdrew from the partnership. 
(23) On or about June 12, 1981 the partnership executed a 
second amended and revised limited partnership agreement. 
(24) The second amended and revised limited partnership 
agreement, retained the provisions described in 
subparagraphs 8 and 9 above and is the last executed and 
currently operative partnership agreement for Color Craft. 
c. Benefits and Risks Which the Limited Partners Incurred bv 
Purchasing Class B Interests. 
(1) The two major inducements for the defendants to join 
Color Craft as Class B limited partners were the 
anticipation of return on their investment and the 
acquisition of certain income tax deductions. 
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(2) Each of the defendants understood that in order to 
receive the tax benefits anticipated from their 
investment in Color Craft/ they would have to have 
personal liability for some portion of the Color Craft 
debt. 
(3) Each of the defendants understood that one method to 
acquire personal liability for some portion of the Color 
Craft debts/ and thus become entitled to the tax 
deductions anticipated from their investment, was to 
execute a guaranty agreement guaranteeing some portion of 
the debt of Color Craft to R&P. 
(4) Each of the defendants intended to personally 
guarantee some portion of the debt of Color Craft to R&P. 
(5) The September 22, 1980 letter informed the 
defendants that in the event Color Craft did not pay the 
financing due on the press, the defendants would be 
obligated to make additional capital contributions to 
Color Craft to pay the financing, in amounts not to 
exceed 500% of each defendant's initial capital 
contribution. 
<6) For the years of 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1983 Color 
Craft sustained a loss from operations, which loss was 
passed through to and made available to the limited 
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partners according to their pro rata share of ownership 
and the limited partners took such loss as a deduction on 
their personal income taxes or accumulated such loss in 
tax loss carry forwards. 
(7) When Color Craft was first organized and when it 
purchased its first press, the original limited partners 
were required to guarantee a portion of the debt which 
Color Craft incurred in acquiring the first press. The 
purchase of equipment financed by Litton Industries 
Credit Corporation and TransUnion Leasing also required 
guarantees from the limited partners of a portion of the 
indebtedness, 
d. The Purchase of the Press. 
(1) From about June 1980 through October 1980, William 
G. O'Mara, as the President of Color Craft Press, Inc., 
the managing general partner of Color Craft, negotiated 
with R&P for the purchase of the Nebiolo Press and 
Muller-Martini Binder. 
(2) On or about October 7, 1980 Color Craft and R&P 
entered into a machinery contract purchase by which R&P 
sold to Color Craft two new Nebiolo Web Offset Press 
Units (collectively the "Nebiolo Press"). 
(3) On or about October 7f 1980 Color Craft and R&P 
entered into an agreement whereby Color Craft purchased a 
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new Muller-Martini Mono Block Modular perfect Binder Line 
(the -Muller-Martini Binder"). 
(4) The total deferred payment purchase price for the 
Nebiolo Press was $6,221,258.20. The total deferred 
purchase price for the Muller-Martini Binder was 
$748,365.00. 
(5) Each of the documents executed by Color Craft 
evidencing the purchase of the Nebiolo Press and 
Muller-Martini Binder was executed on behalf of Color 
Craft by William G. O'Mara, the president of Color Craft 
Press, Inc., the managing general partner of Color Craft. 
(6) On or about October 7, 1980 Color Craft executed 
promissory notes and security agreements by which it 
promised to pay the sums due to R&P on the Nebiolo Press 
and Muller-Martini Binder and by which it granted to R&P 
a security interest and lien in the Nebiolo Press and 
Muller-Martini Binder. 
(7) On or about October 7, 1980 Continental Bank 
advanced to R&P the purchase price of the Nebiolo Press 
and Muller-Martini Binder. 
(8) On or about October 7, 1980 R&P executed a sellers 
assignment which assigned to Continental Bank "all right, 
title and interest of [R&P] in and to (1) the 
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installments payable under the attached Lease Agreement 
or Conditional Sale Contract dated October 7, 1980 
(herein called the MContractH) between the undersigned 
and Color Craft Press LTD. Salt Lake City, Utah 84104 
(herein called the "Obligor"), and (ii) all of the rights 
of [R&P] under said Contract." 
(9) The foregoing assigment from R&P to Continental Bank 
states that it was given pursuant to the terms of a 
letter agreement between R&P and Continental Bank dated 
July 21# 1976. 
(10) On or about October 10, 1980 Color Craft sent each 
limited partner and each limited partner received a cover 
letter and guaranty and subordination agreements, 
requesting that the agreements be signed and returned to 
Color Craft. 
(11) Between October 10, 1980 and November 30, 1980 the 
following defendants executed written guaranty 
agreements: Robert J. and Sue A. Allen; Don R. and Myrle 
M. Bingham; Marriner F. and Maralyn B. Bingham; Wallace 
B. and Patricia L. Brown; Merril and Susan Bryan; Wallace 
F. and Bonnie Bryner; Ted L. and Kathleen S. Christensen; 
Sherman L. and Sheryle Cloward; Wells P. and Myrle L. 
Cloward; Kay Cullimore; Roy A. and Frances B. Hammond; 
Raymond K. and Diane 0. Hendrickson; Desmond O. and Wilda 
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W. Larson; David K. and Linda C. Miller; Harvard G. and 
Mary C. Nelson; Gordon A. and Julie Peterson; Glen O. and 
Denise Simmons. These agreements subsequently were 
delivered from Color Craft to R & P. 
(12) Kelvyn H. Cullimore executed and delivered to R & P 
a written guaranty agreement. 
(13) Each of the remaining defendants was requested to 
execute a written guaranty ageement; some of said 
defendants have no recollection of executing a written 
guaranty agreement and none of the parties has located a 
written guaranty agreement executed by any of these 
defendants: 
Andrew and Sandra J. Christensen; A. Ellingson, William 
L. and Joy Ellingson, Ned A. and Dixie Gregorson; Duane 
J. and Whitney K. Kelson; R. Paul and Diane Kelson, F. 
Jackson and Marian Millet; Thomas E. and Cindy Soderberg. 
(14) Prior to the institution of this lawsuit, none of 
the limited partner defendants who signed written 
guaranty agreements were ever advised by Color Craft, 
R & P or Continental Bank that, although requested to do 
so, some of the limited partners had not signed similar 
guaranty agreements. 
(15) Ned A. Gregorson and Dixie Gregorson specifically 
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declined to execute the guaranty agreement presented to 
them by Color Craft as the guaranty agreement presented 
to them had blanks which needed to be filled out and 
therefore they declined to execute the agreement in 
blank. 
(16) The written guaranty agreement executed by Marriner 
F. Bingham and Maralyn B. Bingham had each of the blanks 
on the first page filled out in the personal handwriting 
of Marriner Bingham. In paragraph 2 where the pro rata 
share of indebtedness guaranteed is described, Marriner 
Bingham wrote the numbers "$50,000M. After he submitted 
his guaranty agreement to the partnership, someone added 
after the period at the end of paragraph 2 the following 
"(3.58%)M. 
(17) F. Jackson Millet and Marian Millet did not execute 
a written guaranty agreement because the guaranty was 
delivered to them in blank and Millets chose not to 
execute the guaranty in blank. When the guaranty was 
submitted to Millets for signature, they received both a 
pink (limited partners file copy) and a white (original 
copy for execution to be sent to Roberts & Porter) 
together with a cover letter from Kelvyn H. Cullimore 
dated October 10, 1980 requesting that the documents be 
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executed. Each of those three documents - the cover 
letter of October 10, 1980, the pink copy of the guaranty 
and the white copy of the guaranty-remained in the 
possession of Millets until submitted to the court with 
their affidavit dated October 9, 1985. 
(18) On behalf of Color Craft, Kelvyn H. Cullimore 
directed the execution of all of the written guaranty 
agreements based upon a form agreement which he had 
received from R&P. 
(19) Those defendants who executed guaranty agreements in 
blank and returned them to Color Craft knew or understood 
that the blanks would be filled in by Color Craft and/or 
Kelvyn H. Cullimore. 
(20) In completing the form agreements, Kelvyn H. 
Cullimore directed his secretary to type in each 
individual defendant's name, in husband-wife pairs where 
appropriate, in the blank identified as "an individual 
("Buyer")" on the form. 
(21) At the time Cullimore directed the individual 
defendant's names to be placed in the blank identified as 
Han individual ("Buyer"), he understood that Color Craft 
would be the buyer of the printing machinery referred to 
in the guaranty agreements and that the individual 
defendants were not the buyers of such printing machinery. 
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(22) A copy of the Equipment Contract Purchase Agreement 
dated October 7, 1980 and its attendant Exhibit HAH was 
not submitted to the limited partners at the time the 
guaranty agreements were submitted by Color Craft to the 
Class B Limited Partners. 
(23) Cullimore believed that, by executing the guaranty 
agreements, each individual defendant was personally 
guaranteeing the repayment of a certain percentage of 
Color Craft's obligation to R&P for the purchase of the 
Nebiolo Press. 
(24) Cullimore believed that the guaranty agreements, 
filled out as he had directed, were properly completed. 
(25) R&P and Continental Bank believed that the guaranty 
agreements, filled out at Cullimore's direction, were 
properly completed. 
(26) From October 7, 1980 when Continental Bank advanced 
funds and October 10, 1980 when Color Craft requested the 
Limited Partners to execute guaranty agreements until the 
present, neither Continental Bank nor R&P excused the 
execution of written guaranty agreements by any of the 
Class B Limited Partners. 
(27) In the course of Color Craft's bankruptcy, on or 
about July 9, 1984 the Bankruptcy Trustee conducted an 
auction sale in accordance with the provisions of the 
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Bankruptcy Code at which the Trustee sold to Continental 
Bank any and all rights which Color Craft had or may have 
to make any claims against Roberts & Porter, Inc. 
(28) In the course of Color Craft*s bankruptcy, on or 
about October 29, 1984 the Bankruptcy Trustee conducted 
an auction sale in accordance with the provisions of the 
Bankruptcy Code at which the Trustee sold to the 
defendants the rights which Color Craft had to seek 
additional capital contributions from its partners. 
e. Amount of Unpaid Debt. 
(1) Color Craft has failed to make payments when due on 
the machinery contracts, promissory notes and security 
agreements covering the Nebiolo Press and Muller-Martini 
Binder, has filed a bankruptcy case in the United States 
Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah and does not 
have assets sufficient to pay to Continental Bank the 
sums due on the machinery contracts, promissory notes and 
security agreements. 
(2) Continental Bank has liquidated all of the equipment 
which secured the debt owed by Color Craft and has 
applied all of the sums recovered in such liquidation in 
partial satisfaction of the debt of Color Craft on the 
Nebiolo Press and Muller-Martini Binder. 
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(3) Attached hereto as Exhibit "A" is a schedule which 
reflects the following: 
(a) The amount of each limited partner's initial 
Class B capital contribution in Color Craft; 
(b) Five Hundred Percent (500%) of the amount of 
each Limited Partner's initial Class B capital 
contribution in Color Craft; 
(c) The amount of each Limited Partner's pro-rata 
share of ownership of Color Craft; 
(d) An amount equal to One Hundred Fifty (150) 
Percent of each Limited Partner's pro-rata share of 
the purchase price for the Nebiolo Press and for the 
Muller-Martini Binder. 
(4) Each of the purchase contracts, promissory notes and 
security agreements provide that Continental Bank may 
recover its reasonable attorneys' fees incurred in 
collecting the sums due it. Continental Bank has 
incurred substantial attorneys' fees in this action in 
collecting the sums due it. 
f. Miscellaneous Facts. 
(1) On or about August 28, 1986, through their counsel 
in this action, each of the defendants with the exception 
of Kelvyn H. Cullimore, Ted L. Chris-t@nsonr Kathleen S. 
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Hanrlriksnn, executed a certificate by which they 
renounced their interest in the profits or any other 
compensation by way of income of the Color Craft Press, 
Ltd. partnership. The certificate was delivered to \l\ 
Continental Bank by a letter dated October 14, 1986 from
 y 
A counsel for such defendants to counsel for Continental , 
Bank, rui/nc^^ tf>Um t y f r f ^ c f f[Ui if ouhcoovt fh^T. 
(2) Prior to the institution of this lawsuit/ neither ^qv 
Color Craft, R & P or Continental Bank had made demand 
for the limited partners to make additional capital 
contributions to the partnership. 
(3) There were never any distributions of profit to a/iy 
of the Class B Limited Partners by Color Craft. 
6. Contested Issues of Fact. 
/ 
The following issues of fact are contested by the/£>arties to 
this action: / 
a. Whether each of the Class B Limited Partners executed a 
subscription agreement. / 
b. Whether the parties intended the guaranties as signed to 
/ 
be the final and complete written expression of the agreement 
/HVi 
between themselves as to any personal guaranty. 
c. Whether any of the defendants ever signed any document 
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.«N 
purporting to guarantee the repayment of the purchase price 
of a Muller-Martini Binder. 
d. Whether, as a condition precedent to the validity and 
enforceability of any guaranty agreement, the plaintiff and 
its alleged assignor, R&P, required that each and every 
limited partner sign an enforceable guaranty agreement 
guaranteeing a pro-rata percentage of the purchase price of 
certain equipment. 
e. The extent of the agency given to Messrs. William G. 
O'Mara and/or A.V. Moxley as attorney-in-fact to obligate the 
limited partners for any future debt. 
f. Whether R&P accomplished an assignment of its rights, if 
any, to the guaranties herein sued upon. 
g. Whether the parties ever reached a "meeting of the minds" 
as to contract terms and provisions thereby allowing this 
court to "reform" their written agreements, and, if so, the 
specific terms and provisions of the actual agreements. 
h. Whether any of the limited partners intended to create 
"beneficiary" status in the Plaintiff by any term or 
provision within any Limited Partnership Agreement. 
i. The amount remaining due to Continental Bank on its 
financing of the Nebiolo Press and the Muller-Martini Binder. 
7. Contested Issues of Law. 
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The contested issues of law/ in addition to those implicit in 
the foregoing issues of fact# are: 
a. Whether the written guaranty agreements executed by 
certain of the defendants guaranteed 150% of said guarantors 
pro rata share of the indebtedness for purchase of the 
Nebiolo Press and the Muller-Martini Binder. 
b. Whether each of the written guaranty agreements executed 
by the partners is unclear and ambiguous on its face. 
c. Whether Kelvyn H. Cullimore is liable to Continental Bank 
for 100% of the indebtedness for the Nebiolo Press and the 
Muller-Martini Binder. 
d. Whether each of the defendants other than Kelvyn H. 
Cullimore is liable to Continental Bank for 150% of their 
pro-rata share of the purchase price for the Nebiolo Press 
and Muller-Martini Binder under a written guaranty agreement. 
e. Whether each of the defendants is liable to Continental 
Bank for financing of the Nebiolo Press and the 
Muller-Martini Binder in an amount equal to 500% of their 
initial Class B capital contribution in Color Craft. 
f. Whether each of the defendants is liable for some portion 
of Continental Bank's attorneys' fees incurred in collecting 
the sums due it. 
g. Whether as a condition precedent to the defendants' 
liability under their guaranties/ R&P and Continental Bank 
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were required to obtain guaranties from each of the Class B 
Limited Partners. 
h. Whether there was a failure of the alleged condition 
precedent to the defendants' liability on the guaranties. 
i. Whether the assignment of the machinery contracts, 
promissory notes and security agreements was sufficient to 
constitute an assignment to Continental Bank of the guaranty 
agreements executed by certain of the Class B Limited 
Partners in favor of R&P. 
j. Whether the assignment of the purchase contracts altered 
the defendants' obligations so as to render the guaranty 
agreements unenforceable. 
k. Whether the statute of frauds bars recovery under the 
causes of action on the guaranty agreements against the 
limited partners who did not sign guaranty agreements. 
1. Whether plaintiff's claims are barred by failure of 
consideration or impossibility of performance or election of 
remedies. 
m. Whether the purported renunciation by certain of the 
limited partners was timely and the effect to be given such 
renunciation. 
n. Whether the defendants complied with all the requirements 
of the Utah Limited Partnership Act necessary for the valid 
creation of a limited partnership, thus giving them limited 
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partner status. 
o. Whether the defendants are or may be deemed to be general 
partners and the nature of their liability if deemed to be 
general partners. 
8. Exhibits. 
The following constitute all of the exhibits to be introduced 
at trial: 
a. The authenticity of the following exhibits is stipulated 
and foundation as to such exhibits is waived. Objections to 
relevancy or materiality are reserved for trial. The 
following are hereby identified and offered: 
Exhibit No, 
1 
Description Date 
Limited Partnership Agreement 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. 
(without attachments) 6/30/79 
Certificate of Limited Partnership 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. 6/29/79 
Amendment #1 Certificate of 
Limited Partnership 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. 7/30/79 
TransUnion Unconditional 
Guaranty 
Corporate Guarantor 8/17/79 
TransUnion Unconditional 
Guaranty 
General Partner Guarantor 8/17/79 
TransUnion Unconditional 
Guaranty 
Limited Partner Guarantor 8/17/79 
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7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
TransUnion Unconditional 
Subordination Agreement 8/17/79 
Amendment #2 Certificate of 
Limited Partnership 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. 8/30/79 
Letter - Color Craft to Partners 9/16/79 
Amendment #3 Certificate of 
Limited Partnership 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. 9/19/79 
Letter - Color Craft to Partners 9/26/79 
Proposal for 2nd Web Press 6/80 
Letter - Moxley to Marriner Bingham 
re: Harris Press 6/16/80 
Letter - Color Craft to Wells 
Cloward 6/30/80 
Subscription Agreements 
(Blank - Blue - 50 units "B") 6/80 
Subscription Agreements 
(Blank - White - 50 units "B") 6/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Marriner F. Bingham 6/27/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Wallace Brown 6/30/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Wallace Bryner 6/29/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Ted Christensen 6/20/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Sherman Cloward 6/28/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Wells Cloward 6/30/80 
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23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Subscription Agreement 
Ned Gregorson 6/29/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Roy Hammond 6/28/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Roy Hendrickson 6/30/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Desmond Larson 6/20/80 
Subscription Agreement 
David Miller 6/30/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Jackson Millet 6/30/80 
Subscription Agreement 
John Nelson 6/30/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Glen Simmons 6/19/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Thomas Soderberg 6/30/80 
Letter - Color Craft to Partners 8/12/80 
Subscription Agreement 
Signed: Tom Soderberg 
White - 50 units "BH 8/18/80 
R & P Quote: Nebiolo 8 unit 
Quote #80-8-3 8/26/80 
Letter - Color Craft to "BM Partners 9/22/80 
Recission Disclosure Brochure 9/22/80 
Recission Ballot, Blank 9/22/80 
Recission Ballot, Signed Greaves 9/22/80 
Letter - R & P to O'Mara 10/6/80 
Nebiolo Brochure 10/80 
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41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
R & P Quote: Nebiolo 9 unit 
Quote #80-10-1 10/7/80 
R & P Machinery Contract 10/7/80 
Promissory Note amt. $3,658/099.80 10/7/80 
Promissory Note amt. $2,563,158.40 10/7/80 
Promissory Note amt. $ 748,365.00 10/7/80 
Guaranty Agreements, Blank White Copy 10/7/80 
Guaranty Agreement 
Signed O'Mara 10/7/80 
Guaranty Agreement 
Signed Moxley 10/7/80 
Guaranty Agreement 
Signed Cullimore 10/7/80 
Subordination Agreement 
White Blank 10/7/80 
Subordination Agreement 
Pink Blank 10/7/80 
Assignment R & P to Continental Bank 10/8/80 
Letter - Color Craft to Partners 10/10/80 
Letter - Color Craft to Partners 10/13/80 
Guaranty Agreement 
Marriner Bingham, white copy 10/20/80 
Guaranty Agreement 
Marriner Bingham, pink copy 10/20/80 
Guaranty Agreement 
Harvard Nelson, white copy 10/23/80 
Letter - Color Craft to Greaves 10/24/80 
Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Gordon Peterson 10/27/80 
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60 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Robert Allen 11/10/80 
61 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Don Bingham 11/17/80 
62 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Wallace Brown 11/17/80 
63 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Merril Bryan 11/17/80 
64 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Wallace Bryner 11/17/80 
65 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Ted Christensen 11/17/80 
66 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Sherman Cloward 11/17/80 
67 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Wells Cloward 11/17/80 
68 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Kay Cullimore 11/17/80 
69 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Benjamin Foulk 11/17/80 
70 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Keith Greaves 11/17/80 
71 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Roy Hammond 11/17/80 
72 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Raymond Hendrickson 11/17/80 
73 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
D.O. Larson 11/17/80 
74 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
David Miller 11/17/80 
75 Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Sharon Moxley 11/17/80 
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76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy-
Kent Richards 11/17/80 
Guaranty Agreement, white signed copy 
Glenn Simmons 11/17/80 
Litton Guaranty Agreement, signed 
Robert Allen 11/17/80 
Amended and Restated Limited 
Partnership Agreement 11/ /80 
Amendment #4 Certificate of Limited 
Partnership 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. 12/5/80 
Letter - Cullimore to S. Cloward 12/23/80 
Subordination Agreement 
Sherman Cloward 12/29/80 
Letter - Cullimore to R & P 1/13/81 
Letter - Color Craft to B Partners 1/23/81 
Letter - Color Craft to Robert Allen 1/23/81 
Letter - Color Craft to Ned Gregorson 1/23/81 
Letter - Color Craft to B Partners 3/15/81 
Proposal for additional capital 6/81 
Letter - Cullimore to R & P 6/3/81 
Second Amended and Revised Limited 
Partnership Agreement 6/12/81 
Amendment #5 Certificate of Limited 
Partnership 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. 10/15/81 
Color Craft Bankruptcy Petition 10/28/81 
Color Craft List of 14 Largest 
Creditors 10/28/81 
Schedule of Repayment 10/28/81 
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95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
Appointment of Creditor's 
Committee 11/5/81 
Letter - McEnroe to Cullimore 9/16/82 
Covenant Not To Sue 10/8/82 
Lease 10/8/82 
Letter - Continental Bank 
to Ostler 10/8/82 
Letter - McEnroe to Cullimore 12/7/82 
Tax Return - Color Craft 1983 
Order of Conversion 1983 
Letter - McEnroe to Color Craft 2/1/83 
Complaint: B Partners v R & P 2/9/83 
Notice of Bankruptcy (R & P) 8/3/83 
Affidavit of Harry McMillan 1/23/84 
Affidavit of Kelvyn Cullimore 4/23/84 
Trustee's Assignment of Claim 7/9/84 
Bankruptcy Court Minute Entry 8/30/84 
Defendant's Answers to Plaintiff's 
Interrogatories 10/84 
Order Authorizing Trustee's Sale 10/2/84 
Trustee's Assignment of Possible 
Cause of Action 10/29/84 
Affidavit of Penny Rodeen 3/27/85 
Affidavit of Jackson Millet 10/9/85 
Notice re: Limited Partnership 
Interest 8/26/86 
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116 Letter - Hintze to Schofield 10/14/86 
117 Letter - Continental Bank to 
Roberts & Porter 7/21/76 
118 Affidavit of Robert Allen 2/84 
119 Affidavit of Andrew Christensen 2/84 
120 Affidavit of Robert Buss 3/24/85 
121 Final Account of Bankruptcy Court 3/18/86 
b. In the event other exhibits are to be introduced at 
trial, copies must be served upon opposing counsel at 
least five days prior to trial. This restriction shall 
not apply to rebuttal exhibits. 
9. Witnesses. 
a. Plaintiff's Witnesses. 
In the absence of reasonable notice to opposing 
counsel to the contrary/ plaintiff will call as 
witnesses: Kelvyn H. Cullimore/ Harry A. McMillan/ and 
George Adams. 
Plaintiff may call: A. Vincent Moxley. 
b. Defendants' witnesses -
In the absence of reasonable notice to opposing counsel 
to the contrary, defendants will call as witnesses: 
Kelvyn Cullimore and Duane Gillman. 
c. In the event that other witnesses are to be called 
at trial, a statement of their names and addresses and 
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the general subject matter of their testimony will be 
served upon opposing counsel and filed with the court at 
least ten days prior to trial. This restriction shall 
not apply to rebuttal witnesses. 
10. Amendments to Pleadings. 
There are no requests to amend pleadings and the 
pleadings are deemed merged into this pretrial order. All of the 
claims and defenses explicit or implicit in this pretrial order 
are deemed to have been plead in the pleadings. 
11. Discovery. 
Discovery has been completed. 
12. Trial Setting. 
This case is set for non-jury trial on December 1, 1986 
at 9:00 a.m. The estimated length of trial is three days. 
13. Settlement. 
Plaintiff and defendants have conferred respecting 
settlement of this matter and consider the possibility of settling 
as poor. Trial will not be postponed to allow the conduct of 
further settlement negotiations except upon a showing of good 
cause. H 
DATED this / ^ day of Nwemtfef, 1986. 
BY THE COURT: 
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Approved as to Form and Content 
Attorneys for Plaintiff: 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
By 
nthony W.j Schofield j 
Attorneys for Defendants: 
OLSEN, HINTZE, NIELSON & HILL 
By 
Harold A. Hintze 
JACKSON, McIFF & MOWER 
Kay LHpcIf 
[05741] 
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EXHIBIT A 
Amount Due on Additional Capital Contributions 
NAME 
3 +J 5 -d+j 
Robert J. Allen $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Sue A. Allen 
Don R. Bingham $50,000 $250,000 $93,200 $466,000 
Myrle N. Bingham 
Marriner F. Bingham $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Maralyn B. Bingham 
Wallace B. Brown $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Patricia L. Brown 
Merril Bryan $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Susan Bryan 
Wallace F. Bryner $12,500 $ 72,500 $23,200 $116,500 
Bonnie Bryner 
Andrew Christensen $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Sandra J. Christensen 
Ted L. Christensen $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Kathleen S. Christensen 
Sherman L. Cloward $12,500 $ 72,500 $23,200 $116,500 
Sheryle L. Cloward 
Wells P. Cloward $12,500 $ 72,500 $23,200 $116,500 
Myrle L. Cloward 
Kay Cullimore $12,500 $ 72,500 $23,200 $116,500 
A. Ellingson -0- -0- $23,200 $116,500 
William L. Ellingson $37,500 $187,500 $69,900 $349,500 
Joy Ellingson 
Ned A. Gregorson $25,000 
Dixie Gregorson 
Roy A. Hammond $12,500 
Frances B. Hammond 
Raymond K. Hendrickson $25,000 
Diane O. Hendrickson 
Duane J. Kelson $25,000 
Whitney K. Kelson 
R. Paul Kelson $25,000 
Diane Kelson 
Desmond O. Larson $25,000 
Wilda W. Larson 
David K. Miller $25,000 
Linda C. Miller 
F. Jackson Millet $25,000 
Marian Millet 
Harvard G. Nelson $25,000 
Mary C. Nelson 
John C. Nelson $12,500 
Linda Nelson 
Gordon A. Peterson $25,000 
Julie Peterson 
Glenn O. Simmons $25,000 
Denice Simmons 
Thomas E. Soderberg $12,500 
Cindy Soderberg 
$125,000 
$ 72,500 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$ 72,500 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$ 72,500 
$46,600 
$23,200 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$23,200 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$23,200 
$233,000 
$116,500 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$116,500 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$116,500 
Amount Due on Guaranties 
NAME 
to 
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Robert J. Allen 
Sue A. Allen 
150% of 3.58% $374,268.77 
of 
indebtedness 
$193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Don R. Bingham 
Myrle N. Bingham 
150% of 7.15% $747,492.08 
of 
of indebtedness 
$385,776.29 $337,086.75 
Marriner F. Bingham 
Maralyn B. Bingham 
150% of 3.58% $374,268.77 
of 
indebtedness 
$193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Wallace B. Brown 
Patricia L. Brown 
150% of 3.58% $374,268.77 
of 
indebtedness 
$193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Merril Bryan 
Susan Bryan 
150% of 3.58% $374,268.77 
of 
indebtedness 
$193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Wallace F. Bryner 
Bonnie Bryner 
150% of 1.79% $187,134.38 
of 
indebtedness 
$115,894.75 $84,389.55 
Andrew Christensen 
Sandra Christensen 
150% Of 3.58% $374,268.77 
of 
indebtedness 
$193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Ted L. Christensen 
Kathleen Christensen 
150% of 3.58% $374,268.77 
of 
indebtedness 
$193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Sherman L. Cloward 
Sheryl L. Cloward 
Wells P. Cloward 
Myrle L. Cloward 
150% of 1.79% $187,134.38 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 1.79% $187,134.38 
of 
indebtedness 
$115,894.75 $84,389.55 
$115,894.75 $84,389.55 
Kay Cullimore 
A. Ellingson 
William L. Ellingson 
Joy Ellingson 
Keith C. Greaves 
June M. Greaves 
Ned A. Gregorson 
Dixie Gregorson 
Roy A. Hammond 
Frances B. Hammond 
Raymond Hendrickson 
Diane O. Hendrickson 
Duane J. Kelson 
Whitney K. Kelson 
R. Paul Kelson 
Diane Kelson 
Desmond O. Larson 
Wilda W. Larson 
David K. Miller 
Linda C. Miller 
F. Jackson Millet 
Marian Millet 
150% of 1.79% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 1.79% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 5.37% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 7.15% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 1.79% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 1.79% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 3.58% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 3.58% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 3.58% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 3.58% 
?f 
indebtedness 
150% of 3.58% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 3.58% 
of 
indebtedness 
$187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
$187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
$561,403.14 $289,736.88 $253,168.65 
$747,492.08 $385,776.29 $337,086.75 
$187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
$187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Harvard G. Nelson 
Mary C. Nelson 
John C. Nelson 
Linda Nelson 
150% Of 3.58% $374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 1.79% $187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
of 
indebtedness 
Gordon A. Peterson 
Julie Peterson 
150% Of 3.58% $374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
of 
indebtedness 
Kent F. Richards 
Marsha Richards 
Glenn O. Simmons 
Denice Simmons 
Thomas E. Soderberg 
Cindy Soderberg 
150% of 1.79% $187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 3.58% $374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
of 
indebtedness 
150% Of 1.79% $187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
of 
indebtedness 
Kelvyn Cullimore 100% Of 6,969,623.20 3,569,981.70 3,143,000.00 
indebtedness 
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DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY, ••. **;r 
STATE OF UTAH 
CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF 
CHICAGO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROBERT J. ALLEN, et al., 
Defendants. 
The above-entitled matter came on for trial before 
the Honorable Cullen Y. Christensen, District Court Judge, 
commencing on December 1, 1986. The plaintiffs appeared 
in person and were represented by L. Ridd Larson and Anthony 
W. Schofield. Defendants Ted L. Christensen, Kathleen S. 
Christensen, Raymond K. Hendrikson and Diane 0. Hendrikson 
were represented by Kay L. Mclff. The remainder of the 
defendants were represented by Harold A. Hintze. The Court 
having heard the testimony and having entertained the argu-
ments of counsel, and being fully advised by evidence and 
argument, now finds and concludes as follows: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. The Court adopts the Pre-Trial Order agreed 
to by the parties and incorporates its stipulated facts in 
v-
Civil No. 63163 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
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this decision as follows: 
"a. Identification of Parties, 
(1) Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company 
of Chicage ("Continental Bank") is a national banking associ-
ation chartered under the laws of the United States of 
America. 
(2) With the exception of Kelvyn H. Cullimore, each of 
the defendants in this action is a Class B partner of Color 
Craft. 
(3) At all times material herein Kelvyn H. Cullimore 
was an officer of the corporation which served as general 
partner of Color Craft. 
b. Organization and Changes in Color Craft 
Partnership. 
(1) In June, 1979, Color Craft was organized as a Utah 
limited partnership. 
(2) At the time of creation of the partnership a formal 
written partnership agreement was prepared and was executed 
by all of the partners then existing. 
(3) At the time of organization the managing general 
partner of Color Craft was a corporation named Color Craft 
Press, Inc. The operating officers of Color Craft Press, 
Inc. from June 1979 through at least October 1980 were 
William G. O'Mara, President, A. V. Moxley and Kelvyn H. 
Cullimore. 
(4) In June, 1980, Color Craft sent a proposal to all 
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of its limited partners proposing the purchase of a new 
press and other equipment and the creation of a new class 
of limited partnership interests to be known as "Class B". 
(Exhibit No. 12) 
(5) The offering proposal sent by Color Craft in June, 
1980, contained a form of subscription agreement by which 
the limited partners could subscribe for and agree to buy 
Class B limited partnership interests. (Exhibit No. 12) 
(6) The June 1980 letter to investors also advised that 
in the formulation of Class B investors the partnership 
agreement would need to be modified. (Exhibit No. 12) 
(7) On or about September 22, 1980, Color Craft sent a 
further letter to its partners advising of the decision to 
proceed with creation of the Class B interests and the 
adoption of a restated and amended partnership agreement 
which created Class B limited partnership interests. (Exhibit 
No. 36) 
(8) The amended and restated limited partnership agree-
ment contains, among others, the following terms: 
7.5 Class B. . . . The Class B. Limited partners agree 
to personally guarantee repayment of indebtedness incur-
red by the Partnership to acquire Press B; provided, how-
ever, the maximum amount guaranteed by any Class B Limited 
Partner shall not exceed one hundred fifty (150) percent 
of such Limited Partner's pro-rata share of the total 
indebtedness with Roberts and Porter, Inc. . . . The Class 
B Limited Partners shall execute such additional documents 
and instruments as may be required by the lender to evidence 
this guaranty. (Exhibit No. 79) 
(9) Section 7.5 of the amended and restated limited 
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partnership agreement further provides: 
The Class B Limited Partners hereby agree to contribute 
to the partnership, in their distribution ratio, the 
amounts of principal and interest on financing for ac-
quisition of Press B, as such payments come due, to the 
extent that the partnership does not have sufficient cash 
from other sources to make such payments. Such additional 
payments shall in no event exceed five hundred percent 
(500%) of a Class B Limited Partner's subscription. 
(Exhibit No. 79) 
(10) Section 6.9 of the amended and restated limited 
partnership agreement uses the term "Press B" to describe 
"the Nebiolo Target 1 Web Offset Press and associated equip-
ment . . . " (Exhibit No. 36; Exhibit No. 79) 
(11) A copy of the proposed form of amended and restated 
limited partnership agreement containing the provision 7.5 
described above was attached with the September 22, 1980 
letter to partners. (Exhibit No. 36) 
(12) The September 22, 1980 letter to partners also 
advised that each Class B limited partner would be required 
to guarantee 150% of such limited partnerfs pro-rata share 
of the total indebtedness of Color Craft with Roberts & Porter, 
Inc. (Exhibit No. 36, pages 3, 6, 7) 
(13) The September 22, 1980 letter to partners advised 
that Kelvyn H. Cullimore would be required to guarantee one 
hundred percent (100%) of the indebtedness of Color Craft 
with Roberts & Porter, Inc. (Exhibit No. 36) 
(14) The September 22, 1980 letter to partners further 
offered each partner an option to withdraw from the partner-
ship if they did not agree to the terms contained in the 
September 22, 1980 letter. They were offered six percent 
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interest on any funds which they had previously invested 
if they chose to withdraw from the partnership. (Exhibit 
Nos. 36, 37, 38) 
(15) The September 22, 1980 letter to partners and the 
amended and restated limited partnership agreement each 
provided that the defendants, in their capacity as limited 
partners, would not be involved in the day-to-day management 
of Color Craft. (Exhibit No. 36; Exhibit No. 79) 
(16) With the exception of Kelvyn H. Cullimore, each of 
the defendants invested money in and became a partner in 
Color Craft. (Exhibit No. 80; Exhibit No. 91) 
(17) With the exception of Kelvyn H. Cullimore, each of 
the defendants intended to be a Class B limited partner. 
(Exhibit No. 80; Exhibit No. 91) 
(18) Each defendant, to become a limited partner, was 
required to execute a subscription agreement. Executed 
copies thereof have been located for the following defendants: 
Marriner F. Bingham, Maralyn Bingham, Wallace Brown, Patricia 
Brown, Wallace Bryner, Bonnie Bryner, Ted Christensen, 
Kathleen Christensen, Sherman Cloward, Sheryle Cloward, 
Wells Cloward, Myrle Cloward, Ned Gregorson, Dixie Gregorson, 
Roy Hammond, Francis Hammond, Raymond Hendrikson, Diane 
Hendrikson, Desmond Larson, Wilda Larson, David Miller, Linda 
Miller, Jackson Millet, Marian Millet, John Nelson, Linda 
Nelson, Glen Simmons, Denise Simmons, Thomas Soderberg, Cindy 
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Soderberg. (Exhibit Nos. 12, 17-31; Exhibit No. 27; Exhibit 
No. 27A) 
(19) Executed subscription agreements for the following 
defendants have not been located and it is uncertain whether 
such defendants executed subscription agreements or delivered 
them to Color Craft: Robert and Sue Allen, Don and Myrle 
Bingham, Merril and Susan Bryan, Andrew and Sandra Christensen, 
Kay Cullimore, A. Ellingson, William and Joy Ellingson, Duane 
and Whitney Kelson, Paul and Diane Kelson, Harvard and Mary 
Nelson, and Gordon and Julie Petersen. (Exhibit No. 12; 
Exhibit No. 12A) 
(20) Each of the defendants acquiesced in the terms of 
the September 22, 1980 letter and decided to become partners 
in Color Craft, thereby entitling each to the benefits and 
liabilities afforded or arising by virtue of the limited 
partnership. (Exhibit No. 80; Exhibit No. 91; Exhibit No. 
101) 
(21) Each of the defendants understood by virtue of the 
letter of September 22, 1980 that upon proper timely notice 
to the partnership, he could obtain a refund of his initial 
investment in the partnership and withdraw. (Exhibit Nos. 
36-38) 
(22) None of the Class B limited partners and none of the 
defendants withdrew from the partnership. (Exhibit No. 36; 
Exhibit No. 80; Exhibit No. 91) 
(23) On or about June 12, 1981 the partnership executed 
a second amended and revised limited partnership agreement. 
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(Exhibit No, 90) 
(24) The second amended and revised limited partnership 
agreement, retained the provision described in subparagraphs 
8 and 9 above and is the last executed and currently operative 
partnership agreement for Color Craft. (Exhibit No. 90) 
c. Benefits and Risks Which the Limited Partners 
Incurred by Purchasing Class B Interests. 
(1) The two major inducements for the defendants to join 
Color Craft as Class B limited partners were the anticipation 
of return on their investment and the acquisition of certain 
income tax deductions. (Exhibit No. 12; Exhibit No. 12A) 
(2) Each of the defendants understood that in order to 
receive the tax benefits anticipated from their investment 
in Color Craft, they would have to have personal liability 
for some portion of the Color Craft debt. (Exhibit No. 12; 
Exhibit No. 36) 
(3) Each of the defendants understood that one method 
to acquire personal liability for some portion of the Color 
Craft debts, and thus become entitled to the tax deductions 
anticipated from their investment, was to execute a guaranty 
agreement guaranteeing some portion of the debt of Color 
Craft to R&P. (Exhibit No. 12; Exhibit No. 36) 
(4) Each of the defendants intended to personally guarantee 
some portion of the debt of Color Craft to R&P. (Exhibit No. 
12; Exhibit No. 36) 
(5) The September 22, 1980 letter informed the defendants 
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that in the event Color Craft did not pay the financing due 
on the press, the defendants would be obligated to make 
additional capital contributions to Color Craft to pay the 
financing, in amounts not to exceed 500% of each defendant's 
initial capital contribution. (Exhibit No. 36) 
(6) For the years of 1980, 1981, 1982 and 1983 Color 
Craft sustained a loss from operations, which loss was passed 
through to and made available to the limited partners accord-
ing to their pro rata share of ownership and the limited 
partners took such loss as a deduction on their personal 
income taxes or accumulated such loss in tax loss carry for-
wards. (Exhibit Nos. 54, 87, 101, 113) 
(7) When Color Craft was first organized and when it 
purchased its first press, the original limited partners 
were required to guarantee a portion of the debt which Color 
Craft incurred in acquiring the first press. The purchase 
of equipment financed by Litton Industries Credit Corporation 
and TransUnion Leasing also required guarantees from the 
limited partners of a portion of the indebtedness. (Exhibit 
Nos. 1, 2, 3, 6, 8-11, 78) 
d. The Purchase of the Press. 
(1) From about June 1980 through October 1980, William 
G. O'Mara, as the President of Color Craft Press, Inc., the 
managing general partner of Color Craft, negotiated with R&P 
for the purchase of the Nebiolo Press and Muller-Martini 
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Binder. (Exhibit Nos. 32, 34, 39-41) 
(2) On or about October 7, 1980 Color Craft and R&P 
entered into a machinery contract purchase by which R&P 
sold to Color Craft two new Nebiolo Web Offset Press Units 
(collectively the "Nebiolo Press"). (Exhibit No. 42; Exhibit 
No. 42A) 
(3) On or about October 7, 1980 Color Craft and R&P 
entered into an agreement whereby Color Craft purchased a 
new Muller-Martini Mono Block Modular perfect Binder Line 
(the "Muller-Martini Binder"). 
(4) The total deferred payment purchase price for the 
Nebiolo Press was $6,221,258.20 The total deferred purchase 
price for the Muller-Martini Binder was $748,365.00. (Exhibit 
Nos. 42A, 43-45) 
(5) Each of the documents executed by Color Craft 
evidencing the purchase of the Nebiolo Press and Muller-
Martini Binder was executed on behalf of Color Craft by 
William G. O'Mara, the president of Color Craft Press, Inc., 
the managing general partner of Color Craft. (Exhibit Nos. 
42A, 43-45) 
(6) On or about October 7, 1980 Color Craft executed 
promissory notes and security agreements by which it promised 
to pay the sums due to R&P on the Nebiolo Press and Muller-
Martini Binder and by which it granted to R&P a security 
interest and lien in the Nebiolo Press and Muller-Martini 
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Binder. 
(8) On or about October 8, 1980 R&P executed a sellers 
assignment which assigned to Continental Bank "all right, 
title and interest of [R&P] in and to (1) the installments 
payable under the attached Lease Agreement or Conditional 
Sale Contract dated October 7, 1980 (herein called the 
"Contract") between the undersigned and Color Craft Press 
LTD. Salt Lake City, Utah 84104 (herein called the "Obligor"), 
and (ii) all of the rights of [R&P] under said Contract." 
(Exhibit No. 52; Exhibit No. 117) 
(9) The foregoing assignment from R&P to Continental 
Bank states that it was given pursuant to the terms of a 
letter agreement between R&P and Continental Bank dated 
July 21, 1976. (Exhibit No. 52; Exhibit No. 117) 
(10) On or about October 10, 1980 Color Craft sent each 
limited partner and each limited partner received a cover 
letter and guaranty and subordination agreements, requesting 
that the agreements be signed and returned to Color Craft. 
(Exhibit No. 53) 
(11) Between October 10, 1980 and November 30, 1980 the 
following defendants executed written guaranty agreements: 
Robert J. and Sue A. Allen; Don R. and Myrle M. Bingham; 
Marriner F. and Maralyn B. Bingham; Wallace B. and Patricia 
L. Brown; Merril and Susan Bryan; Wallace F. and Bonnie 
Bryner; Ted L. and Kathleen S. Christensen; Sherman L. and 
Sheryle Cloward; Wells P. and Myrle L. Cloward; Kay Cullimore; 
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Roy A. and Frances B. Hammond; Raymond K. and Diane 0. 
Hendrickson; Desmond 0. and Wilda W. Larson; David K. and 
Linda C. Miller; Harvard G. and Mary C. Nelson; Gordon A. 
and Julie Peterson; Glen 0. and Denise Simmons. These agree-
ments subsequently were delivered from Color Craft to R&P. 
(Exhibit Nos. 55, 57, 59, 60-68, 71-74, 77) 
(12) Kelvyn H. Cullimore executed and delivered to R&P 
a written guaranty agreement. (Exhibit No. 49) 
(13) Each of the remaining defendants was requested to 
execute a written guaranty agreement; some of said defendants 
have no recollection of executing a written guaranty agreement 
and note of the parties has located a written guaranty agreement 
executed by any of these defendants: 
Andrew and Sandra J. Christensen; A. Ellingson, William L. 
and Joy Ellingson, Ned A. and Dixie Gregorson; Duane J. and 
Whitney K. Kelson; R. Paul and Diane Kelson, F. Jackson and 
Marian Millet; Thomas E. and Cindy Soderberg. (Exhibit No. 
114) 
(14) Prior to the institution of this lawsuit, none of 
the limited partner defendants who signed written guaranty 
agreements were ever advised by Color Craft, R&P or Continental 
Bank that, although requested to do so, some of the limited 
partners had not signed similar guaranty agreements. 
(15) Ned A. Gregorson and Dixie Gregorson specifically 
declined to execute the guaranty agreement presented to them 
by Color Craft as the guaranty agreement presented to them 
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had blanks which needed to be filled out and therefore they 
declined to execute the agreement in blank. 
(16) The written guaranty agreement executed by Marriner 
F. Bingham and Maralyn B. Bingham had each of the blanks on 
the first page filled out in the personal handwriting of 
Marriner Bingham. In paragraph 2 where the pro rata share 
of indebtedness guaranteed is described, Marriner Bingham 
wrote the numbers "$50,000". After he submitted his guaranty 
agreement to the partnership, some one added after the period 
at the end of paragraph 2 the following "(3.58%)". (Exhibit 
Nos. 55 & 56) 
(17) F. Jackson Millet and Marian Millet did not execute 
a written guaranty agreement because the guaranty was delivered 
to them in blank and Millets chose not to execute the guaranty 
in blank. When the guaranty was submitted to Millets for 
signature, they received both a pink (limited partners file 
copy) and a white (original copy for execution to be sent to 
Roberts & Porter) together with a cover letter from Kelvyn 
H. Cullimore dated October 10, 1980 requesting that the docu-
ments be executed. Each of those three documents - the cover 
letter of October 10, 1980, the pink copy of the guaranty 
and the white copy of the guaranty - remained in the possession 
of Millets until submitted to the court with their affidavit 
dated October 9, 1985. (Exhibit No. 114) 
(18) On behalf of Color Craft, Kelvyn H. Cullimore direct-
ed the execution of all of the written guaranty agreements 
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based upon a form agreement which he had received from R&P. 
(Exhibit No. 46) 
(19) Those defendants who executed guaranty agreements 
in blank and returned them to Color Craft knew or understood 
that the blanks would be filled in by Color Craft and/or 
Kelvyn H. Cullimore. (Exhibit Nos. 55, 56, 114) 
(20) In completing the form agreements, Kelvyn H. Cullimore 
directed his secretary to type in each individual defendant's 
name, in husband-wife pairs where appropriate, in the blank 
identified as lfan individual ("Buyer11)" on the form. (See 
Exhibit No. 46) 
(21) At the time Cullimore directed the individual 
defendant's names to be placed in the blank identified as 
"an individual ("Buyer")", he understood that Color Craft 
would be the buyer of the printing machinery referred to in 
the guaranty agreements and that the individual defendants 
were not the buyers of such printing machinery. 
(22) A copy of the Equipment Contract Purchase Agreement 
dated October 7, 1980 and its attendant Exhibit "A" was not 
submitted to the limited partners at the time the guaranty 
agreements were submitted by Color Craft to the Class B 
Limited Partners. 
(23) Cullimore believed that, by executing the guaranty 
agreements, each individual defendant was personally guarantee-
ing the repayment of a certain percentage of Color Craft's 
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obligation to R&P for the purchase of the Nebiolo Press. 
(24) Cullimore believed that the guaranty agreements, 
filled out as he had directed, were properly completed. 
(25) R&P and Continental Bank believed that the guaranty 
agreements, filled out at Cullimore's direction, were properly 
completed. 
(26) From October 7, 1980 when Continental Bank advanced 
funds and October 10, 1980 when Color Craft requested the 
Limited Partners to execute guaranty agreements until the 
present, neither Continental Bank nor R&P excused the execution 
of written guaranty agreements by any of the Class B Limited 
Partners. 
(27) In the course of Color Craft's bankruptcy, on or 
about July 9, 1984 the Bankruptcy Trustee conducted an 
auction sale in accordance with the provisions of the Bank-
ruptcy Code at which the Trustee sold to Continental Bank 
any and all rights which Color Craft had or may have to make 
any claims against Roberts & Porter, Inc. (Exhibit No. 105 
& 108) 
(28) In the course of Color Craft's bankruptcy, on or 
about October 29, 1984 the Bankruptcy Trustee conducted an 
auction sale in accordance with the provisions of the Bank-
ruptcy Code at which the Trustee sold to the defendants the 
rights which Color Craft had to seek additional capital 
contributions from its partners. (Exhibit Nos. 109, 111, 
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112) 
e. Amount of Unpaid Debt, 
(1) Color Craft has failed to make payments when due on 
the machinery contracts, promissory notes and security agree-
ments covering the Nebiolo Press and Muller-Martini Binder, 
has filed a bankruptcy case in the United States Bankruptcy 
Court for the District of Utah and does not have assets suf-
ficient to pay to Continental Bank the sums due on the 
machinery contracts, promissory notes and security agreements, 
(Exhibit Nos. 92-96, 101, 103, 121) 
(2) Continental Bank has liquidated all of the equipment 
which secured the debt owed by Color Craft and has applied 
all of the sums recovered in such liquidation in partial 
satisfaction of the debt of Color Craft on the Nebiolo Press 
and Muller-Martini Binder. (Exhibit No. 103) 
(3) Attached hereto as Exhibit lfA" is a schedule which 
reflects the following: 
(a) The amount of each limited partner's initial 
Class B Capital contribution in Color Craft; 
(b) Five Hundred Percent (500%) of the amount of 
each Limited Partner's initial Class B capital 
contribution in Color Craft; 
(c) The amount of each Limited Partner's pro-rata 
share of ownership of Color Craft; 
(d) An amount equal to One Hundred Fifty (150) 
Percent of each Limited Partner's pro-rata share 
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of the purchase price for the Nebiolo Press and 
for the Muller-Martini Binder. 
(4) Each of the purchase contracts, promissory notes and 
security agreements provide that continental Bank may recover 
its reasonable attorneys1 fees incurred in collecting the sums 
due it. Continental Bank has incurred substantial attorneys1 
fees in this action in collecting the sums due it. (Exhibit 
Nos. 42-45) 
f. Miscellaneous Facts. 
(1) On or about August 28, 1986, through their counsel 
in this action, each of the defendants with the exception of 
Kelvyn H. Cullimore, Ted L. Christensen, Kathleen S. Christensen, 
Raymond K. Hendrikson, and Diane 0. Hendrikson, executed a 
certificate by which they renounced their interest in the 
profits or any other compensation by way of income of the 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. partnership. The Certificate was 
delivered to Continental Bank by a letter dated October 14, 
1986 from counsel for such defendants to counsel for Continental 
Bank. (Exhibit Nos. 115, 116) 
(2) Prior to the institution of this lawsuit, neither 
Color Craft, R&P or Continental Bank had made demand for the 
limited partners to make additional capital contributions 
to the partnership. 
(3) There were never any distributions of profit to any 
of the Class B Limited Partners by Color Craft." 
2. The records of Color Craft, Ltd. were maintained 
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at the office of the Partnership on Industrial Road, Salt 
Lake City, Utah and since the filing of the Partnership in 
Bankruptcy, many of the original records cannot be located. 
(Oral testimony of Cullimore) 
3- On August 12, 1980, Color Craft sent a form 
letter to all of its prospective Limited Partners indicating 
certain documents were required to complete the individual 
files of partners. That list included "Subscription Agree-
ments11 as one of the required documents, and if an nXfl was 
on the line opposite the therein described document, it meant 
the Partnership had not yet received that document from the 
particular investor (Exhibit 32). On January 23, 1981, a 
second form letter was prepared and sent to all Limited Part-
ners again identifying missing documents with a list and 
column where an "X" could be placed as appropriate on each 
individual partner's letter. However, "Subscription Agree-
ments11 is conspicuously absent from said list (Exhibit 85), 
indicating that by January 23, 1981, all Limited Partners 
had apparently submitted said Subscription Agreements, (Oral 
testimony of Cullimore) and the Court finds that they did so. 
4. On December 5, 1980, the Partnership filed 
Amendment No. 4 to the Certificate of Limited Partnership 
(Exhibit 80) which included the names of all the Defendant 
Limited Partners (except A. R. Ellingson, who joined the 
Partnership in 1981). The list was prepared from the Sub-
scription Agreements received by the Partnership. (Oral 
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testimony of Cullimore) 
5, As the Subscription Agreements were received, 
they were supplied to Roberts & Porter along with financial 
information relative to each Limited Partner, ostensibly 
for the purpose of selling Roberts & Porter and/or Continental 
Bank on the viability of the Partnership and prospective 
guarantors. (Exhibit 123, last two pages of which are a 
"Tally Sheet11 maintained by McMillan from "documents you 
[O'Mara] gave us on the Limited Partners," first page, second 
paragraph of Exhibit 123, letter; those documents included: 
(1) Individual Investor Information, (2) Subscription Agree-
ment, (3) Form of Ownership, (4) Promissory Note, (5) Guaranty 
Agreement, (6) Individual Financial Statements, (7) Subordina-
tion Agreements, 109 total documents were thus received by 
Roberts & Porter pertaining to the Limited Partners prior to 
October 1, 1980.) 
6. When the Partnership financed the first press 
it acquired in 1979 (Harris M-110), the partnership was com-
prised of 11 Partners who, collectively, owned 10 "A" Units 
of the Partnership. (Exhibit 10, Amendment No. 3 to Certifi-
cate of Limited Partnership, "Signature Page Schedule A" 
thereof) The aggregate original principle amount of the Harris 
Press was $1,485,028 (Exhibits 4 and 5, first paragraph). 
Each 1-Unit Partner was required to sign a personal guarantee 
of 15Z of said $1,485,028 principle, without including any 
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interest on said principle. See, e.g.,: 
"Notwithstanding anything in this Unconditional 
Guaranty to the contrary, the obligation of the 
undersigned [Glen Simmons] under this Guaranty 
shall be limited to maximum [sic] of the lesser 
of: (a) $222,754.20, or 15% of the total out-
standing indebtedness as determined in accordance 
with the terms of the note." (Exhibit 6, second 
paragraph. The 15% typed figure was apparently 
reduced by interlineation at signing to (7 1/2% 
on this particular exhibit because Simmons owned 
only a 1/2 Partnership "A" Unit. See, Exhibit 
10, last page.) The sum of $222,754.20 is exactly 
15% of the "principle" amount of $1,485,028.80 
and, under the terms of the Guaranty Agreement 
said figure is the "maximum amount of the guaranty." 
7. Cullimore initially suggested that the same 
procedure as was utilized by the "A" Partners (11 partners 
owning a total of 10 Units) to buy the Harris Press could 
probably be acceptable to the "B" Limited Partners (31 of 
whom would own 28 Units). (Oral testimony of Cullimore). 
Cullimore, however, assumed that the 31 "B" Partners col-
lectively would be guaranteeing 150% of the total principle 
of approximately $3,550,000, but not necessarily "15%" each. 
(15% each by 28 Units would equite to "420%" of the total 
indebtedness). 
8. Roberts & Porter, in earlier discussions with 
Continental Bank, concluded that the provision that all 
Limited Partners sign a pro rata personal guarantee was an 
absolute "requirement" if the deal was to be consumated. 
According to McMillan the "whole transaction was predicated 
upon" (Oral testimony of McMillan) all of the Limited 
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Partners signing personal guarantees. 
"Continental informed him [McMillan] and he, in 
turn, informed Color Craft that Continental Bank 
required each limited partner of Color Craft to 
personally guarantee repayment of a particular 
percentage . . . " 
ic * -k 
" • • . he [McMillan] communicated to both O'Mara 
and Cullimore the fact that Continental Bank was 
going to the financier for the purchase and that 
Continental Bank required Color Craft's Limited 
Partners to personally guarantee the repayment. 
. ." (Exhibit 107, Affidavit of Harry McMillan, 
paragraphs 5 and 8). 
9. Therefore, commencing with the first Quotation 
by Roberts & Porter to Color Craft, there was included therein 
a paragraph which, according to McMillan's testimony, "was 
prepared in consultation with Continental Bank to satisfy 
their [Bank's] concerns," the following: 
2. In addition to the terms and conditions stated 
in the general contract there will be the following 
listed documents signed by each limited partner: 
* -k ie 
b. Personal Guarantee of Limited Repayment 
of Indebtedness. 
(Exhibit 34, Exhibit "D" thereof, page 2, para-
graph 2.b). 
10. That same "requirement" was perpetuated in 
the second Quotation, the Quotation ultimately accepted by 
Color Craft and Roberts & Porter. (Exhibit 42, Exhibit "D" 
thereof, page 2, paragraph 3.b). 
11. The amount to be guaranteed in pro rata amounts 
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was always communicated to and understood by the Limited 
Partners to be in the range of $3,000,000. In the solicitation 
document, which invited them to become Limited Partners 
(Exhibit 12, June 1980 Proposal), the proposed press was 
shown as an 8-Unit Hantscho at $2,663,072.00 which, with the 
total of "accessory" equipment, came to $3,150,000.00. Exhibit 
12, second page of "Equipment" Section). The Limited Partners 
were thereafter told the Partnership purchased not the 
Hantscho, but an 8-Unit Nebiolo Press which would arrive 
in December, 1980. (Exhibit 32, second paragraph). The quoted 
cost of the 8-Unit Nebiolo was $2,508,300.00. (Exhibit 34, 
third page of Exhibit "A" thereof). On September 22, 1980, 
the "final and detailed" disclosure to the Limited Partners 
regarding the "amount" of their respective pro rata guarantees 
was stated as: 
" . . . however, the maximum amount guaranteed by 
any Class B Limited Partner shall not exceed 150 
percent of the total indebtedness of approximately 
$3,550,000 with Roberts & Porter, Inc. . . . " 
(Exhibit 36, page 3, last paragraph). 
Reference in the same document (Exhibit "C" thereof) to time 
payments totaling $5,903,254.00 did not necessarily convey 
to the Limited Parthers there would be a requirement on their 
part to guarantee a portion of the figure ($5,903,254.00) 
because of (1) the specific reference in the same document 
to a "maximum amount of $3,550,000." and (2) the prior 
acquisition of the Harris Press through Trans Union Leasing 
nA 1 
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had included principle only, (Exhibit Nos. 4, 5 and 6). 
12. Until just before "closing11 of the transaction, 
however, Roberts & Porter was still assuming that each 1-Unit 
Partner would be guaranteeing "15%" of the total indebtedness; 
and said total indebtedness included $3,400,000 interest 
charges in addition to the principle, for a total of 
$6,969,622.20. (Oral testimony of McMillan). 
13. On October 1, 1980 McMillan supplied Color 
Craft with a document he testified was received from Continental 
Bank which was identified as the "GUARANTY AGREEMENT Roberts 
& Porter and the Bank would accept. (Exhibit 123). The cover 
letter from McMillan by which the document was transmitted 
to Color Craft stated: 
You can see from this sheet just what we need. 
The list (attached) indicates we need the Sub-
ordination Agreement and the 15% Guaranty Agree-
ment on each partner, and enclosed you will find 
our format for these. (Exhibit 123, 3rd para-
graph, emphasis added). 
The enclosed "GUARANTY AGREEMENT in Roberts & Porter's for-
mat" stated: 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained 
herein, the obligations for which the undersigned 
herein guaranteed shall be limited to and shall 
not exceed 15% (fifteen percent) thereof [sic] 
the indebtedness. . . (Exhibit 123, 4th paragraph, 
GUARANTY AGREEMENT, Paragraph 2, last sentence). 
14. The total indebtedness which Roberts & Porter 
assumed would be guaranteed on a pro rata basis by Limited 
Partners was $6,969,623.20, said sum being the aggregate of 
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the face amount of the three promissory notes (Exhibits 43, 
44, and 45, McMillan). On October 1, 1980, Roberts & Porter 
still assumed that the "27 [sic] Limited Partners" enumerated 
in their list attached to the proposed GUARANTY AGREEMENT 
form (Exhibit 123, last two pages) would "each" sign for 
15% of said indebtedness, or the sum of $6,969,623.20 X 
.15 = $1,045,433.50 each. 
15. The 15% "each" with 28 "B" Unit Partners, 
31 total partners) was not acceptable to Color Craft and 
sometime between October 1, 1980 and October 7, 1980 an 
"Accord" was reached between Color Craft and Roberts & Porter 
wherein the compromise figure of "150%" of the total debt 
to be borne pro rata by the Limited Partners (which was 
precisely the Trans Union deal) was agreed upon and the 
GUARANTY AGREEMENT prepared by the Bank was changed from: 
"Notwithstanding anything to the contract con-
tained herein, the obligations for which the 
undersigned herein guarantee shall be limited 
to and shall not exceed fifteen percent (15%) 
thereof the indebtedness of the amount of 
Exhibit "A" (Exhibit 123, GUARANTY AGREEMENT, 
paragraph 2, second sentence)" 
to 
"Notwithstanding anything to the contrary con-
tained herein, the obligations for which the 
undersigned herein guarantee shall be limited to 
and shall not exceed one hundred and fifty percent 
(150%) of the undersigned pro rata share as a 
Limited Partner of Color Craft Limited of the 
of the indebtedness of the amount of Exhibit "A" 
(The undersigns pro rata share is .) 
(Exhibit 46, GUARANTY AGREEMENT, paragraph 2, last 
two sentences.)" 
As to what "amount" the 150% of a 1/28 (or 3.158%) 
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applied to, however, the parties did not reach a similar 
"accord." The language of the GUARANTY AGREEMENT describes 
the debt guaranteed as "the amount of Exhibit fA,n which is 
"described and attached to an Equipment Contract Purchase 
Agreement." Exhibit 46, introductory paragraph No. 2). 
Assuming the Equipment Contract Purchase Agreement is, in 
fact, the MACHINERY CONTRACT (Exhibit 42A), then no Exhibit 
"A" is "attached" although one is "described" therein. Again, 
further assuming Exhibit 42 with attachments is the Equipment 
Contract Purchase Agreement, then Exhibit "A" thereof shows 
a total amount of indebtedness of $3,143,000.) Exhibit 42, 
Exhibit "A" thereof, pages 3 and 6 thereof totaling $3,143,000 
1/28 X 150% = $168,375.00). 
16. McMillan, however, was of the opinion and 
understanding that the "indebtedness" to which the GUARANTY 
AGREEMENTS refer is the amount shown on the three promissory 
notes (Exhibits 43, 44 and 45). He required Moxley, O'Mara, 
and Cullimore each to sign and attach one GUARANTY AGREEMENT 
to each promissory note. He apparently did not think that 
"one" Guaranty Agreement would cover the entire indebtedness 
and the required each individual above named to cover each 
note with a total indebtedness of $6,969,622.20. 
17. McMillan understood that each Limited Partner 
would be guaranteeing 150% of l/28th (3.58%) of $6,969,622.20 
or a total of $373,372.60 each. (Oral testimony of McMillan). 
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Roberts & Porter always thereafter assumed each Limited 
Partner had, in fact, guaranteed both the full principle and 
interest• (See, Demand Letters, Exhibits 100 and 103 and 
the Affidavit of Robert Buss, Exhibit 120.) 
18. Prior to October 1, 1980 Color Craft sent to 
Roberts & Porter GUARANTY AGREEMENTS signed by 13 of its 
Limited Partners. (Exhibit 123, "Tally Sheet," last two 
pages). Included in that list of Limited Partners who had 
signed were F. Jackson Millet and Ned Gregorson. Those 
GUARANTY AGREEMENTS, on all 13 Limited Partners were rejected 
by Continental Bank as unacceptable. No one has found those 
GUARANTY AGREEMENTS, and McMillan did not know the specific 
reasons why they were rejected by the Bank. The only explana-
tion by McMillan to Color Craft was that: "the ones which 
you sent were the Litton format." (Exhibit 123). In any 
event, after specifically rejecting the Litton format, 
Continental Bank, presumably very deliberately prepared 
what it considered to be an "acceptable11 GUARANTY AGREEMENT. 
(Exhibit 46 herein). 
19. McMillan thought and understood that the 
individual signing Limited Partners names were to be placed 
in each separate GUARANTY AGREEMENT precisely as was ultimately 
accomplished and, contrary to the allegation of "mistake" 
made by the Plaintiff in the Amended Complaint, he did not 
feel that they were "Mistakenly" filled out by Cullimore. 
(Oral testimony of McMillan). 
20. McMillan did not ever consider that the Limited 
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Partners might not know of the exact figure of $6,969,622.20 
and he was not concerned whether or not the Limited Partners 
had the same understanding as to the amount of indebtedness 
being used in the GUARANTY as he had. (Oral testimony of 
McMillan). 
21. McMillan acknowledged that there was more 
than one "contract11 which comprises the $6,969,622.20 figure 
(a 4-Unit, 5-Unit press, and a binder, three promissory notes, 
two separate written Machinery Contracts) but he did not know 
why the GUARANTY AGREEMENT refers consistently in the singular 
to a "contract11. (Oral testimony of McMillan). 
22. The October 1, 1980 letter and attachments 
(Exhibit 123), although written by McMillan on Roberts & 
Porter letterhead, was first produced in this trial on cross-
examination of McMillan and the testimony indicates that it 
was taken from the files of Robert Buss, counsel for Continental 
Bank and was shown to McMillan by Mr. Buss just prior to 
McMillan's testifying at trial. It was offered as an exhibit 
by the defendants. 
23. Exhibit No. 122 was prepared by George Adams 
and reflects the amount of money advanced by Continental 
Bank to Roberts & Porter and is computed on an interest rate 
of 13 1/2%. Mr. Adams does not know and "has no idea" what 
the applicable contract interest rate Roberts & Porter had 
agreed to charge Color Craft under the MACHINERY CONTRACT 
(Adams). 
24. That Plaintiff at all times during the trans-
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actions among the parties fully understood and considered 
that all of the Defendants, except Kelvin H. Cullimore, were 
Limited Partners of Color Craft Ltd. 
25. The initial Petition of Color Craft in Bank-
ruptcy filed on October 26, 1981 was made under Chapter 11 
of the Bankruptcy Act; that in March 1983 said Petition was 
converted to a Chapter 7 filing under the provisions of the 
Act; that the Trustee's final report with respect to said 
Bankruptcy was filed on or about March 18, 1986 (Exhibit 121); 
that under the provisions of Chapter 11, Paragraph 365(d)(1) 
of the Bankruptcy Act, the Trustee took no action within 
sixty days of the order for relief to assume or reject the 
contractual obligations of the Limited Partners as expressed 
in Paragraph 7#5 of the Second Amended and Revised Limited 
Partnership Agreement for Color Craft Press Ltd. (Exhibit 90). 
26. That on November 10, 1986, the Plaintiff filed 
an Amendment to Amended Complaint alleging that all of the 
Defendants were liable to the Plaintiff as general partners; 
that on November 28, 1986 and December 1, 1986, Defendants 
Hendrickson and Christensen filed a Renunciation of Interest 
in Profits of Limited Partnership pursuant to the provisions 
of Section 48-2-11 UCA; that on or about August 28, 1986 
Defendants Allen, et al., filed such a disclaimer with counsel 
for Plaintiff (Exhibits 115, 116) 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. That as to all Limited Partners, the applicable 
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State law for determination of the issues relating to the 
claims associated with the Guaranty Agreements is that of 
the State of Illinois• 
2. That the blank Guaranty Agreements were prepared 
and provided by Plaintiff and, as the author of the text of 
such agreements, under Illinois law, such agreements are to 
be construed strictly against the Plaintiff. 
3. That the Plaintiff imposed the condition that 
each Limited Partner sign a pro rata guaranty; that such 
condition precedent was not met; that as a consequence, the 
purported guarantees were all rendered ineffective (See State 
Bank of East Moline v. Cirivello, 386 NE2d 43 (1978). 
4. That the Plaintiff was without power to waive 
the requirement that all of the Limited Partners execute 
personal guarantees. 
5. That the authority of a General Partner in a 
Limited Partnership to act in behalf of the Limited Partners 
does not extend to the execution of personal guarantees; 
that knowledge of a General Partner in a Limited Partnership 
is not imputable to the Limited Partners so as, in this case, 
to charge the Limited Partners with knowledge that Plaintiff 
expected each Limited Partner to guarantee a pro-rata share 
of the principal cost of the said press and binder as well 
as finance charges incident thereto. 
6. That the Plaintiff has not sustained its burden 
of proof to show a mutual agreement of the parties as to the 
amount of the guarantees and for that reason, this Court 
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should not permit reformation as prayed by the Plaintiff 
or impose the obligation upon the Limited Partners to execute 
any further documents of such a nature. 
7• That in any event there was no effective assign-
ment of said purported guarantees from Roberts & Porter to 
the Plaintiff. 
8. That the evidence does establish the existence 
of a Limited Partnership to which the Defendant Limited 
Partners subscribed; that any defect in the procedure set 
forth in the applicable statutes was inconsequential; that in 
any event under the circumstances of this case there were 
timely renunciations filed by the defendant Limited Partners 
so as to preclude them from being held as General Partners. 
9. ' That Defendant Kelvyn H. Cullimore should be 
held personally liable to the Plaintiff for 100% of the 
indebtedness owed to the Plaintiff, both principal and interest, 
plus attorney fees, by reason of his having personally signed 
the promissory notes, about which there were no misunder-
standings between him and the Plaintiff as to the amounts 
for which commitment was made; that the amount thus owing to 
Plaintiff from said Defendant is the sum of $4,429,099.69. 
10. Section 7.5 of the Amended and Restated Limited 
Partnership Agreement and Section 7.5 of the Second Amended 
and Revised Limited Partnership Agreement each constitute 
contracts as to which the Limited Partner Defendants are 
parties with reference to the commitment to make additional 
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capital contributions to the Partnership. 
11. Such contracts contain promises between the 
Limited Partner Defendants and the Partnership as to which 
Continental Bank is the beneficiary. 
12. The Limited Partner Defendants are liable to 
Continental Bank on their contract to give additional capital 
contributions. 
13. That because the parties to the contracts (the 
General and Limited Partners) intended that the Class B Limited 
Partners would make certain additional capital contributions 
and because the Limited Partners intended to be liable for some 
portion of the debt of the Partnership to Continental Bank, 
recognition of a right of performance in Continental Bank on 
the Partnership Agreements as third-party beneficiary contracts 
is appropriate to effectuate the intention of the parties. 
14. The debt of the Partnership to Continental 
Bank is barred by the bankruptcy of the Partnership. 
15. Any power of the Limited Partner Defendants or 
of the Color Craft trustee to discharge or modify the right of 
Continental Bank to seek relief on the third-party beneficiary 
contracts was terminated when Continental Bank brought suit on 
such contracts when it filed its Amended Complaint on April 6, 
1984. 
16. Thus, the trustee's subsequent purported assign-
ment on October 29, 1984 did not terminate or discharge the 
duty the Limited Partner Defendants owed to Continental Bank 
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to make additional capital contributions. 
17. The Limited Partner Defendants are liable to 
Continental Bank on their contract to give additional capital 
contributions, the Court concluding that such commitment was 
not executory in nature. 
18. The amount as to which Defendants should be 
liable on their contract to give additional capital contributions 
is set forth on pages 1 and 2 of Exhibit "A" to the Pre-trial 
Order, which Exhibit lfA,f also is attached hereto. That amount 
is the amount set forth in the second column labeled "Five Times 
Initial Capital Contribution" for all of the Limited Partner 
Defendants except A. Ellingson and as to A. Ellingson, that 
amount is the amount set forth in the column labeled "Five 
Times Capital Contribution"; that the Limited Partnership 
Defendants should be liable for no further amounts except 
interest thereon at the legal rate from April 6, 1984. 
Counsel for Plaintiff is directed to prepare and 
serve, pursuant to Rule 2.9, appropriate detailed findings 
of fact, conclusions of law and judgment in conformity with 
the foregoing. 
Dated this Jc 7 "~ day of May 1987. 
BY THE COURT: 
mm 
EXHIBIT A 
Amount Due on Additional Capital Contributions 
f sa ,11 is -
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Robert J. Allen $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Sue A. Allen 
Don R. Bingham $50,000 $250,000 $93,200 $466,000 
Myrle N. Bingham 
Marriner F. Bingham $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Maralyn B. Bingham 
Wallace B. Brown $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Patricia L. Brown 
ferril Bryan $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Susan Bryan 
Wallace F. Bryner $12,500 $ 72,500 $23,200 $116,500 
Bonnie Bryner 
Andrew Christensen $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Sandra J. Christensen 
Ted L. Christensen $25,000 $125,000 $46,600 $233,000 
Kathleen S- Christensen 
Sherman L. Cloward $12,500 $ 72,500 $23,200 $116,500 
Sheryle L. Cloward 
Wells P. Cloward $12,500 $ 72,500 $23,200 $116,500 
Myrle L, Cloward 
Kay Cullimore $12,500 $ 72,500 $23,200 $116,500 
A. Ellingson -0- -0- $23,200 $116,500 
William L. Ellingson $27,500 $187,500 $69,900 $349,500 
Joy Ellingson 
tied A. Gregorson $25,000 
Dixie Gregorson 
Roy A. Hammond $12,500 
Frances B. Hammond 
Raymond K. Hendrickson $25,000 
Diane O. Hendrickson 
Duane J. Kelson $25,000 
Whitney K. Kelson 
R. Paul Kelson $25,000 
Diane Kelson 
Desmond O. Larson $25,000 
Wilda W. Larson 
David K. Miller $25,000 
Linda C. Miller 
F. Jackson Millet $25,000 
Marian Millet 
Harvard G. Nelson $25,000 
.4ary C. Nelson 
John C. Nelson $12,500 
Linda Nelson 
Gordon A. Peterson $25,000 
Julie Peterson 
Glenn 0. Simmons $25,000 
Denice Simmons 
Thomas E. Soderberg $12,500 
Cindy Soderberg 
$125,000 
$ 72,500 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$ 72,500 
$125,000 
$125,000 
$ 72,500 
$46,600 
$23,200 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$4 6,600 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$23,200 
$46,600 
$46,600 
$23,200 
$233,000 
$116,500 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$116,500 
$233,000 
$233,000 
$116,500 
Amount Due on Guaranties 
NAME 
Robert J. Allen 
Sue A. Allen 
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C W M N 
150% Of 3.58% $ 3 7 4 , 2 6 8 . 7 7 
Of 
i n d e b t e d n e s s 
$ 1 9 3 , 1 5 7 . 9 2 $168 ,779 .10 
Don R. Bingham 
Myr le N. Bingham 
150% of 7.15% $ 7 4 7 , 4 9 2 . 0 8 
of 
of i n d e b t e d n e s s 
$ 3 8 5 , 7 7 6 . 2 9 $337 ,086 .75 
M a r r i n e r F . Bingham 
Mara lyn B. Bingham 
150% Of 3.58% $ 3 7 4 , 2 6 8 . 7 7 
of 
i n d e b t e d n e s s 
$ 1 9 3 , 1 5 7 . 9 2 $168 ,779 .10 
Wallace B. Brown 
P a t r i c i a L . Brown 
150% Of 3.58% $ 3 7 4 , 2 6 8 . 7 7 
of 
i n d e b t e d n e s s 
$ 1 9 3 , 1 5 7 . 9 2 $168 ,779 .10 
M e r r i l Bryan 
Susan Bryan 
150% of 3.58% $ 3 7 4 , 2 6 8 . 7 7 
of 
i n d e b t e d n e s s 
$ 1 9 3 , 1 5 7 . 9 2 $168 ,779 .10 
W a l l a c e F . B r y n e r 
Bonnie Bryne r 
150% of 1.79% $ 1 8 7 , 1 3 4 . 3 8 
of 
i n d e b t e d n e s s 
$ 1 1 5 , 8 9 4 . 7 5 $ 8 4 , 3 8 9 . 5 5 
Andrew C h r i s t e n s e n 
Sandra C h r i s t e n s e n 
150% Of 3.58% $ 3 7 4 , 2 6 8 . 7 7 
of 
i n d e b t e d n e s s 
$ 1 9 3 , 1 5 7 . 9 2 $168 ,779 .10 
Ted L. C h r i s t e n s e n 
K a t h l e e n C h r i s t e n s e n 
150% of 3.58% $ 3 7 4 , 2 6 8 . 7 7 
of 
i n d e b t e d n e s s 
$ 1 9 3 , 1 5 7 . 9 2 $168 ,779 .10 
Sherman L. Cloward 
S h e r y l L. Cloward 
W e l l s P . Cloward 
Myr le L. Cloward 
150% of 1.79% $ 1 8 7 , 1 3 4 . 3 8 
of 
i n d e b t e d n e s s 
150% of 1.79% $ 1 8 7 , 1 3 4 . 3 8 
of 
i n d e b t e d n e s s 
$ 1 1 5 , 8 9 4 . 7 5 $ 8 4 , 3 8 9 . 5 5 
$ 1 1 5 , 8 9 4 . 7 5 $ 3 4 , 3 8 9 . 5 5 
3 
ly Cullimore 
A. Ellingson 
William L. Ellingson 
Joy Ellingson 
Keith C. Greaves 
June M. Greaves 
150% of 1.79% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 1.79% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 5.37% 
of 
indebtedness 
150% of 7.15% 
of 
indebtedness 
$187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
$187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
$561,403.14 $289,736.88 $253,168.65 
$747,492.08 $385,776.29 $337,086.75 
Ned A. Gregorson 
Dixie Gregorson 
Roy A. Hammond 
Frances B. Hammond 
150% Of 1.79% 
Of 
indebtedness 
150% of 1.79% 
of 
i n d e b t e d n e s s 
$ 1 8 7 , 1 3 4 . 3 8 $ 1 1 5 , 8 9 4 . 7 5 $ 8 4 , 3 8 9 . 5 5 
$ 1 8 7 , 1 3 4 . 3 8 $ 1 1 5 , 8 9 4 . 7 5 $ 8 4 , 3 8 9 . 5 5 
Raymond Hendrickson 
M a n e 0 . Hendrickson 
150% of 3.58% 
of 
indebtedness 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Duane J. Kelson 
Whitney K. Kelson 
150% of 3.58% 
of 
indebtedness 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
R. Paul Kelson 
Diane Kelson 
150% of 3.58% 
of 
indebtedness 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Desmond 0. Larson 
Wilda W. Larson 
150% of 3.58% 
of 
indebtedness 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
David K. Miller 
Linda C. Miller 
150% of 3.58% $374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
of 
indebtedness 
F. Jackson Millet 
Marian Millet 
150% of 3.58% 
of 
indebtedness 
$374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
4 
H 'ard G. Nelson 150% of 3.58% $374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Maty C. Nelson of 
indebtedness 
John C. Nelson 150% of 1.79% $187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
Linda Nelson of 
indebtedness 
Gordon A. Peterson 150% of 3.58% $374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Julie Peterson of 
indebtedness 
Kent F. Richards 150% of 1.79% $187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
Marsha Richards of 
indebtedness 
Glenn O. Simmons 150% of 3.58% $374,268.77 $193,157.92 $168,779.10 
Denice Simmons of 
indebtedness 
Thomas E. Soderberg 150% of 1.79% $187,134.38 $115,894.75 $84,389.55 
Cindy Soderberg of 
indebtedness 
Kelvyn Cullimore 100% of 6,969,623.20 3,569,981.70 3,143,000.00 
indebtedness 
[07801] 
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L. RIDD LARSON and 
ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD of 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
92 North University Avenue 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Telephone: (801) 226-7210 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
ooOoo 
CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF 
CHICAGO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROBERT J. ALLEN, et al., 
Defendants. 
ooOoo 
SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS 
OF LAW 
Civil No. 63,163 
VY, QUINNEY 
k NEBEKER 
X) Dcscrct Bldg. 
ALT LAKE CITY, 
UTAH 84111 
Pursuant to Rule 2.9 of the Rules of Practice and Rule 
52, Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, the court adopts the following 
findings of fact and conclusions of law in addition to those 
findings of fact and conclusions of law set forth in its 
Memorandum Decision dated May 27, 1987. 
SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Notwithstanding the statements set forth in Exhibits 
80 and 91, Ned A. Gregorson and Dixie Gregorson made an initial 
capital contribution of $12,500.00 rather than $25,000.00 as 
described in such exhibits and thus an amount five times their 
initial capital contribution is $62,500,00 rather than 
$125,000.00, 
2. Exhibit HAM to the memorandum decision should be 
modified in the column labeled MFive Times Initial Capital 
ContributionH so that every entry in the amount of "$72,500.00" is 
changed to $62,500.00. 
3. On or about April 4, 1986, Continental Bank filed 
its motion to amend its complaint to assert a claim that the 
partners were or should be treated as general partners. 
4. On or about October 3, 1980, a meeting of the 
partnership with the limited partner-defendants was held. 
5. Kelvyn H. Cullimore was an officer of the managing 
general partner of Color Craft Press, Ltd. 
6. Each of the limited partner-defendants became a 
partner by reason of his or her investment of monies into the 
common operation of the printing business Color Craft Press, Ltd. 
7. Each of the limited partners promised to guarantee 
the debt by acquiesing in the terms set forth in the September 22, 
1980 offering letter, by accepting the partnership agreement 
containing a guarantee requirement, by authorizing execution of 
the certificates of limited partnership filed with the county 
clerk's office, by accepting the tax benefits available only if 
VY, QUINNEY _ 2 -
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they were at risk, and by the promise of their agent Cullimore to 
McMillan at the time of the closing of the purchase. 
8. After Cullimore received the guaranties he directed 
his secretary how to complete the blanks, inserting the signers' 
names where he should have inserted the name of Color Craft, whose 
debt was being guarantied. 
9. The guaranty agreements executed by the limited 
partner-defendants provided that they were unconditional and that 
the holder could accept or release any parties from either primary 
or secondary liability on the guaranteed obligation. 
10. Each of the limited partner-defendants authorized 
the general partner to negotiate the terms of the purchase, 
including financing terms and the waivers of certain defenses, 
and, prior to execution of their guaranty agreements, each of the 
limited partner defendants had sufficient time to learn all of the 
terms of the purchase contract. 
11. The partnership agreement empowered the general 
partner to negotiate any contract terms and prohibited the limited 
partners from participating in management of the business or in 
any way transacting business of the partnership. 
12. At the time of the closing of the purchase 
transaction in Salt Lake City on October 7, 1980, Harry McMillan, 
the vice president of Roberts & Porter agreed to close the 
transaction and have Continental Bank fund the purchase because 
-3-
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Kelvyn H. Cullimore promised promptly to provide documentation of 
each of the partner's guaranty of the purchase. 
13. Several of the limited partner-defendants did not 
execute guaranty agreements when first requested after October 10, 
1980 and, upon learning of the financial distress of the 
partnership in early 1981, subsequently declined to execute 
guaranty agreements. 
14. The sale of the printing equipment by Roberts & 
Porter and/or Continental Bank following repossession was 
conducted in a commercially reasonable fashion. 
15. All of the proceeds from sale of the printing 
equipment by Roberts & Porter and/or Continental Bank following 
repossession were appropriately applied in reduction of the 
balance due on the press and related equipment. 
16. Critical to the success of the printing business was 
the opportunity of tax benefits being passed to the limited 
partner defendants. 
17. In order to have those tax benefits it was explained 
in Exhibit "12" that the limited partners must subscribe to be 
limited partners not later than June 30, 1980. 
18. The subscription agreements in evidence each 
indicate signature dates before June 30, 1980 although certain of 
the subscription agreements were executed in August 1980 or later, 
but the date of execution changed by Color Craft after execution 
-4-
of the agreement by the limited partners and its submission to the 
partnership. 
19. The guaranty agreement executed by Mariner F. 
Bingham and Maralyn Bingham was altered after its execution by Mr. 
and Mrs. Bingham and before its delivery to Roberts & Porter. 
Such alteration was without the knowledge or consent of Mr. and 
Mrs. Bingham. 
20. Because of experience with prior lenders and 
significant experience in the financing business, Kelvyn H. 
Cullimore understood before Roberts & Porter or Continental Bank 
were even approached for the sale and financing of the Nebiolo 
Press that in order to obtain 100% financing of the printing 
equipment/ each of the limited partners would be required to 
execute guaranties of a portion of the indebtedness. 
21. From the inception, the managing general partner and 
its officers knew that in order to acquire the Nebiolo Press the 
guaranties of each of the limited partners would be required and 
that the limited partnership had no alternative but to supply such 
guaranties in order to obtain 100% financing of the equipment. 
22. As evidenced by the partial tax returns attached as 
Exhibit "113", the tax deductions available for 1980 for a full 
unit were approximately $30,000.00, in 1981 for a full unit were 
$86,704.00, in 1982 for a full unit were $89,198.00. In addition, 
the investment tax credit for a half unit in 1981 was $51,949.00 
-5-
or an investment tax credit for a full unit in 1981 of over 
$103,000.00. These tax benefits perhaps may be subject to the 
possibility of recapture. 
23. All of the foregoing tax deductions and credits were 
made available based upon a 1980 capital contribution of 
$25,000.00 and a 1981 capital contribution of $21,600.00 per full 
unit. 
24. Shortly before trial Andrew Christensen was killed 
in an airplane accident. At the beginning of trial counsel 
stipulated that the estate of Andrew Christensen be substituted in 
his place as a defendant in this action. 
25. The promissory notes and purchase contract each 
provide that Continental Bank may recover its attorneys* fees 
herein. Counsel has stipulated that an affidavit of attorneys' 
fees prepared in conformity with local rule may be filed as 
evidence of the amount as to which Continental Bank is entitled to 
judgment of attorneys' fees. The affidavit of Anthony W. 
Schofield establishes that Continental Bank has incurred 
reasonable attorneys' fees in the sum of $216,871.50 and costs in 
the sum of $15,131.01. There is chargeable to Kelvyn Cullimore 
attorney's fees in the sum of $25,000.00, which fees are 
reasonable. 
RAY, QUINNEY - 6 -
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SUPPLEMENTAL CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. All of the sales of equipment by Continental Bank 
and/or Roberts & Porter following repossession of the printing 
equipment from Color Craft Press, Ltd, were conducted in a 
commercially reasonable fashion and all of the proceeds of all of 
such sales were appropriately applied to the contract indebtedness. 
2. The managing general partner of the partnership 
negotiated all of the terms of the purchase contract with Roberts 
& Porter, including any financing terms and the waivers of any 
defenses. 
3. The managing general partner knew all of the terms 
of the purchase transaction, including the total purchase price of 
$6.9 million prior to the time of the closing of the purchase 
transaction. 
DATED this / ^  day of February, 1988. 
BY THE COURT: 
WA^jfai4>**d lCullen Y/yChristensen 
Distr ic tr Judge 
LY, QUINNEY 
i NEBEKER 
10 Deseret Bldg. 
*LT LAKE CITY, 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
\ Y , Q U I N N E Y 
& NEBEKER 
DO Descrct Bldg. 
•ALT LAKE CITY, 
UTAH 84111 
OLSEN, HINTZE, NIELSON & HILL 
Attorneys for certain defendants 
By: Harold A. Hintze 
Kay L. Mel 
Attorney for certaifr^ derenaarTts 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ^porxday of -February! 1988, 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL FINDINGS OF 
FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW was mailed, postage prepaid, to: 
Harold Hintze 
3319 N. University Avenue 
Suite 200 
Provo, Utah 84604 
K^L. Mclff 
150 N. Main Street 
Richfield, Utah 84701 
5A <-* v *<~» ,3)xr>.da ^  
[42511] 
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Tab 4 
L. RIDD LARSON and 
ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD of 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
92 North University Avenue 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Telephone: (801) 226-7210 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
ooOoo 
CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF 
CHICAGO, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROBERT J. ALLEN, et al.# 
Defendants. 
JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 63,163 
ooOoo 
This matter having come on for trial on December 1, 1986, 
the court having heard the evidence and considered the arguments 
of counsel and having previously issued its memorandum decision 
and having issued supplemental findings of fact and conclusions of 
law, and being fully advised in the premises, it is hereby 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that Continental Illinois 
National Bank & Trust Company of Chicago have judgment as follows: 
r, QUINNEY 
NEBEKER 
) Deseret Bldg. 
LT LAKE CITY, 
UTAH 84111 
AY, QUINNEY 
& NEBEKER 
KX) Dcscrct Bldg 
SALT LAKE CITY, 
UTAH 84111 
A. Against Robert J. Allen and Sue A. Allen, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40,615.84; 
B. Against Don R. Bingham and Myrle N. Bingham, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $250,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $81,232.59; 
C. Against Marriner F. Bingham and Maralyn B. Bingham, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40,615.84; 
D. Against Wallace B. Brown and Patricia L. Brown, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40,615.84; 
E. Against Merril Bryan and Susan Bryan, jointly and 
severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40,615.84; 
F. Against Wallace F. Bryner and Bonnie Bryner, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $62,500.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $20,307.92; 
G. Against Sandra J. Christensen and the Estate of 
Andrew Christensen, jointly and severally, for the principal sum 
of $125,000.00, together with interest thereon at the legal rate 
in the sum of $40,615.84; 
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H. Against Ted L. Christensen and Kathleen S. 
Christensen, jointly and severally, for the principal sum of 
$125,000.00, together with interest thereon at the legal rate in 
the sum of $40,615.84; 
I. Against Sherman L. Cloward and Sheryle L. Cloward, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $62,500.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$20,307.92; 
J. Against Wells P. Cloward and Myrle L. Cloward, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $62,500.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$20,307.92; 
K. Against Kay Cullimore, for the principal sum of 
$62,500.00, together with interest thereon at the legal rate in 
the sum of $20,307.92; 
L. Against A. Ellingson, jointly and severally, for the 
principal sum of $116,500.00, together with interest thereon at 
the legal rate in the sum of $37,853.81; 
M. Against William L. Ellingson and Joy Ellingson, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $187,500.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$60,923.76; 
V, QUINNEY 
NEBEKER 
) Dcserct Bldg. 
LT LAKE CITY, 
UTAH 84111 
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N. Against Ned A. Gregorson and Dixie Gregorson/ 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $62/500.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$20/307.92; 
0. Against Roy A. Hammond and Frances B. Hammond/ 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $62/500.00/ 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$20,307.92; 
P. Against Raymond K. Hendrickson and Diane 0. 
Hendrickson, jointly and severally, for the principal sum of 
$125/000.00/ together with interest thereon at the legal rate in 
the sum of $40,615.84; 
Q. Against Duane J. Kelson and Whitney K. Kelson, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40,615.84; 
R. Against Desmond O. Larson and Wilda W. Larson, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40,615.84; 
S. Against David K. Miller and Linda C. Miller, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40,615.84; 
Y, QUINNEY 
NEBEKER 
0 Dcscrct Bldg 
kLT LAKE CITY, 
UTAH 84111 
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T. Against F. Jackson Millet and Marian Millet/ jointly 
and severally, for the. principal sum of $125/000.00/ together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40/615.84; 
U. Against Harvard G. Nelson and Mary C. Nelson, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125/000.00/ 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40/615.84; 
V. Against John C. Nelson and Linda Nelson/ jointly and 
severally/ for the principal sum of $125/000.00/ together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40/615.84; 
W. Against Gordon A. Peterson and Julie Peterson, 
jointly and severally/ for the principal sum of $125/000.00/ 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40/615.84; 
X. Against Glenn O. Simmons and Denice Simmons, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $125/000.00/ together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40/615.84; 
Y. Against Thomas E. Soderberg and Cindy Soderberg/ 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125/000.00/ 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40/615.84; and 
Z. Against Kelvyn H. Cullimore/ for the principal sum 
of $4/429/099.69/ together with interest thereon at the legal rate 
w, QUINNEY 
It NEBEKER 
X) Descret Bldg 
ALT LAKE CITY, 
UTAH 84111 
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\Y, QUINNEY 
& NEBEKER 
00 Deserct Bldg. 
SALT LAKE CITY, 
in the sum of $264,233.44, together with attorneys' fees in the 
sum of $25,000.00. 
DATED th is 7 day of fobruary, 1988. 
BY THE COURT: 
Mullen Y./phristensen 
District irfudge 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
OLSEN, HINTZE, NIELSON & HILL 
Attorneys for certain defendants 
By: Harold A. Hintze 
Kay L. Mel 
Attorney fcfr cer 
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Y, QUINNEY 
NEBEKER 
3 Deserct Bldg 
kLT LAKE CITY, 
UTAH 84111 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the ZLScNday of February; 1988/ 
a true and correct copy of the foregoing JUDGMENT was mailed/ 
postage prepaid/ to: 
Harold Hintze 
3319 N. University Avenue 
Suite 200 
Provo/ Utah 84604 
K.L. Mclff 
150 N. Main Street 
Richfield/ Utah 84701 
[32351] 
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Tab 5 
k\ QUINNEY 
NEBEKER 
I Deseret Bldg. 
LT LAKE CITY, 
« » * » • - c 5 />** 
^ 
to 
L. RIDD LARSON (A1899) and 
ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD (A2882) of 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
92 North University Avenue 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Telephone: (801) 226-7210 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
OOOOO 
CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF 
CHICAGO, 
<& 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
ROBERT J. ALLEN, et al., 
Defendants. 
AMENDED JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 63#163 
ooOoo 
This matter having come on for trial on December 1, 1986, 
the court having heard the evidence and considered the arguments 
of counsel and having previously issued its memorandum decision 
and having issued supplemental findings of fact and conclusions of 
law, and being fully advised in the premises, it is hereby 
ORDERED, ADJUDGED and DECREED that Continental Illinois 
National Bank & Trust Company of Chicago have judgment as follows: 
A. Against Robert J. Allen and Sue A. Allen, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40,615.84; 
B. Against Don R. Bingham and Myrle N. Bingham, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $250,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $81,232.59; 
C. Against Marriner F. Bingham and Maralyn B. Bingham, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the s\m of 
$40,615.84; 
D. Against Wallace B. Brown and Patricia L. Brown, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40,615.84; 
E. Against Merril Bryan and Susan Bryan, jointly and 
severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40,615.84; 
F. Against Wallace F. Bryner and Bonnie Bryner, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $62,500.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $20,307.92; 
G. . Against Sandra J. Christensen and the Estate of 
Andrew Christensen, jointly and severally, for the principal sum 
of $125,000.00, together with interest thereon at the legal rate 
in the sum of $40,615.84; 
AY, QUINNEY 
& NEBEKER 
KX) Deseret Bldg 
SALT LAKE CITY, 
H. Against Ted L. Christensen and Kathleen S. 
Christensen# jointly and severally/ for the principal sum of 
$125/000.00/ together with interest thereon at the legal rate in 
the sum of $40/615.84; 
I. Against Sherman L. Cloward and Sheryle L. Cloward/ 
jointly and severally/ for the principal sum of $62/500.00/ 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$20/307.92; 
J. Against Wells P. Cloward and Myrle L. Cloward/ 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $62/500.00/ 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$20/307.92; 
K. Against Kay Cullimore/ for the principal sum of 
$62/500.00/ together with interest thereon at the legal rate in 
the sum of $20/307.92; 
L. Against A. Ellingson# jointly and severally/ for the 
principal sum of $116,500.00/ together with interest thereon at 
the legal rate in the sum of $37/853.81; 
M. Against William L. Ellingson and Joy Ellingson/ 
jointly and severally/ for the principal sum of $187/500.00/ 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$60/923.76; 
N. Against Ned A. Gregorson and Dixie Gregorson/ 
jointly and severally/ for the principal sum of $62/500.00/ 
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together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$20,307.92; 
O. Against Roy A. Hammond and Frances B. Hammond/ 
jointly and severally/ for the principal sum of $62/500.00/ 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$20/307.92; 
P. Against Raymond K. Hendrickson and Diane O. 
Hendrickson# jointly and severally, for the principal sum of 
$125/000.00/ together with interest thereon at the legal rate in 
the sum of $40/615.84; 
Q. Against Duane J. Kelson and Whitney K. Kelson, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40,615.84; 
R. Against R. Paul Kelson and Diane Kelson, jointly and 
severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40,615.84; 
S. Against Desmond O. Larson and Wilda W. Larson, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40,615.84; 
T. Against David K. Miller and Linda C. Miller, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40,615.84; 
\Y, QUINNEY -4-
& NEBEKER 
00 Deserct Bldg. 
>ALT LAKE CITY, 
U. Against F. Jackson Millet and Marian Millet, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40,615.84; 
V. Against Harvard G. Nelson and Mary C. Nelson, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40,615.84; 
W. Against John C. Nelson and Linda Nelson, jointly and 
severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40,615.84; 
X. Against Gordon A. Peterson and Julie Peterson, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40,615.84; 
Y. Against Glenn O. Simmons and Denice Simmons, jointly 
and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, together with 
interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of $40,615.84; 
Z. Against Thomas E. Soderberg and Cindy Soderberg, 
jointly and severally, for the principal sum of $125,000.00, 
together with interest thereon at the legal rate in the sum of 
$40,615.84; and 
AA. Against Kelvyn H. Cullimore, for the principal sum 
of $4,429,099.69, together with interest thereon at the legal rate 
f, QUINNEY 
NEBEKER 
Oeseret Bldg 
-T LAKE CITY, 
JTAH 84111 
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in the sum of $264,233.44, together with attorneys' fees in the 
sum of $25,000.00. 
DATED this *> ^ day of JM^ rfcT, 1988. 
BY THE COURT: 
lullen Y/\£hristensen 
District^Judge 
Y, QUINNEY 
NEBEKER 
0 Deseret Bldg 
O.T LAKE CITY, 
UTAH 84111 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
OLSEN, HINTZE, NIELSON & HILL 
Attorneys for certain defendants 
By: Harold A. Hintze 
Kay L. 
Attorne 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the l{)fU day of Apr^a, 1988, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED JUDGMENT was 
mailed, postage prepaid/ to: 
Harold Hintze 
3319 N. University Avenue 
Suite 200 
Provo/ Utah 84604 
K.L. Mclff 
150 N. Main Street 
Richfield/ Utah 84701 
[56391] 
Tab 6 
Unconditional Guaranty Trans Union Leasing Corporation KjJ (J * W 
111 West Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, Illinois 60604 
312/431-3366 -Telex: 25-5225 
Prmripa»- Color Craft Press, Ltd. 
Guaranteed Documents: 
Secured Collateral Installment Notes, Security Agreement and Supplements by and 
between the Principal and Trans Union Leasing Corporation up to an original 
aggregate principal amount of $1,485,028.00. 
Notwithstanding anything in this Unconditional Guaranty to the contrary, the 
obligation of the undersigned under this Guaranty shall be limited to maximum 
of the lesser of: (a) $222,754.20, or (bflHfe of the total outstanding indebtedness 
as determined in accordance with the terms of the Notes. 
In order to induce Trans Union Leasing Corporation, a Delaware corporation ("Union") to enter into,accept or acquire the 
above-described Guaranteed Documents with, from or made .by Principal, and/or to advance monies or extend or continue 
to extend credit to or for the benefit of Principal, under the Guaranteed Documents or otherwise, the undersigned, jointly and 
severally, hereby unconditionally guarantee to Union (i) the prompt and full payment when due,by acceleration or otherwise, 
of all sums now or any time hereafter due from Principal to Union, under the Guaranteed Documents or otherwise, and (ii) 
the prompt, full and faithful performance and discharge by Principal of each and every provision and warranty of 
Principal set forth in the Guaranteed Documents ("Principal's Obligations"). 
This Guaranty is absolute, unconditional and continuing and shall remain in effect until all of Principal's Obligations shall 
have been paid, performed and discharged. The death or bankruptcy of any of the undersigned or Principal shall not 
terminate this Guaranty or any obligations hereunder. 
The liability of the undersigned hereunder shall in no event be affected or impaired by any renewals, amendments, 
modifications or supplements of or to any of the Guaranteed Documents, or by any extensions, forebearances, compromises 
or releases of any of Principal's Obligations or any of Union's rights under any of the Guaranteed Documents, and the 
undersigned hereby consent to and waive notice of any of the foregoing. The undersigned further expressly waive (i) all 
diligence in collection and any failure or delay by Union in protection or perfection of Union's rights under the Guaranteed 
Documents or in or to any collateral securing any of Principal's Obligations, (ii) notice of acceptance by Union of this 
Guaranty or of any of the Guaranteed Documents, (iii) notice- of leasing of any additional property to Principal under 
any lease included in the Guaranteed Documents, (iv) notice of advancement of any funds to or for the benefit of Principal, 
(v) presentment, demand for Davment. protest and notice of protest, default, non-payment or partial payment by Principal, 
(vi) ail other notices and formalities to which Principal and/or the undersigned might be entitled, by statute or otherwise,and 
(vii) any other circumstance whatsoever which might constitute a defense to enforcement of this Guaranty. 
The Undersigned further waive any right of setoff, recoupment or counterclaim against Union with respect to any claim or 
demand the undersigned may at any time have against Principal, or against any other person or concern liable for Principal's 
Obligations, and as further security to Union, any and all debts or liabilities now or hereafter owing to the undersigned by 
Principal and/or by such other person or concern, and any lien, security or collateral given to the undersigned in connection 
therewith, are hereby subordinated to the claims and liens of, and assigned to, Union. 
The obligations of the undersigned hereunder are and shall at all times be the original, direct and primary obligations of the 
undersigned, as if the undersigned were the Principal. Union shall not in any event be obligated to pursue or exhaust any 
rights or remedies against Principal or others, or resort to any security, prepayments or collateral, as a prerequisite to enforcing 
this Guaranty against the undersigned. This Guaranty shall be binding upon the undersigned and their respective heirs, 
personal representatives, successors and assigns, and shall inure to the benefit of Union and its sucessors and assigns. All of the 
obligations and agreements of the undersigned in this Guaranty are joint and several. 
If any of the undersigned is a corporation, each signatory on behalf of each such corporation warrants that he has authority 
to sign on behalf of such corporation and by so signing, to bind said corporation hereunder. If any of the undersigned shall be 
a husband and wife or the spouse of the Principal, it is the intent of such husband and wife or spouse to* bind to the 
performance of this Guaranty any separate estate of such person(s) together with all joint and/or community property of 
such person(s). 
No modification or waiver of any of the provisions of this Guaranty shall be effective unless in writing and signed by the 
undersigned and an officer of Union. The undersigned agree to furnish to Union such financial information concerning the 
undersigned as Union may reasonably request from time to time, including, without limitation, a certified audit report of any 
business operated by any of the undersigned. If any provision of this Guaranty or the application thereof is hereafter held 
invalid or unenforceable, the remainder of this Guaranty shall not be affected thereby, and to this end the provisions of this 
Guaranty are declared severable. This Guaranty shall be governed in all respects' by the laws of the State of Illinois. 
Dated as of this 17th day of August 19 79 . 
Individual and Partnership Guarantors 
0Ml) 
^ y Glenn 0. Simmons, (Seal) 
jtt/7W@££jt*f y ^ ^ o A ^ ^ ^ ^ ^eat) 
_ jf_ uenise C. Simmons (Seal) 
Corporate Guarantor 
ATTEST: 
By. 
Title: Title:. 
(Corporate Seal) 
Tab 7 
Proposal For 
Purchasing and Financing 
Additional Equipment 
Including A 
Second Web Press 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. 
1122 South 2250 West 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104 
(80U-967-7377 
June 19 80 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD. 
SECOND PRESS 
Proposal 
Expansion of Partnership 
It is proposed that the Color Craft Press, Ltd,, Limited 
Partnership be expanded to provide for the purchase of a 
second web press and auxilliary equipment to expand the 
capacity of the company for binding and supplemental 
printing. 
Equipment Cost 
The new equipment will cost: 
Auxilliary Equipment $ 450,000 
New Press 2,700,000 
Additional Capital 
To provide operating capital and to secure, inasmuch as 
possible, the financial success of the partnership, an 
additional $1,200,000 will be invested. As in the original 
injection of cash, the funds will be divided between capital 
contribution and subordinate loan as follows: 
Capital Contribution $600,000 
Subordinate Loan $600,000 
The Subordinate Loan will be repaid prior to any distribution 
of capital, but will be subordinate to all other debt of the 
partnership. In order of priority it would be treated as 
equity, superior only to the capital contribution. 
Twenty four additional units will be issued in the amount of 
$50,000 each. 
The funds will be injected as follows: 
Subordinate Capital 
Date Loan Contribution 
June 1980 $10,000 
August 25, 1980 10,000 
October 25, 1980 $10,000 5,000 
January 10, 1981 15,000 
Total $25,000 $25,000 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD. 
SECOND PRESS 
Summary 
of 
Proposal 
Investment 
The proposal to expand the partnership is basically the same 
"as the initial structure of the partnership. 
The total cost of the new equipment will be: 
Auxilliary Equipment $ 450f000 
Second Web Press 2,700y000 
Total $3,150,000 
The auxilliary equipment will be delivered in mid-summer of 
1980. 
The second web press will be installed and operational by 
year end, 1980. 
The equity to be invested will be: 
24 units of $50,000 for a total of $1,200,000 
This money will be invested as follows: 
Date Per Unit Total 
June 1980 $10,000 $240,000 
August 25, 1980 10,000 240,000 
October 25, 1980 15,000 360,000 
January 10, 1981 15,000 360,000 
The investment will be treated as follows: 
Subordinate Capital 
Date Loan Contribution 
June 1980 $10,000 
August 1980 10,000 
October 1980 $10,000 5,000 
January 1981 15,000 
Total $25,000 $25,000 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD. 
SECOND PRESS 
Equipment List 
HEIDLEBERG WEST 
1 - Stahl Model B-18, 18 1/4 x 25 paper $ 17,710 
folder 4/4 FOB New York, New York 
1 - Stahl Model B-22 22 x 35 paper folder 
4/4 FOB New York, New York 25,530 
1 - Polar Model 115 EMC 45 1/4 Automatic Spacer 
paper cutter FOB New York, New York 48,900 
1 - Challenge Model EH-34 3 Spindle Drill 
FOB Grand Haven, Michigan 3,495 
4 - Stripping Dept. - 4 light tables - 4 
contact frames - 4 cabinets 4,200 
1 - Warehouse Shelving System 3,000 
1 - 3-M Color Key Processor 9,096 
DIXON 
1 - Weldotron Console (5200 Series) Form Seal 
Machine with Shrink Tunnel (7220 Series) 11,500 
HARRIS 
1 - Harris-Macy Stitcher-Trimmer (6 pocket) 125,000 
GRAPHICS WEST 
1 - 5 Unit Crabtree Sheet Fed Press with Panel 
Ray Dryer - Installed 175,000 
UNKNOWN 
1 - Fork Lift - Catapillar 3000 lb. Propane 27,105 
Sales Tax 22,526 
Sub Total $ 450,536 
Hantscho - 8-unit- Press with Auxilliary 
Equipment, Tax & Installation 2,663,072 
Total $3,113,608 
Rounded to $3,150,000 
Tab 8 
M 
<*-/{,- lo 
Tab 9 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, INC., 1122 SOUTH 2250 WEST, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84104/(801) W/0 PRESS (801) 967-7377 
June 30, 1980 
Mr. Wells P. Cloward 
Country Club Manor 
2733 N. University Ave. 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Dear Mr. Cloward: 
Welcome to Color Craft Press Ltd as a Class B Limited partner. 
This letter will ackowledge receipt of your check in the amount of 
$5,000. This check represents a capital contribution to our 
partnership. 
Thank you for your participation with us. We look forward to a 
mutually profitable venture as we expand our partnership. 
Sincerely 
Vi 
Jabes S. HaytvaAd
 ; 
.pe PresiaeQt^ Operations 
.or Craft Press, Inc. 
JH/jl 
Tab 10 
COtOj* CRAFT PRESS, INC., 1122 SOUTH 2250 WEST, SALT L A K £ CITY, UTAH 84 iU4/cou i ; w / u rncoo ^ou i ; ao/ -
August 12, 1980 
pear Partner: 
You will be happy to know th^t things are progressing, 
very well. The used Crabtree-Vickers 5 color sheet fed press 
fras arrived and is in the process of being erected. It is 
expected to be operational by September 1, 1980. 
"The 8 unit Nebiolo Web-Press has been approved^ by< the 
financier and should begin arriving by the middle of October. 
We have been assured that it will be operational no later 
than December 31, 1980. 
As *£<3<i gech&gs alre^Y kao^% we have sche&bled a, I&xtner-
^hip meeting for 12?00 noon, Friday/ October 3-, 198Q ate the 
plant, tye urge yoa to arrange tfo^z schedule 3o you can join 
us at. this important meeting* 
IMPORTANT; We weed the following items as checked from 
you immediately? 
/y Curtervt finanei=al. statement-
Subscription agreemeht and/or noteksigned, by 
both husb^od and .wife* 
\^ Attached subordination ^agreement and guarantee 
c
 signed by both husband :and wife*-
One additional reminder; Pj^ase remember ^our 2nd,, 
deposit which is due 8-25-80. This c&rr either £>e returned" 
yith the above items or sent separately- prior *to thatT timev 
please send to. ti\er attention of tfatffes S\ ffayward, Ogec%tL<3ns~ 
Vice President,, £c*\ox Cxa£t ?ies^ ITVC. 
Thank you very much for your association -and friendship. 
Cordially/ 
A.V. "\/iticen Moxley 
Secre ta£Y-" T r e a s ure r 
VM/jl 
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Roberts & Porter. Inc 
Prinnno Macmnrrv Grout 
125 E OoHo- Sirer 
Des Piamei II 6001 f-
(312. 296 200: 
August 26 , 1980 
QUOTATION FOR: 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD. 
1122 South 2250 West 
Sal t Lake C i t y , Utah, 8^10^ 
Mr. Wi l l iam 0'Mara 
EXHIBIT A 
R £ P QUOTATION #80-8-3 
and Addendum to Contract 
dated September 3, 1980 
between ROBERTS & PORTER, INC. 
and COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD. 
Pace 1 of 
August 26, 1980 
R I P/NEBI0L0 TARGET ! WEB OFFSET PRESS 
QUOTE #80-8-3 
One new 22-3A x 38" Nebiolo Web Offset Press, composed of eight (8) 
lithograDhic perfecting units and two (2) combination folders (parallel, 
double parallel, chopper) for two (2) web opeation. 
R S P/NEB10L0 SUPPLIED EQUIPMENT: 
Eight (8) Offset perfecting units with circumferential and lateral register 
motors, mounted and wired with remote control from the console 
One (1) Standard former folder (parallel, double parallel, chopper) 
One (1) Former folder with double parallel perforator and crusher rollers 
and drive shaft connections to first folder 
One (1) Set of angle bars on second folder to cut 2 webs into k ribbons 
each. (Total 8 ribbons) 
One (1) Press drive consisting of two (2) 125 H.P., D.C. motors and SCR 
controller in free standing enclosure on drive side of Dress. Drive to be 
split for makeready only: inch forward, inch reverse and wash-up run speed. 
One (1) complete set of ancillary equipment, including necessary idler 
rollers, walkways between units, base plates, pulleys, drive shafts, lub-
rication pumps, etc. and complete set of engineering layout drawings for 
mechanical, electrical and plumbing installation.. 
One (1) Plate bending fixture with vacuum hold down 
Sixteen (16) Web break detectors 
One (1) Additional control console section for mounting of auxiliary controls 
Page 2 of 3 
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August 26, 1980 
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 
Two (2) Martin Rollstands, model MSS 10^0 with electric hoist and remote 
sidelay adjustments, equipped with Microtrol information center. 
Two (2) Martin Constant Tension infeed systems 
Two (2) Baldwin free standing web guides at infeed 
One (1) Double ToE.C. gas dryer, model MC 1200 (11!3H ea.) for 2 web installation 
Two (2) Raytec infra-red pyrometer web temperature automatic control systems 
One (1) Cary Chill Stand, model C-1000-2S. double web with servomission drive 
and three (3) 12" diameter chill rolls per web 
Two (2) Baldwin free standing web guides after chill stands 
Two (2) Ryco silicone applicators, model 203& to apply solution to both sides 
of web, for installation after chill roll stand 
Two (2) Sets of Registron cutoff controls 
Eight (8) Baldwin non-refrigerated circulators, model 620 
One (1) Baldwin Auto-mix, model 221 
Eight (8) Sets of baldwin fountain fittings and feed and drain tubing 
Sixteen (16) Baldwin Ink Agitators 
Two (2) Lamson Blowers for former folders. One 7.5 H.P., one 15 H.P. 
Two (2) Stobb Stackers, model PC 1-1-2500-10 
One (1) 95 Tectum after *4th printing unit including 20 H.P. motor and 25 ft. 
of flexible tubing 
Acumeter k head gluing system for 2 web operation 
Total price of Nebiolo and Auxiliary Equipment $2,2^6,000.0C 
5% Utah State Sales Tax . . . . . . . 112,303.00 
Delivery and Installation 150J^£ or, 
TOTAL DELIVERED AND INSTALLED PRICE $ ^ 5 ? T B 7 3 0 0 ^ L 
Purchaser " S e l l e r 
3. Terms and Conditions 
1. The basic terms and conditions of the formal contract shall prevail 
where it pertains to payments, security interest, late charges, 
except as indicated or superseded by any of the addendums. 
2. In addition to the terms and conditions stated in the general contract 
there will be the below listed documents signed by each limited partner, 
a. Subordination Agreement 
b. Personal Guarantee of Limited Repayment of Indebtedness 
Each General Partner will also sign: 
a. Subordination Agreement 
b. Personal Guarantee of Repayment of Total Indebtedness 
Purchaser Seller 
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n 
September 22, 1980 
TO THE CLASS B COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD. INVESTORS: 
This letter is written for the purpose of confirming in writing 
the various developments in connection with the addition of Class B 
partners to Color Craft Press, Ltd, Partnership and the business of 
the Partnership which have been discussed with each of you 
individually. There have been a number of significant changes in 
the proposal as originally made with respect to the additional 
equipment to be acquired, the cost thereof, the amount of debt 
guaranteed by Class B partners, the time for delivery of the press, 
the number of Class B Units, and other related matters. These 
changes affect the assumptions upon which various projections fur-
nished to you were made; however, these projections were primarily 
for illustration and should not, in any event, be relied upon as 
indicative of future Partnership operations. This disclosure will 
provide information with respect to the changes, clarify specifics 
of prior discussions, and answer some questions and outline the 
progress of the Partnership to date. Also attached are several 
exhibits, the principal terms of which are summarized herein. 
FORMATION OF THE PARTNERSHIP 
The Partnership was organized in June 1979 for the purpose of 
acquiring and operating a Harris MHO Printing Press and related 
equipment ("Press A") and to engage in the printing and publishing 
business. A Certificate of Limited Partnership was filed on June 
29, 1979 in Salt Lake County and amended Certificates were filed to 
reflect the identity of all Class A limited partners. Ten Class A 
Units have been purchased by the Class A limited partners. 
In July 1980 the Partnership Agreement was restated and amended 
to include the addition of Class B limited partners. The purpose of 
adding additional limited partners was to make possible the purchase 
of a Nebiolo Target 1 Web Offset Press and related equipment ("Press 
B"). An amended Certificate of Limited Partnership will be filed to 
reflect the identity of all Class B limited partners. The benefits 
and burdens associated with the operations of Press A shall be 
separately allocated to the Class A limited partners, and the 
benefits and burdens associated with the operations of Press B shall 
be separately allocated to Class B limited partners. Twenty-eight 
Class B Units are or will be purchased by the Class B limited 
partners. This is four more Units than was initially proposed. 
IDENTITY AND RELATIONSHIP OF GENERAL PARTNERS 
The general partners of the Partnership are Color Craft Press, 
Inc., a Utah corporation, and William G. O'Mara. Pursuant to the 
Partnership Agreement, Color Craft Press, Inc. is designated as the 
in the particular class have been made, as set forth above, then 70% 
of cash available for distribution shall be paid to the managing 
general partner as management fees until the Partnership is 
terminated. Cash available for distribution is defined as all cash 
receipts (excluding capital contributions, excess financing proceeds 
or proceeds to the Partnership from the sale of substantially all of 
the Partnership property or business), reduced by cash disbursements 
for Partnership purposes, and all cash reserves deemed necessary and 
set aside by the managing general partner as necessary to pay or to 
assure payment of indebtedness incurred in connection with 
acquisition of Press A or Press B or to otherwise conduct the 
Partnership business (see "Financing" herein). 
CAPITALIZATION OF PARTNERSHIP 
Each of the Class A and Class B limited partners has made a 
capital contribution to the Partnership in the amount set opposite 
their names on the Signature Page of the Amendment to the 
Certificate of Limited Partnership attached hereto as Exhibit A. In 
addition, each of the Class A and Class B limited partners has 
agreed to make loans to the Partnership, which loans are evidenced 
by a Loan Agreement, Security Agreement and Financing Statement, and 
a nonrecourse Promissory Note of the Partnership repayable on the 
terms set forth in said note, all attached hereto as Exhibit B. The 
aggregate amount of the loans will be approximately equal to the 
capital contributed. 
Each Class A or Class B limited partner has agreed to 
contribute to the Partnership, in the same ratio of his ownership in 
Class A or Class B units of the Partnership, the amounts of 
principal and interest required in connection with financing for 
acquisition of the Press A or B, as such payments come due, to the 
extent that the Partnership does not have sufficient cash from other 
sources to make the payments. Such additional contributions shall 
in no event exceed 500 percent of the limited partner1s initial 
contribution to the Partnership. 
Each Class A limited partner and his wife have been or will be 
required to personally guarantee repayment of indebtedness incurred 
by the Partnership to acquire Press A and associated equipment; 
provided, however, the maximum amount guaranteed by any Class A 
limited partner shall not exceed 15 percent of the total 
indebtedness. 
Each Class B limited partner and his wife have been or will be 
required to personally guarantee repayment of indebtedness incurred 
by the Partnership to acquire Press B and associated equipment; 
provided, however, the maximum amount guaranteed by any Class B 
limited partner shall not exceed 150 percent of such limited 
partner's pro rata share of the total indebtedness of approximately 
$3,550,000 with Roberts and Porter, Inc. and 15 percent of the total 
indebtedness of approximately $450,000 with Litton Industries Credit 
Corporation. 
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(h) Delays in delivery of Press B, whether caused by delays in 
financing or otherwise, could alter the year in which deductions and 
credits may be taken by the partners. 
PROPOSED AND NEW PARTNERSHIP BUSINESS 
In December 1979 the Partnership commenced operation of Press A 
and has provided services for printing of brochures, small catalogs, 
magazines and in other areas where the capacities of Press A have 
been well suited and have permitted efficient operation. The 
business has steadily expanded and the Partnership achieved 
profitable operations on a monthly basis in April 1980 after 
incurring start-up losses in the first quarter of 1980. Unaudited 
financial statements have been previously furnished to each of the 
Class A limited partners. 
With respect to the proposed operations associated with Press B 
and the Class B limited partners, the Partnership has entered into a 
contract with Roberts & Porter, Inc. Printing Machinery Group 
("R & PM) for the purchase of a Nebiolo Target 1 Web Offset Press and 
accessories thereto, which collectively have been referred to herein 
as Press B. Copies of said contracts are attached hereto as Exhibit 
C. The Press B is one of the latest and most advanced web offset 
presses now being manufactured and will operate and print at speeds 
up to 25,000 impressions per hour. It also has the ability to print 
four colors on both sides of two webs of paper—dried, folded and 
ready for the bindery. The capacities and speed of Press B will 
permit the Partnership to solicit printing business from customers 
who require large volume, high quality, four-color material, 
including larger magazines, catalogues and newspaper interests. 
These potential customers represent a distinct market which the 
Partnership cannot serve with its existing equipment. 
It is expected that five units of the Press B will be delivered 
in Salt Lake City on approximately November 1, 1980. The remaining 
four units of the Press B are expected to be delivered in the first 
quarter of 1981. Installation will require approximately six to 
eight weeks on the first five units. A 14,650 square foot addition 
to the building where the Partnership operates is in process to 
accommodate Press B. Substantial orders have already been booked to 
be filled as soon as the first five units of the Press B are 
operating. 
FINANCING 
The projected cost of the Press B (including accessories and 
incidental equipment) is $4,000,000. R & P has agreed to sell the 
Nebiolo Target 1 Web Offset Press and accessories thereto on 
contract to the Partnership in the approximate amount of $3,100,000. 
The payment schedule is set forth on the R & P contract which is 
attached as part of Exhibit C. In addition, R & P has also agreed to 
finance a perfect binder manufactured and sold by Mueller-Martini to 
the Partnership in the approximate amount of $440,000, with the 
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payment schedule as set forth on the second R & P contract for 
financing which is attached, together with the Mueller-Martini 
contract, as part of Exhibit C. The incidental equipment purchased 
from Clark Industrial Trucks, Clarklift of Utah, Inc., Graphics 
West, Dixon Paper Company, Heidelberg Pacific, Inc. and Harris 
Corporation Commerical Press Division, as indicated by the orders 
attached as part of Exhibit C, are being financed by Litton 
Industries Credit Corporation ("Litton") of Elmhurst, Illinois, in 
the approximate total amount of $450,000. The Partnership has 
executed and delivered a separate Collateral Promissory Note to 
Litton in connection with the purchase from each company. The 
principal amounts, interest rates and payment schedules of each such 
Collateral Promissory Note are set forth on the Collateral 
Promissory Notes attached as part of Exhibit D. The Partnership has 
also executed and delivered a Security Agreement covering the 
incidental equipment purchased under each Collateral Promissory 
Note. Each limited partner has also executed a Subordination 
Agreement and an amendment thereto (collectively the "Subordination 
Agreement") which prohibits any cash distributions from the 
Partnership to limited partners except to reimburse any limited 
partner for federal and state tax liabilities. THE SUBORDINATION 
AGREEMENT ALSO REQUIRES EACH LIMITED PARTNER TO SUBORDINATE 
REPAYMENT OF LOANS MADE BY HIM TO THE PARTNERSHIP TO REPAYMENT OF THE 
LOANS MADE BY R & P AND LITTON, EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT THAT THE 
PARTNERSHIP CAN REPAY THE SUBORDINATED INDEBTEDNESS OUT OF EXCESS 
CASH AVAILABLE TO THE PARTNERSHIP SUCH THAT THE TOTAL CAPITAL OF THE 
PARTNERSHIP, EXCLUDING THE AGGREGATE INDEBTEDNESS OWED BY THE 
PARTNERSHIP TO THE LIMITED PARTNERS, IS NOT AT ANY TIME REDUCED 
BELOW $500,000. Unless such cash amounts are available, the effect 
of the Subordination Agreement is to prohibit the Partnership from 
repaying loans made by the limited partners even though installments 
of principal and interest may be due. Copies of the Security 
Agreement and Subordination Agreement are attached hereto as part of 
Exhibit D. 
In addition, each Class B limited partner (and his wife) have 
been required to execute a guarantee of repayment of indebtedness 
not to exceed 150 percent of such limited partner's prorata share of 
the total indebtedness with R & P and 15 percent of the total 
indebtedness with Litton. Messrs. OfMara, Cullimore and Moxley, and 
their wives, as well as the managing general partner, have been 
required to unconditionally guarantee repayment of the entire 
indebtedness. 
GENERAL 
If the information furnished herein to each of you, together 
with the exhibits, is in any way inconsistent with your 
understanding of the Partnership's structure and business or the 
relationship of each general and limited partner to the Partnership, 
you may elect to treat this letter as an offer to rescind your 
purchase of an interest in the Partnership and to receive back any 
monies invested or loaned, together with six percent interest from 
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7. Capital Contributions; Loans; Guarantees. 
7.1 The General Partners have made an initial capital 
contribution to the Partnership in the amounts set forth on 
Schedule A. The General Partners may also initially subscribe as 
Limited Partners. 
7.2 The Limited Partners have contributed the amounts 
set opposite their names on Schedule A, incorporated by this 
reference, and agree to pay any remaining balance of their 
Subscription on the terms set forth in their Subscription 
Agreement. 
7.3 The Limited Partners have also loaned to the 
Partnership the amounts set opposite their names on Schedule A, 
which loans are evidenced by nonrecourse promissory notes of the 
Partnership repayable on the terms set forth in said notes. 
7.4 Class A. The Class A Limited Partners hereby agree 
to contribute to the Partnership, in their Distribution Ratio, the 
amounts of principal and interest on financing for acquisition of 
Press A as such payments come due to the extent that the 
Partnership does not have sufficient cash from other resources to 
make such payments. Such additional payments shall in no event 
exceed five hundred percent (500%) of a Limited Partner!s 
Subscription. The Class A Limited Partners agree to personally 
guarantee repayment of indebtedness incurred by the Partnership to 
acquire Press A; provided, however, the maximum amount guaranteed 
by any Limited Partner shall not exceed 15 percent of the total 
indebtedness. The Class A Limited Partners shall execute such 
additional documents and instruments as may be required by the 
lender to evidence this guarantee. 
7.5 Class B. The Class B Limited Partners hereby agree 
to contribute to the Partnership, in their Distribution Ratio, the 
amounts of principal and interest on financing for acquisition of 
Press B as such payments come due to the extent that the 
Partnership does not have sufficient cash from other sources to 
make such payments. Such additional payments shall in no event 
exceed five hundred percent (500%) of a Class B- Limited Partner's 
Subscription. The Class B Limited Partners agree to personally 
guarantee repayment of indebtedness incurred by the Partnership to 
acquire Press B; provided, however, the maximum amount guaranteed 
by any Class B Limited Partner shall not exceed 150 percent of such 
Limited Partner's pro rata share of the total indebtedness with 
Roberts and Porter, Inc. and 15 percent of the total indebtedness 
with Litton Industries Credit Corporation. The Class B Limited 
Partners shall execute such additional documents and instruments 
as may be required by the lender to evidence this guarantee. 
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Tab 13 
Established in 1897 
Roberts & Porter, Inc. 
Printing Machinery Group 
125 E Oakton Street 
Des Plaines, IL 60018 
(312) 296-2000 
October 7, 1980 
QUOTATION FOR: 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD. 
1122 South 2250 West 
Sale Lake City, Utah, 84104 
Mr. William O'Mara 
EXHIBIT A 
R & P QUOTATION #80-10-1 
and Addendum to Contract 
dated October 7, 1980 
between ROBERTS & PORTER, INC. 
and COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD. 
PRESS A 
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October 7, 1980 
PRESS A 
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 
One ( I ) Martin Rollstand, model MSS 1040 with electric hoist reach-out feature 
and remote sidelay adjustments, equipped with Microtrol information center and 
three (3) air shafts. 
One ( I ) Martin Constant Tension infeed system. 
One ( I ) Martin Built In web guides at infeed. 
One ( I ) Single TJE.C. gas dryer, model MC 1200 for one ( I ) web installation. 
One ( I ) Raytec infra-red pyrometer web temperature automatic control system. 
One ( I ) Cary Chill Stand, model C-1000-IS, single pass with servomission drive 
and three (3) I2 lf diameter chill rolls. 
One ( I ) Cary web guide built into chill stand. 
One ( I ) Ryco silicone applicator, model 2038 to apply solution to both sides of web, 
for installation on chill roll stand. 
One ( I ) Set of Registron cutoff controls to handle one web. 
Four (4) Baldwin non-refrigerated circulators, model 620 
One ( I ) Baldwin Auto-mix, model 221 for use with presses "A" and "B". 
Four (4) Sets of Baldwin fountain fittings and feed and drain tubing. 
Eight (8) Baldwin Ink Agitators. 
One ( I ) Lamson 15 H.P. Blower for former and turn bars. 
One ( I ) Stobb Stacker, model PB 1-1-2500-5 
One ( I ) Acumeter 4-head gluing softening system for one ( I ) web operation. 
Total price of Nebiolo and Auxiliary Equipment $1,1 19,756.00 
5% Utah State Sales Tax $ 56,828.00 
Delivery and Installation $ I 17,744.00 
TOTAL DELIVERED AND INSTALLED PRICE . . . $1,294,358.00 
Purchaser Seller 
October 7, 1980 
PRESS B 
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT 
Two (2) Martin Rollstands, model MSS 1040 with electric hoist roll carts, and remote 
sidelay adjustments, equipped with Microtrol information center, and six air shafts* 
Two (2) Martin Constant Tension infeed systems. 
Two (2) Martin built in web guides at infeed. 
One (I) Double T.E.C. gas dryer, model MC 1200 for two (2) web operation. 
Two (2) Raytec infra-red pyrometer web temperature automatic control systems. 
One (I) Cary Double Chill Stand, for two (2) webs, with servomission drive and 
three (3) 12" diameter chill rolls on lower web, and (2) two 12" diameter chill rolls 
on upper web. 
One (I) Cary pull roll section (over chill rolls) for third web. 
One (I) Cary web guide on folder infeed for third web. 
Two (2) Cary web guides built into chill stands. 
Two (2) Ryco silicone applicators, model 2038 to apply solution to both sides of 
two (2) webs, for installation after chill roll stand. 
Two and half (2fe) Sets of Registron cutoff controls to handle up to three (3) webs. 
Five (5) Baldwin non-refrigerated circulators, model 620. 
Five (5) Sets of Baldwin fountain fittings, and feed and drain tubing. 
Ten (10) Baldwin Ink Agitators. 
One (I) Lamson 15 H.P. Blower for former and turn bars. 
One (I) Stobb Stacker, model PB 1-1-2500-5 
One (I) Acumeter 8-head gluing softening system for two (2) web operation. 
One (1) A.E.C. 60 ton compressor for chill rolls for Presses "A" and "B". 
Total price of Nebiolo and Auxiliary Equipment $1,639,914.00 
5% Utah State Sales Tax $ 81,172.00 
Delivery and Installation $ 127,556.00 
TOTAL DELIVERED AND INSTALLED PRICE . . . $ 1,848,642.00 
Purchaser ^ " 
Roberts & Porter, Inc. 
0 B " - ^ Printing Machinery Group 
T r t l . * r t m 1897 I,25 E- 0 a k t o n S t ree t 
Des Plaines, IL 60018 
(312) 296-2000 
EXHIBIT D 
R & P PAYMENT TERMS AND SCHEDULE 
to Contract Dated October 7, 1980 
Between Roberts & Porter, Inc. and Color Craft Press, Ltd. 
1. Price Schedule 
The Purchaser agrees to pay Seller for said machinery as follows: 
1. Purchase Price 
2. Tax (5% Utah Sales Tax) 
3. Delivery and Installation Charge 
4. TOTAL DELIVERY AND INSTALLED 
PRICE 
5. Finance Charge @ 15% #l 
6. TIME Balance 
2. Payment Schedule - //1 
MONTH - #2 PRESS "A" * 
4,120.00 
4,120.00 
0 
0 
0 
4,120.00 
8,240.00 
8,240.00 
8,240.00 
12,772.00 
12,772.00 
12,772.00 
18,540.00 
25,393.59 
741,667.00 
NOTES TO PAYMENT SCHEDULE 
#1 It is understood by both parties of this contract that this Payment Schedule 
is an estimated schedule based on the R & P financing rate at the time of sign-
ing this contract, however it is agreed that the actual payment schedule will 
be generated during the month in which R & P accepts the contract and Purchaser 
commences payments, and it will be based on the then prevailing R & P finance 
rates. 
#2. Month number I as indicated by this schedule will be the month in which R & P 
accepts the contract and Purchaser commences payments. 
#3 The amounts shown on these schedules are fixed for months I thru 24. The 
actual amount for the monthly payments 25 thru 85 may vary based on the 
actual rate at time of acceptance as referenced in Note //1 above. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
II 
12 
13 thru 24 
25 thru 84 
85 
$ 
$ 
< 
s 
s 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$2,759,700.00 
$ 138,000.00 
$ 245,300.00 
$3,143,000.00 
$3,078,259.20 
$6,221,259.20 
PRESS "B" * 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
$ 
5,880.00 
5,880.00 
0 
0 
0 
5,880.00 
11,760.00 
11,760.00 
11,760.00 
18,228.00 
18,228.00 
18,228.00 
26,460.00 
36,241.33 
$1,058,496.00 
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R & P guarantees to the Purchaser that if his account is in good standing after 
the 84th payment period, R & P will make additional financing available to 
Purchaser at the then prevailing rate for up to a maximum of seven (7) years. 
The basic terms and conditions of the formal contract shall prevail where 
it pertains to payments, security interest, late charges, except as indicated 
or superseded by any of the addendums. 
In addition to the terms and conditions stated in the general contract there 
will be the below listed documents signed by each limited partner. 
a. Subordination Agreement 
b. Personal Guarantee of Limited Repayment of Indebtedness 
Each General Partner will also sign: 
a. Subordination Agreement 
b. Personal Guarantee of Repayment of Total Indebtedness. 
Purchaser Seller 
Tab 14 
nooens * 
Porter, Inc. 
Printing MacMnery Group 
^SELLER 
ROBERTS & PORTER, 1NC. 
125 E. Oafctort Street 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018 
V! 
m i OR r.RAFT P R F S S , I T T I 
Street Address n?? <;^ .»»h ??i;n u>ct 
City Sal t Lake Cftv County. 
State Utah . Zip Code 84104 
Subject to the I the! >. the following deserib* 
ONE (1) NEW 22-3/V' x 38" NEBIOlO WEB OFFSET ?KL%%, composed of: 
Nine (9) Uthographic perfectly t
 (>pd two (2) standard folders, 
(parallel), double parallel, clf^  • " ^ r,,r^ *»»s operation. Press sold as 
per ft * p Quote to Color Craft P#c\ /^^-Wactober 7, 1950. ~3uoie #50-io-iv 
and specifications as outlined in Eu "V\£* 
Applicable to this contract are the following exhibits: 
Exhibit A - Quote #80-10-1, October 7. 1980 
Exhibit B - Installation,^Service * Testing Policy
 z 
Exhibit C - R t P Warranty Policy p-
Exhibit D - Payment Terms S Schedule *> 
Exhibit E - Target I Nebiolo Specification Sheet ^ 
3D 
0 0 
2=" 
cr >? 
I conpkte electrical equipment suitable for J l S l L v o l u . AC_£f l—eycle^JSiJfe <reedy"to wirj?5b/riuppsd 
• - - - - N o v ^ h g » IQflO " ^ ) or fewght charted to purchaser's account : •=^0 
- = L 
-vrr 
The Purchaser agreee to pay Sailer for eaid Machinery a* follows: 
1. Purchaae price. S e e E x h i b i t . !'D" •_ 
2. Tax •_ 
3. Total Caah Purchaae Price * -
4. Caah upon execution of Una contract $ 
5 * 
6. Caah on notice of initial factory shipment $ 
7. Caah on delivery to Purchaser's dock t 
6 * 
9 * 
10. Cash due 30 days after dabVsry to Purchaser's dock, f 
11. Caah due 60 days after delivery to Purchaser's dock. $ 
12. Total Down Payment • -
.V. 
Upon demand Purchaser shall execute a 
newntiahle btstaUnwnt nab* tnndmodnr th#> tim* 
Monthly payments shall commence thirty 130) 
days after initial shipment of the Machinery. 
payments Q. en. 
paymenU a? an. 
payments C . ea. 
113. Deferred Balance 
114. Finance Charge 
' 15. Time Balance (13 plus 15) 
Interest will accrue monthly or portion thereof on each payment, if not received on it* due date, at the lower of 1-1/2% per month, or to* 
highest legal contract rate permitted by law. 
The above Machinery will be installed in the premises at: 
117? Sniirh ??gn West 
Street Address 
_Sfllf lake City 
City County 
Utah 8*1 P» 
State Zip 
THIS CONTRACT IS SUBJECT TO THE AODITIONAL TgRMS AND CONDITIONS APPEARING ON THE REVERSE SIDE HEREOF, IN-
CLUDING THOSE LIMITING WARRANTIES. 
rniihasm Hereby Adtnowiedgee Receipt of aa Executed Copy of Una Contract 
COLOR CRAFT PRFSS LTD. r.RAPHlHS WFST 
fist—ins n or Agent 
hr 6tdL,^0'#* 
NamsUyped) Will iam G. Q'hara 
TltisUrpsd) President 
ROBERTS & PORTER, INC. 
ACCEEJED 
4 b l a _ B l _ d a y of ftCLTotee 
By 
J9. & 
Vice President 
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A U
- i f V e r u a n n U m Chicago, Illinois October 7 .19 80 
T£R*T 85 Months * f ' 
The undersigned, for value received, promises to pay to the order of 
ROBERTS £ PORTER, INC. (hereinafter, together with any holder hereof, called R 6 P) 
at its office in Des Plaines, Illinois, 
the sum of Three million Six hundred fifty eight thousand ninety nine I 80/10(&oMars 
' ',658,099.80 ) in successive monthly instalments each of see Schedule A 
(L .tYv": the final installment which may be slight:/ *r •- -i of less and which shall be 
Is.L balance owing under this Note), commencing on the 15th day of October 
lg 80 , and on the same date of each month thereafter until paid in full. The 
principal amount of each of said installments shall bear interest (computed for the 
actual number of days elapsed on the basis of a year consisting'of 360 days) after 
maturity until paid at the rate of 18 per cent per annum. 
The term "Collateral", as used herein, shall mean: (i) the following described 
property, if any: one (1) new Nebiolo Web offset press composed of five (5) units. 
folder and various accessories as described in Contract dated October 7, 1980, and 
described as Press B. Serial No. 20168. 
(ii) any and al) other property of every kind or description (a) of or in the name 
the undersigned now or hereafter, for any reason or purpose whatsoever, in the poss 
sion or control of, or in transit to, R I P or any agent or bailee for R t P, or (t 
in which R S P now or hereafter has a security interest securing any of the Liabili 
(as hereinafter defined) pursuant to the provisions of any written agreement or ins 
ment other than this Note; and (iii) any and all dividends, distributions and other 
rights on or with respect to, and substitutions for and proceeds of, any of the foi 
going. The term "Liabi1ities11, as used herein, shall mean all obligations of the 
undersigned under this Note and all other obligations of the undersigned to R £ P, 
soever created, arising or evidenced, whether direct or indirect, absolute or conti 
gent, or now or hereafter existing, or due or to become due. The undersigned agret 
that, to secure the payment of this Note and all other Liabilities, R I P shall ha> 
a lien upon and security interest in the Collateral and any and all balances, credi 
deposits, accounts or moneys of or in the name of the undersigned now or hereafter 
with R & P; and the undersigned further agrees to deliver to R I P, upon its requei 
in due form for transfer, any of the Collateral which may at any time be in or com< 
into the possession or control of the undersigned. The cancellation or surrender < 
this Note, upon payment or otherwise, shall not affect the right of R t P to retail 
the Collateral for any other Liabilities. R £ P shall be deemed to have exercised 
reasonable care in the custody and preservation of the Collateral if it takes such 
action for that purpose as the undersigned shall request in writing, but failure o 
R I P to comply with any such request shall not of itself be deemed a failure to e; 
ercise reasonable care, and no failure of R t P to preserve or protect any rights i 
respect to the Collateral against prior parties, or to do any act with respect to ; 
servation of the Collateral not so requested by the undersigned, shall be deemed a 
failure to exercise reasonable care in the custody or preservation of the Col later 
Qonn9Q 
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All obligations of the undersigned, and all rights, powers and remedies of R t I 
expressed herein shall be in addition to, and not in limitation of, those provided I 
law or in any written agreement or instrument (other than this Note) relating to am 
of the Liabilities or any security therefor. In addition to all other rights pos-
sessed by it. R & P may from time to time, whether before or after Default (as hen 
inafter defined), at its sole discretion and without notice to the undersigned, take 
any or all of the following actions: (a) transfer all or any part of the Collateral 
ir*o the name of R & P or its nominee, with or without disclosing t\ ...\ ich Collat-
tr< : Is subject to the lien and security interest hereunder; (b) nis i'•• iy obligors 
A." i-r- of the Collateral to make payment to R I P of any amounts <--_ c-
 ko become 
ci*. *i ih respect thereto; (c) enforce collection of any of the Collateral by suit or 
otherwise, or surrender, release or exchange all or any part thereof: (d) take cont 
cf ar.y proceeds of any of the Collateral, and (e) extend or renew for one or more 
periods (whether or not longer than the original period) this nlote or any obligatior 
of any nature of any obligor with respect to this Note or any of the Collateral and 
grant any releases, compromises or indulgences with respect to this Note or any ex-
tension or renewal thereof or any security therefor or to any obligor hereunder or 
thereunder. 
If the undersigned shall fail to pay* when due, any amount payable with respect 
to any of the Liabilities or to perform any other obligation to R £ P, or if any sta 
ment, representation or warranty in any application for the loan evidenced hereby, o 
in any supporting document, is untrue in any material respect as to the date made, o 
if the undersigned or any Collateral or any balances, credits, deposits, accounts or 
moneys of or in the name of the undersigned now or hereafter with R I P shall become 
subject to order of any court or to any other legal process or restraint or to any 
adverse claim, or if R t P shall feel insecure for any reason whatsoever, such event 
shall constitute a Default hereunder. Upon Default, (1) this Note and all other 
Liabilities may (notwithstanding any provisions thereof), at the option of R t P, an 
without demand or notice of any kind, be declared, and thereupon immediately shall 
become, due and payable, (2) R I P may, from time to time, without demand or notice 
of any kind, appropriate and apply toward the payment of such of the Liabilities, am 
in such order of application, as R t P may from time to time elect, any and all 
balances, credits, deposits, accounts or moneys of or in the name of the undersigned 
then or thereafter with R £ P, (3) the undersigned agrees to pay all expenses, in-
cluding reasonable attorneys1 fees and legal expenses, incurred by R 6 P in endeavor-
ing to collect any of the Liabilities or to enforce its rights with respect to any 
of the Collateral, and {k) R & P may exercise from time to time any rights and remedi 
available to it under the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect from time to time in 
Illinois or otherwise available to it. Without limiting the foregoing, upon Default 
R £ P may, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, without notice, adver-
tisement, hearing or process of law of any kind, (a) enter upon any premises where an 
of the Collateral may be located and take possession of and remove such Collateral, 
(b) sell any or all of the Collateral, free of all rights and claims of the undersign 
therein and thereto, at any public or private sale or brokers' board, and (c) bid for 
purchase any or all of the Collateral at any such sale or brokers1 board. The under-
signed hereby expressly waives presentment, demand, notice of dishonor, protest and, 
the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all other notices, advertisem 
hearings or process of law in connection with the exercise by R I P of any of its rig 
and remedies upon Default. If any notification of intended disposition of any of the 
Collateral is required by law, such notification, if mailed, shall be deemed reasonab 
and properly given if mailed at least five days before such disposition, postage prep* 
320030 
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addressed to the undersigned either at the address shown below or at any other addi 
of the undersigned appearing on the records of R I P. Any notice to the undersign* 
may, if there is more than one undersigned, be given to all of the undersigned care 
any one of the undersigned selected by R I P. Any proceeds of any of the Col latere 
recei.ved by R I P may be applied by R t P to the payment of expenses in connection 
with the Collateral, including "reasonable attorneys' fees and legal expenses, and a 
balance of such proceeds may be applied by R r ? toward the payment of such of the 
Liabilities, and in such order of applicat* R t P may from time to time elect 
If tFiere is more than one undersigned, R E , *y any surplus to which the under 
signed may be entitled to any one or more of the undersigned selected by R I P. 
Upon repayment of this Note in full before the scheduled maturity hereof, a ere 
for any unearned interest, computed on the becis of the Rule of 78*s (sum of the di 
method, will be granted. 
No delay on the part of R S P in the exercise of any right or remedy shall oper 
as a waiver thereof, and no single or partial exercise by R I P of any right or rem 
shall preclude other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any right or re 
If more than one party shall execute this Note, the term "undersigned" as used here 
shall mean all parties signing this Note and each of them, and all such parties sha 
be jointly and severally obligated hereunder. 
The loan evidenced hereby has been made, and this Note has been delivered, at 
Chicago, Illinois, and shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the la< 
of the State of Illinois. If this Note is not dated when executed by the undersign 
R t P is hereby authorized, without notice to the undersigned, to date this Note as 
the date when the loan evidenced hereby is made. Wherever possible each provision 
this Note shall be interpreted in such manner as to be effective and valid under ap 
cable law, but if any provision of this Note shall be prohibited by or invalid unde 
such law, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or 
invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of such provision or the remaining p 
visions of this Note. 
Address: / ^ J - J ^ T 3 — -
Address: &Y&S &St*c4p~"9 &*- &r* 
Address: fy* f &r<J*~M~ &. , 5&-Jo L 
For value received, the undersigned (who, if two or more in number, shall be joi 
and severally obligated hereunder) hereby unconditionally guarantee(s) the payment c 
the Note on the and all extensions or renewals thereof, and all expenses (including 
reasonable attorneys1 fees and legal expenses) incurred in the collection thereof, t 
enforcement of rights under any security therefor and the enforcement hereof, and wa 
presentment, demand, notice of dishonor, protest, and all other notices whatsoever, 
agree(s) that the holder of said Note may from time to time, at its sole discretion, 
tend or renew said Note for one or more periods (whether or not longer than the orig 
period of said Note) and grant any releases, compromises or indulgences with respect 
said Note or any extension or renewal thereof or any security therefor or to any obi 
thereunder or hereunder, all without notice to any of the undersigned and without af 
inQ t h e G b l i a A t l M * r\f t h » u n H o r c I^rs^J u » - -
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TERM 65 Months Ch.cago, Illinois
 Q r t o h f r 7 , 19 ftp 
The undersigned, for value received, promises to pay to the order of 
ROBERTS h PORTER, INC. (hereinafter, together with any holder hereof, called R £ P) , 
at its office in Des Plaines, Illinois, 
eight t, j 
the sum of Two million Five hundred sixty three thousand One hundred fifty Dollars 
($ 2_,563,158.^ ) in successive monthly installments each of see Schedule r 
(except the fir.2- i: stallment which may be slightly more of less and which shall be 
the bcie.-ice owinr under this Note), commencing on the 15th day of October 
19 80 , and on the same date of each month thereafter until paid in full. Tne 
principal amount of each of said installments shall bear interest (computed for the 
actual number of days elapsed on the basis of a year consisting of 36O days) after 
maturity until paid at the rate of 18 per cent per annum. 
The term "Collateral", as used herein, shall mean: (i) the following described 
property, if any: one (1) new Nebiolo Web offset press composed of four (k) units. 
folder and various accessories as described in Contract dated October 7. 1980. and 
described as Press A. Serial No. 20173. 
(ii) any and all other property of every kind or description (a) of or in the name o 
the undersigned now or hereafter, for any reason or purpose whatsoever, in the posse 
sion or control of, or in transit to, R £ P or any agent or bailee for R £ P, or (b) 
in which R £ P now or hereafter has a security interest securing any of the Llab i1i t 
(as hereinafter defined) pursuant to the provisions of any written agreement or inst 
ment other than this Note; and (iii) any and all dividends, distributions and other 
rights on or with respect to, and substitutions for and proceeds of, any of the fore 
going. The term "Liabilities11, as used herein, shall mean all obligations of the 
undersigned under this Note and all other obligations of the undersigned to R £ P, h 
soever created, arising or evidenced, whether direct or indirect, absolute or contin 
gent, or now or hereafter existing, or due or to become due. The undersigned agrees 
that, to secure the payment of this Note and all other Liabilities, R £ P shall have 
a lien upon and security interest in the Collateral and any and all balances, credit 
deposits, accounts or moneys of or in the name of the undersigned now or hereafter 
with R G P; and the undersigned further agrees to deliver to R & P, upon its request 
in due form for transfer, any of the Collateral which may at any time be in or come 
into the possession or control of the undersigned. The cancellation or surrender of 
this Note, upon payment or otherwise, shall not affect the right of R £ P to retain 
the Collateral for any other Liabilities. R £ P shall be deemed to have exercised 
reasonable care in the custody and preservation of the Collateral if it takes such 
action for that purpose as the undersigned shall request in writing, but failure of 
R £ P to comply with any such request shall not of itself be deemed a failure to ex-
ercise reasonable care, and no failure of R £ P to preserve or protect any rights wi 
respect to the Collateral against prior parties, or to do any act with respect to pr 
servation of the Collateral not so requested by the undersigned, shall be deemed a 
failure to exercise reasonable care in the custody or preservation of the Collateral 
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All obligations of the undersigned, and all rights, powers and remedies of R t 
expressed herein shall be in addition to, and not in limitation of, those provided 
law or in any written agreement or instrument (other than this Note) relating to an 
of the Liabilities or any security therefor. In addition to all other rights pos-
sessed by it. R t P may from time to time, whether before or after Default (as her 
ina^ter defined), at its sole discretion and without notice to the undersigned, tak 
any or all of the following act-ions: (a) transfer all or any part of the Collatera 
into the name of R 6 P or its nominee, «'ith or without disclosing that such Collat-
eral is subject to the lien^and seruri: ?nterest hereunder; (b) notify any obligor1 
on agy of the Collateral to make rhymer.; ;o R £ P of any amounts due or to become 
due with respect thereto; (c) enforce collection of any of the Collateral by suit o 
otherwise, or surrender, release or exchange all or any part thereof: (d) tcikc con 
of any proceeds of any of the Coilateral, and (e) extend or renew for one or more 
periods (whether or not longer than the original period) this Note or any obligatio 
of any nature of any obligor with respect to this Note or any of the Collateral and 
grant any releases, compromises or indulgences with respect to this Note or any ex-
tension or renewal thereof or any security therefor or to any obligor hereunder or 
thereunder. 
If the undersigned shall fail to pay* when due, any amount payable with respect 
to any of the Liabilities or to perform any other obligation to R I P, or if any sti 
ment, representation or warranty in any application for the loan evidenced hereby, < 
in any supporting document, is untrue in any material respect as to the date made, ( 
if the undersigned or any Collateral or any balances, credits, deposits, accounts ©i 
moneys of or in the name of the undersigned now or hereafter with R £ P shall becomt 
subject to order of any court or to any other legal process or restraint or to any 
adverse claim, or if R t P shall feel insecure for any reason whatsoever, such evem 
shall constitute a Default hereunder. Upon Default, (1) this Note and all other 
Liabilities may (notwithstanding any provisions thereof), at the option of R I P, at 
without demand or notice of any kind, be declared, and thereupon immediately shall 
become, due and payable, (2) R t P may, from time to time, without demand or notice^ 
of any kind, appropriate and apply toward the payment of such of the Liabilities, ar 
in such order of application, as R I P may from time to time elect, any and all 
balances, credits, deposits, accounts or moneys of or in the name of the undersignec 
then or thereafter with R I P, (3) the undersigned agrees to pay all exper*&es, in-
cluding reasonable attorneys1 fees and legal expenses, incurred by R I P in endeavor 
ing to collect any of the Liabilities or to enforce its rights with respect to any 
of the Collateral, and (k) R £ P may exercise from time to time any rights and remec 
available to it under the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect from time to time in 
Illinois or otherwise available to it. Without limiting the foregoing, upon Default 
R £ P may, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, without notice, adver-
tisement, hearing or process of law of any kind, (a) enter upon any premises where a 
of the Collateral may be located and take possession of and remove such Collateral, 
(b) sell any or all of the Collateral, free of all rights and claims of the undersig 
therein and thereto, at any public or private sale or brokers' board, and (c) bid fo 
purchase any or all of the Collateral at any such sale or brokers' board. The under 
signed hereby expressly waives presentment, demand, notice of dishonor, protest and, 
the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all other notices, advertise 
hearings or process of law in connection with the exercise by R £ P of any of its ri 
and remedies upon Default. If any notification of intended disposition of any of th 
Collateral is required by law, such notification, if mailed, shall be deemed reasona 
and properly given if mailed at least five days before such disposition, postage pre 
*\c%f\f\cs rf 
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addressed to the undersigned either at the address shown below or at any other adc 
of the undersigned appearing on the records of R t P. Any notice to the undersigr 
may, if there is more than one undersigned, be given to all of the undersigned cai 
any one of the undersigned selected by R & P. Any proceedS'Of any of the Collate! 
received by R I P may be applJed by R £ P to the payment of expenses in connectio 
with the Collateral, including reasonable attorneys' fees and legal expenses, and 
balance of «i?rh proceeds may be applied by R & P toward the payment of such of th 
Liability . .. f in such order of application, as R I P may from time to time ele 
If there i- -• • than one undersigned, R S P may pay any si,f/U,v to which the und 
signed r,.;y tx ..mitied to any one or more of the undersigneJ ^tl^cted by R t P. 
Upon repayr^nt of this Note in full before the scheduled maturity hereof, a < 
for any unearried interest, computed on the basis of the Rule of 78!s (sum of the 
method, will be granted. 
No delay on the part of R £ P.in the exercise of any right or remedy shall c 
as a waiver thereof, and no single or partial exercise by R t P of any right or 
shall preclude other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any right oi 
If more than one party shall execute this Note, the term "undersigned" as used I 
shall mean all parties signing this Note and each of them, and all such parties 
be jointly and severally obligated hereunder. 
The loan evidenced hereby has been made, and this Note has been delivered, 
Chicago, Illinois, and shall be governed by and construed in accordance with tY 
of the State of Illinois. If this Note is not dated when executed by the under 
R £ P is hereby authorized, without notice to the undersigned, to date this N01 
the date when the loan evidenced hereby is made. Wherever possible each provi< 
this Note shall be interpreted in such manner as to be effective and valid und 
cable law, but if any provision of this Note shall be prohibited by or invalid 
such law, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such prohibitic 
invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of such provision or the remair 
visions of this Note. 
Address: .3./$2 /*/<.'&/+,* fh 
Address: *J2 ^ 6 J* &£>£-c*c<£0''+ d 
Address :;£?,?7 ?ttsJ*+^l £ . 
For value received, the undersigned (who, if two or more in number, shal 
and severally obligated hereunder) hereby unconditionally guarantee(s) the p 
the Note on the and all extensions or renewals thereof, and all expenses (in 
reasonable attorneys1 fees and legal expenses) incurred in the collection th 
enforcement of rights under any security therefor and the enforcement hereof 
presentment, demand, notice of dishonor, protest, and all other notices whai 
agree(s) that the holder of said Note may from time to time, at its sole dij 
tend or renew said Note for one or more periods (whether or not longer than 
period of said Note) and grant any releases, compromises or indulgences wit 
*aid Note or any extension or renewal thereof or any security therefor or t 
11
 "WKoitt notice to any of the undersigned and w 
• ^ • * - ^ \ ~ \ 
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ys_ny.365.oo No. CC-3C ( 
RATE 15? P C annum ... .... . ,_ 
TERH B4Honths C h ' " 9 ° ' , n ' " ° ' 5 P^pb.r
 7 • '9_&L 
The undersigned, for value received, promises to pay to the order of 
ROBERTS £ PORTER, INC. (hereinafter, together with any holder hereof, called R £ P 
at its office in Des Plaines, Illinois, 
No/100 
the sum of Seven hundred forty eight thousand Three hundred sixty five £ Dollar 
($ 7^8.365.00 ) 5n successive monthly installme^'* each of see Schedule A 
(except the final installment which may be slightl> : less and which shall be 
the balance owing under this Note), commencing on the >3th day of October 
19 80 , and on the same djte of each month theref ' '.r until paid in full. The 
principal amount of each of said installments shall bear interest (computed for the 
actual number of days elapsed on the basis of a year consisting of 360 days) after 
maturity until paid at the rate of 18 per cent per annum. 
The term nCollateral11, as used herein, shall mean: (i) the following described 
property, if any: one (1) new Muller-Mart»ni Honobloc modular Perfect EinHtno H H P 
including one (1) Model 2^0, three (3) knife trimmer and Astro Stacker *c mitltnprf 
in Mul ler-Hart ini/Color Craft contract dated . 
(ii) any and all other property of every kind or description (a) of or in the name < 
the undersigned now or hereafter, for any reason or purpose whatsoever, in the poss< 
sion or control of, or in transit to, R £ P or any agent or bailee for R £ P, or (h] 
in which R £ P now or hereafter has a security interest securing any of the Liabili" 
(as hereinafter defined) pursuant to the provisions of any written agreement or ins1 
ment other than this Note; and (iii) any and all dividends, distributions and other 
rights on or with respect to, and substitutions for and proceeds of, any of the for* 
going. The term MLiabi1ities'1, as used herein, shall mean all obligations of the 
undersigned under this Note and all other obligations of the undersigned to R £ P, \ 
soever created, arising or evidenced, whether direct or indirect, absolute or contir 
gent, or now or hereafter existing, or due or to become due. The undersigned agrees 
that, to secure the payment of this Note and all other Liabilities, R £ P shall have 
a lien upon and security interest in the Collateral and any and all balances, credit 
deposits, accounts or moneys of or in the name of the undersigned now or hereafter 
with R £ P; and the undersigned further agrees to deliver to R £ P, upon its request 
in due form for transfer, any of the Collateral which may at any time be in or come 
into the possession or control of the undersigned. The cancellation or surrender of 
this Note, upon payment or otherwise, shall not affect the right of R £ P to retain 
the Collateral for any other Liabilities. R £ P shall be deemed to have exercised 
reasonable care in the custody and preservation of the Collateral if it takes such 
action for that purpose as the undersigned shall request in writing, but failure of 
R £ P to comply with any such request shall not of itself be deemed a failure to ex-
ercise reasonable care, and no failure of R £ P to preserve or protect any rights wi 
respect to the Collateral against prior parties, or to do any act with respect to pr 
servation of the Collateral not so requested by the undersigned, shall be deemed a 
failure to exercise reasonable care in the custody or preservation of the Collateral 
-2-
All obligations of the undersigned, and all rights, powers and remedies of R & F 
expressed herein shall be in addition to, and not in limitation of, those provided t 
law or in any written agreement or instrument (other than this Note) relating to an> 
of the Liabilities or any security therefor. In addition to all other rights pos-
sessed by it. R £ P may from time to time, whether before or after Default (as here 
inafter defined), at Its sole discretion and without notice to the undersigned, take 
any or all of the following actions: (a) transfer all or any part of the Collateral 
into, the --—ie of R I P or its nominee, with or without di"-losing that such Collat-
eral ?r f ct to the lien and security interest hereunc 'b) notify any obligors 
on an/ c. i.u Collateral to make payment to R £ P of any s due or to become 
due with respect thereto; (c) enforce collection of an/ of the Collateral by suit or 
otherwise, or surrender, release or exchange all or any part thereof: (d) take com 
of any proceeds of any of the Collateral, and (e) extend or renew for one or more 
periods (whether or not longer than the original period) this Note or any obligatior 
of an/ nature of any obligor with respect to this Note or any of the Collateral and 
grant any releases, compromises or indulgences with respect to this Note or any ex-
tension or renewal thereof or any security therefor or to any obligor hereunder or 
thereunder. 
If the undersigned shall fail to pay> when due, any amount payable with respect 
to any of the Liabilities or to perform any other obligation to R I P, or if any st« 
ment, representation or warranty in any application for the loan evidenced hereby, < 
in any supporting document, is untrue in any material respect as to the date made, < 
if the undersigned or any Collateral or any balances, credits, deposits, accounts 01 
moneys of or in the name of the undersigned now or hereafter with R £ P shall becom< 
subject to order of any court or to any other legal process or restraint or to any 
adverse claim, or if R £ P shall feel insecure for any reason whatsoever, such even* 
shall constitute a Default hereunder. Upon Default, (1) this Note and all other 
Liabilities may (notwithstanding any provisions thereof), at the option of R £ P, ai 
without demand or notice of any kind, be declared, and thereupon immediately shall 
become, due and payable, (2) R £ P may, from time to time, without demand or notice 
of any kind, appropriate and apply toward the payment of such of the Liabilities, ai 
in such order of application, as R £ P may from time to time elect, any.and all 
balances, credits, deposits, accounts or moneys of or in the name of the undersignei 
then or thereafter with R £ P, (3) the undersigned agrees to pay all expenses, in-
cluding reasonable attorneys1 fees and legal expenses, incurred by R £ P in endeavoi 
ing to collect any of the Liabilities or to enforce its rights with respect to any 
of the Collateral, and (k) R £ P may exercise from time to time any rights and remec 
available to it under the Uniform Commercial Code as in effect from time to time in 
Illinois or otherwise available to it. Without limiting the foregoing, upon Default 
R £ P may, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, without notice, adver« 
tisement, hearing or process of law of any kind, (a) enter upon any premises where « 
of the Collateral may be located and take possession of and remove such Collateral, 
(b) sell any or all of the Collateral, free of all rights and claims of the undersic 
therein and thereto, at any public or private sale or brokers1 board, and (c) bid fc 
purchase any or all of the Collateral at any such sale or brokers1 board. The under 
signed hereby expressly waives presentment, demand, notice of dishonor, protest and, 
the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any and all other notices, advertise 
hearings or process of law in connection with the exercise by R £ P of any of its ri 
and remedies upon Default. If any notification of intended disposition of any of th 
Collateral is required by law, such notification, if mailed, shall be deemed reasons 
and properly given if mailed at least five days before such disposition, postage pre 
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addressed to the undersigned either at the address shown below or at any other addr 
of the undersigned appearing on the records of R t P. Any notice to the undersignc 
mayf if there is more than one undersigned, be given to all of the undersigned care 
any one of the undersigned selected by R £ P. Any proceeds of any of the Collatera 
received by R t P may be applied by R £ P to the payment of expenses in connection 
with the Collateral, including reasonable attorneys1 fees and legal expenses, and a 
balance of such proceeds ma ,%e applied by R £ P toward the payment of such of the 
Liabilities, and in such or * application, as R £ P may from time to time elect 
If there H more than one t w., ^ .jned, R £ P may pay any surplus to which the under 
signed may be entitled to any one or more of the undersigned selected by R £ P. 
Upon repaymeM of this Note in full before the scheduled maturity hereof, a ere 
for any unearned interest, computed on the basis of the Rule of 78!s (sum of the di 
method, will be granted. 
No delay on the part of R £ P in the exercise of any right o.r remedy shall oper 
as a waiver thereof, and no single or partial exercise by R £ P of any right or rem 
shall preclude other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any right or re 
If more than one party shall execute this Note, the term nundersignedH as used here 
shall mean all parties signing this Note and each of them, and all such parties sha 
be jointly and severally obligated hereunder. 
The loan evidenced hereby has been made, and this Note has been delivered, at 
Chicago, Illinois, and shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the la 
of the State of Illinois. If this Note is not dated when executed by the undersign 
R £ P is hereby authorized, without notice to the undersigned, to date this Note as 
the date when the loan evidenced hereby is made. Wherever possible each provision 
this Note shall be interpreted in such manner as to be effective and valid under ap 
cable law, but if any provision of this Note shall be prohibited by or invalid unde 
such law, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or~ 
Invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of such provision or the remaining p 
visions of this Note. 
/////sHi^JZ P'ptin^^ * ^ ^ — A d d r e s s iJ2£$2 rfj&l* & $>/&fiZ\ 
Address: 
Address :533f ^r^JLuJZc &. £>+*jh. « 
For value received, the undersigned (who, if two or more in number, shall be jo 
and severally obligated hereunder) hereby unconditionally guarantee(s) the payment < 
the Note on the and all extensions or renewals thereof, and all expenses (including 
reasonable attorneys' fees and legal expenses) incurred in the collection thereof, 1 
enforcement of rights under any security therefor and the enforcement hereof, and wc 
presentment, demand, notice of dishonor, protest, and all other notices whatsoever, 
agree(s) that the holder of said Note may from time to time, at its sole discretion, 
tend or renew said Note for one or more periods (whether or not longer than the oric 
period of said Note) and grant any releases, compromises or indulgences with respect 
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GUARANTY AGREEMENT 
Guaranty Agreement ("this guaranty11) dated as of the day 
of , 19 from 
("Guarantor11) to Roberts & Porter, Inc., a-Delaware corporations 
Seller and r—!—<•-, » a n individual 
("Buyer"), propose to execute and deliver Equipment Contract 
Purchase Agreement dated providing for the 
purchase by Seller to Buyer of Printing Machinery described in 
Exhibit "A" therein described and attached. In order to induce 
Seller to enter into the~Xon tract* Guarantor hereby agrees as 
follows: 
1. Guarantor hereby unconditionally guarantees (i) the full 
and prompt payment when due of any and all payments and other 
amounts payable by Buyer under the Contract during the Contract 
term on the date or dates on which such payments of other amounts 
shall by the terms of the Contract be payable, and (ii) the due and 
punctual performance of all other obligations to be performed by 
Buyer under the Contract during such Contract term thereof. All 
such payments, other amounts and obligations which are hereby 
guaranteed by Guarantor are hereinafter collectively called the 
"Liabilities." 
2. This guaranty shall be a continuing, absolute and un* 
conditional guaranty and shall remain in full force and effect as 
to Guarantor until such time as the Liabilities are paid in full. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the 
obligations for which the undersigned herein guarantee shall be 
limited to and shall not exceed one hundred fifty percent (150%) of 
the undersigned's pro rata share as a limited partner of Color 
Craft Press, Ltd. of the indebtedness of the amount of Exhibit "A." 
The undersigned's pro rata share is . 
3. Guarantor agrees that if at any time all of any part of 
any payment theretofore applied by Seller to any of the Liabilities 
is or must be rescinded or returned by Seller for any reason 
whatsoever (including, without limitation, the insolvency, 
bankruptcy or reorganization of Buyer), such Liabilities shall, for 
the purposes of this guaranty, to the extent that such payment is or 
must be rescinded or returned, be deemed to have continued in 
existence, notwithstanding such application by Seller, and this 
guaranty shall continue to be effective or be reinstated, as the 
case may be, as to such Liabilities, all as though such application 
by Seller had not been made. 
4. The Seller may, from time to time, without notice to 
Guarantor, take all or any of the following actions: (a) obtain a 
security interest in any property to secure any of the liabilities 
or any obligations hereunder, (b) retain or obtain the primary or 
secondary liability of any party or parties, in addition to 
Guarantor, with respect to any of the Liabilities, whether or not 
Seller shall have proceeded against any other party primarily or 
secondarily liable on any of the Liabilities. 
5. Seller may, from time to time, without notice to 
Guarantor, assign or transfer the Contract and any or all of the 
"Equipment" therein described; and, notwithstanding any such 
assignment or transfer or any subsequent assignment or transfer 
thereof, the Liabilities represented thereby shall be and remain 
Liabilities for the purposes of this guaranty, and each and every 
immediate and successive assignee or transferee of any of the 
Liabilities or of any interest therein shall, to the extent of the 
interest of such assignee or transferee as if such assignee or 
transferee were Seller; provided, however, that, unless Seller 
shall otherwise consent in writing, Seller shall have an unimpaired 
right, prior and superior to that of any such assignee or 
transferee, to enforce this guaranty, for the benefit of the 
Seller, as to those of the Liabilities which the Seller has not 
assigned or transferred. 
6. No delay on the part of the Seller in the exercise of any 
right or remedy shall operate as a waiver thereof, and no single or 
partial exercise by Seller of any right or remedy shall preclude 
other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other 
right or remedy. No action of Seller permitted hereunder shall in 
any way impair or affect this guaranty. For the purposes of this 
guaranty, Liabilities shall include all obligations of Buyer to 
Seller under the Seller, notwithstanding any right or power of 
Buyer or anyone else to assert any claim or defense as to the 
invalidity or unenforceability of any such obligation, and no such 
claim or defense shall impair or affect the obligations of the 
undersigned hereunder. 
7. This guaranty shall be binding upon Guarantor and upon 
the successors and assigns of Guarantor. 
8. This guaranty has been made and delivered at _^_^__^_ 
and shall be governed by the 
laws of the Wherever possible, each 
provision of this guaranty shall be interpreted in such manner as 
to be effective and valid under applicable law, but if any 
provision of this guaranty shall be prohibited by or invalid under 
such law, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such 
prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of 
such provision or the remaining provisions of this guaranty. 
Dated at as of the date first above 
written. 
BY 
BY 
Address: 
-3-
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UH^ *i 
Exhibit A 
SELLER'S ASSIGKMINT 
TO: CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF CHICAGO 
(,fCINBM) 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED and pursuant to a Letter Agreement dated 
_ July 21 , 19 76 (herein called the "Agreement"), becveen 
the undersigned and CINB, the undersigned hereby sells, assigns and 
transfers to CINB all right, title and interest of the undersigned in 
and to (U the installaents payable ..under the attached Lease Agreement 
or Cond£j35infr^^ fWnK^T 7 " **""* 7 19an (herein 
cajjrerfythe "Cootract^betveen the undersigned and rnlnr Cr*ft 
&TQ*i T.Tn Salt T>aVp City, Utah B4104 (herein called 
Xhe^hllgnO, and (ij^,,^ 
As security for the prompt performance when due of each 
obligation of the undersigned under the Agreement and of each obligation 
of the Obligor under(|be~ Contraffi <he undersigned hereby grants to 
CtNB a security interest in and to all of the right, title and interest 
of the undersigned in and to (A) the property referred to in and covered 
[oy tine attacfflfl'Contra?^ >and all accessories, parts and equipment 
attached thereto or used in connection therewith, (B) all replacements 
or substitutions of any thereof, and (C) all proceeds of any of the 
foregoing, hereby granting CINB in the event of any default or 
non-performance of any such obligations when due, all of the rights of 
.a secured party under applicable law including but not limited to the 
applicable provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code as then in effect. 
The terms and conditions of this assignment and transfer, 
including, but not limited to, the undersigned's warranties with respect 
togxhe C;Tifya3r *w>i the undersigned's obligations to CINB with respect 
jgh Contracture as provided for in the Agreement, to which reference 
•is hereby made for a statement thereof. 
This assignment shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit 
of the undersigned and CINB and their respective succesors and assigns. 
ROBERTS £ PORTER. INC. 
B y / d ^ ^ y ^ ^ ^ ^ E R H A t o T L. TffEglN 
Title CORPORATE CREDIT MANAGES r-* ^ -
^ CD 11 
Dated: nrfnhAr RfiQfln > — S £ 
l i en :-:F 
2 . CD c:'-r 
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GUARANTY AGREEMENT 
Guaranty Agreement ("this guaranty") dated as of the- Xo -day 
of
 <i)^ttUt' 19 ii from W ;^ , 
("Guarantor") to Roberts & Porter, Inc., a Delaware corporation. 
Seller and VjJ^ * V /**")' v;^< *'*: ' ~~~~~ ' an individual ("Buyer"), propose to execute and7 deliver Equipment Contract 
Purchase Agreement dated (1 sf yc ;c, <t> providing for the 
purchase by Seller to Buyer of Printing Machinery described in 
Exhibit "A" therein described and attached. In order to induce 
Seller to enter into the Contract, Guarantor hereby agrees as 
follows: 
1. Guarantor hereby unconditionally guarantees (i) the full 
and prompt payment when due of any and all payments and other 
amounts payable by Buyer under the Contract during the Contract 
term on the date or dates/on which such payments of other amounts 
shall by the terms of the Contract be payable, and (ii) the due and 
punctual performance of all other obligations to be performed by 
Buyer under the Contract during such Contract term thereof. All 
such payments, other amounts and obligations which are hereby 
guaranteed by Guarantor are hereinafter collectively called the 
"Liabilities." 
2. This guaranty shall be a continuing, absolute and un-
conditional guaranty and shall remain in full force and effect as 
to Guarantor until such time as the Liabilities are paid in full. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the 
obligations for which the undersigned herein guarantee shall be 
limited to and shall not exceed one hundred fifty percent (150%) of 
the undersigned's pro rata share as a limited partner of Color 
Craft Press, Ltd. of the indebtedness of the amount of Exhibit "A." 
The undersigned's pro rata share is ***<>> /^r^r . (3.58%) 
3. Guarantor agrees that if at any time all of any part of 
any payment theretofore applied by Seller to any of the Liabilities 
is or must be rescinded or returned by Seller for any reason 
whatsoever (including, without limitation, the insolvency, 
bankruptcy or reorganization of Buyer), such Liabilities shall, for 
the purposes of this guaranty, to the extent that such payment is or 
must be rescinded or returned, be deemed to have continued in 
existence, notwithstanding such application by Seller, and this 
guaranty shall continue to be effective or be reinstated, as the 
case may be, as to such Liabilities, all as though such application 
by Seller had not been made. 
4. The Seller may, from time to time, without notice to 
Guarantor, take all or any of the following actions: (a) obtain a 
security interest in any property to secure any of the liabilities 
or any obligations hereunder, (b) retain or obtain the primary or 
secondary liability of any party or parties, in addition to 
Guarantor, with respect to any of the.Liabilities, whether or not 
Seller shall have proceeded against any other party primarily or 
secondarily liable on any of the Liabilities. 
5. Seller may, from time to time, without notice to 
Guarantor, assign or transfer the Contract and any or all of the 
"Equipment" therein described; and, notwithstanding any such 
assignment or transfer or any subsequent assignment or transfer 
thereof, the Liabilities represented thereby shall be and remain 
Liabilities for the purposes of this guaranty, and each and every 
immediate and successive assignee or transferee of any of the 
Liabilities or of any interest therein shall, to the extent of the 
interest of such assignee or transferee as if such assignee or 
transferee were Seller; provided, however, that, unless Seller 
shall otherwise consent in writing, Seller shall have an unimpaired 
right, prior and superior to that of any such assignee or 
transferee, to enforce this guaranty, for the benefit of the 
Seller, as to those of the Liabilities which the Seller has not 
assigned or transferred. 
6. No delay on the part of the Seller in the exercise of any 
iright or remedy shall operate as a waiver thereof, and no single or 
partial exercise by Seller of any right or remedy shall preclude 
other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other 
right or remedy. No action of Seller permitted hereunder shall in 
any way impair or affect this guaranty. For the purposes of this 
guaranty, Liabilities shall include all obligations of Buyer to 
Seller under the Seller, notwithstanding any right or power of 
Buyer or anyone else to assert any claim or defense as to the 
invalidity or unenforceability of any such obligation, and no such 
claim or defense shall impair or affect the obligations of the 
undersigned hereunder. 
7. This guaranty shall be binding upon Guarantor and upon 
the successors and assigns of Guarantor. 
8. This guaranty has been made and delivered at* __ i^^__^ 
Pes Plaines, Illinois and shall be governed by the 
laws of the State of Illinois . Wherever possible, each 
provision of this guaranty shall be interpreted in such manner as 
to be effective and valid under applicable law, but if any 
provision of this guaranty shall be prohibited by or invalid under 
such law, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such 
prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of 
such provision or the remaining provisions of this guaranty. 
Dated at AJ,*/ ?<:- / i :.6r Mama, idahgs of the date first above written. 
BY /J ),,., > 
mr % ^ r ^ , , * r ? , ^ J 
Address: /Sf'/'-VV /</</Y 
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GUARANTY AGREEMENT 
Guaranty Agreement ("this guaranty") dated as o± the,- 2^ o day 
^ £*£' 19_££>from y>7^U^^ ^<Q«~^^ 
("Guarantor") to Roberts & Porter, Inc. , a Delaware coloration. 
Seller and ^7^^\^-~J^ vy /Q^ ^d^L^- , an individual 
("Buyer"), propose to execute and deliver Equipment Contract 
Purchase Agreement dated (JfrjeJ 2.O/9P0 providing for the 
purchase by Seller to Buyer of Printing Machinery described in 
Exhibit "A" therein described and attached. In order to induce 
Seller to enter into the Contract, Guarantor hereby agrees as 
follows: 
1. Guarantor hereby unconditionally guarantees (i) the full 
and prompt payment when due of any and all payments and other 
amounts payable by Buyer under the Contract during the Contract 
term on the date or dates on which such payments of other amounts 
shall by the terms of the Contract be payable, and (ii) the due and 
punctual performance of all other obligations to be performed by 
Buyer under the Contract Muring such Contract term thereof. All 
such payments, other * amounts and obligations which are hereby 
guaranteed by Guarantor are hereinafter collectively called the 
"Liabilities." 
2. This guaranty shall be a continuing, absolute and un-
conditional guaranty and shall remain in full force and effect as 
to Guarantor until such time as the Liabilities are paid in full. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the 
obligations for which the undersigned herein guarantee shall be 
limited to and shall not exceed one hundred fifty percent (150%) of 
the undersigned's pro rata share "as a limited partner of Color 
Craft Press, Ltd. of the indebtedness of the amount of Exhibit "A." 
The undersigned's pro rata share is *_*pot.xm&L . 
3. Guarantor agrees that if at any time all of any part of 
any payment theretofore applied by Seller to any of the Liabilities 
is or must be rescinded or returned by Seller for any reason 
whatsoever (including, vithout limitation, the insolvency, 
bankruptcy or reorganization of Buyer), such Liabilities shall, for 
the purposes of this guaranty, to the extent that such payment is or 
must be rescinded or returned, be deemed to have continued in 
existence, notwithstanding such application by Seller, and this 
guaranty shall continue to be effective or be reinstated, as the 
case may be, as to such Liabilities, all as though such application 
by Seller had not been made. 
4. The Seller may, from time to time, without notice to 
Guarantor, take all or any of the following actions: (a) obtain a 
security interest in any property to secure any of the liabilities 
or any obligations hereunder, (b) retain or obtain the primary or 
secondary liability of any party or parties, in addition to 
Guarantor, with respect to any of the Liabilities, whether or not 
Seller shall have proceeded against any other party primarily or 
secondarily liable on any of the Liabilities. 
5. Seller may, from time to time, without notice to 
Guarantor, assign or transfer the Contract and any or all of the 
"Equipment" therein described; and, notwithstanding any such 
assignment or transfer or any subsequent assignment or transfer 
thereof, the Liabilities represented thereby shall be and remain 
Liabilities for the purposes of this guaranty, and each and every 
immediate and successive assignee or transferee of any of the 
Liabilities or of any interest therein shall, to the extent of the 
interest of such assignee or transferee as if such assignee or 
transferee were Seller; provided, however, that, unless Seller 
shall otherwise consent in writing, Seller shall have an unimpaired 
right, prior and superior to that of any such assignee or 
transferee, to enforce t^his guaranty, for the benefit of the 
Seller, as to those of the Liabilities which the Seller has not 
assigned or transferred. 
6. No delay on the part of the Seller in the exercise of any 
right or remedy shall operate as a waiver thereof, and no single or 
partial exercise by Seller of any right or remedy shall preclude 
other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other 
right or remedy. No action of Seller permitted hereunder shall in 
any way impair or affect this guaranty. For the purposes of this 
guaranty, Liabilities shall include all obligations of Buyer to 
Seller under the Seller, notwithstanding any right or power of 
Buyer or anyone else to assert any claim or defense as to the 
invalidity or unenforceability of any such obligation, and no such 
claim or defense shall impair or affect the obligations of the 
undersigned hereunder. 
7. This guaranty shall be binding5 upon Guarantor and upon 
the successors and assigns of Guarantor. 
8. This guaranty has been made and delivered at 
and shall be governed by the 
laws of the Wherever possible, each 
-9-
provision of this guaranty shall be interpreted in such manner as 
to be effective and valid under applicable law, but if any 
provision of this guaranty shall be prohibited by or invalid under 
such law, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such 
prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of 
such provision or the remaining provisions of this guaranty. 
Dated at (JL*J? ?M /<?t? ^ as of the date first above 
written. 
BY & 
Address: & * / *£„ /?£* 
Tab 22 
GUARANTY AGREEMENT 
Guaranty Agreement ("this guaranty") dated as of the 17th day 
~of November , 19 80 from ROBERT^J^ AND SUE A, ALLEN 
("Guarantor "7 to Roberts & Purler, Lnc". ] "a Delaware corporation. 
Seller and _J&QBERT J^.AND.SUE..A^T,T,F,N > a n individual 
("Buyer"), propose to execute and deliver Equipment Contract 
Purchase Agreement dated Qctober_I#._lSL£LQ_ providing for the 
purchase by Seller to Buyer of Printing Machinery described in 
Exhibit f,Alf therein described and attached. In order to induce 
Seller to enter into the Contract, Guarantor hereby agrees as 
follows: 
1. Guarantor hereby unconditionally guarantees (i) the full 
and prompt payment when dm- of any and all payments and other 
amounts payable by Buyer under the. Contract during the Contract 
term on the date or dates un which such payments of other amounts 
shall by the terms of the Contract be payable, and (ii) the due an<3 
punctual performance of,all other obligations to be performed by 
Buyer under the Contract during such Contract term thereof. All 
such payments, other amounts and obligations which are hereby 
guaranteed by Guarantor are hereinafter collectively called the 
"Liabilities." 
. 2. This guaranty shall be a continuing, absolute and un-
conditional guaranty and shall remain in full force and effect as 
to Guarantor until such time as the Liabilities are paid in full. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained herein, the 
obligations for which the undersigned herein guarantee shall be 
limited to and shall not exceed one hundred fifty percent (150%) of 
the undersigned's pro rata share as a limited partner of Color 
Craft Press, Ltd. of the indebtedness of the amount of Exhibit "A." 
The undersignedfs pro rata share is 3.58% 
3. Guarantor agrees that if at any time all of any part of 
any payment theretofore applied by Seller to any of the Liabilities 
is or must be rescinded or returned by Seller for any reason 
whatsoever (including, without limitation, the insolvency, 
bankruptcy or reorganization of Buyer), such Liabilities shall, for 
the purposes of this guaranty, to the extent that such payment is or 
must be rescinded or returned, be? deemed to have continued in 
existence, notwithstanding such application by SeiLer, and this 
guaranty shall continue to be effective or be reinstated, as the 
case may be, as to such Liabilities, all as though such application 
by Seller had not been made. 
4. The Seller may, I rom time to time, without notice to 
Guarantor, take all or any of the following actions: (a) obtain a 
security interest in any property to secure any of the liabilities 
or any obligations hereunder, (b) retain or obtain the primary or 
secondary liability of any party or parties, in addition to 
Guarantor, with respect to any of the Liabilities, whether or not 
Seller shall have proceeded against any other party primarily or 
secondarily liable on any oi the Liabilities. 
5. Seller may, from time to time, without notice to 
Guarantor, assign or transfer the Contract and any or all of the 
"Equipment" therein described; and, notwithstanding any such 
assignment or transfer or any subsequent assignment or transfer 
thereof, the Liabilities represented thereby shall be and remain 
Liabilities for the purposes of this guaranty, and each and every 
immediate and successive assignee or transferee of any of the 
Liabilities or of any interest therein shaLl, to the extent of the 
interest of such assignee' or transferee as if such assignee or 
transferee were Seller; provided, however, that*, unless Seller 
shall otherwise consent in writing, Seller shaLl have an unimpaired 
right, prior and superior to that of any such assignee or 
transferee, to enforce this guaranty, for the benefit of the 
Seller, as to those ol the Liabilities which the Seller has not 
assigned or transferred. 
6. No delay on the pari of the Seller in the exercise of any 
right or remedy shall 'operate as a waiver thereof, and no single or 
partial exercise by Seller of any right or remedy shall preclude 
other or further exercise thereof or the exercise of any other 
right or remedy. No action of Seller permitted hereunder shall in 
any way impair or affect this guaranty. For the purposes of this 
guaranty, Liabilities shall include all obligations of Buyer to 
Seller under the Seller, notwithstanding any right or power of 
Buyer or anyone else to assert any claim or defense as to the 
invalidity or unenforceability of any such obligation, and no such 
claim or defense shall impair or affect the obligations of the 
undersigned hereunder. 
7. This guaranty shall be binding upon Guarantor and upon 
the successors and assigns oi Guarantor. 
8. This guaranty has been made and delivered at 
- Dp.a Plains, -minnis __ and shall be governed by the 
laws of the stata. of 'Illinois _• Wherever possible, each 
provision of this guaranty shall be interpreted in such manner as 
Dated at 
written. 
^ff^jfyru^/?&> as of the date first above 
BY, 
u. 
Address: X . 3 ^ ZtU/,^ Tfa^d/$Q 
(^CJJLLL 
Tab 23 
** L? 
January 13, 1981 
:i^ > 
Mr. Harry McMillan 
Vice President 
Roberts and Porter, Inc. 
Printing Machinery Group 
125 E. Oakton Street 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018 
Dear Harry: 
Enclosed are executed copies of the Guarantee Agreement and the 
Subordination Agreement for the following partners: 
Xay Cullimore 
Marriner Bingham 
Raymond K. Hendrickson 
Glenn 0 Simmons 
"Roy A, Hammond 
Don R. Bingham 
Harvard G. Nelson 
Desmond 0. Larson 
Ted L. Christensen 
Gordon A* Peterson 
Wallace B. Brown 
Wells P. Cloward 
Miller
 # 
Greaves' 
Moxley 
Allen 
L. Foulk 
Richards 
David R. 
Keith C. 
[Sharon M 
{Robert L 
'Benjamin 
Keith F. 
Wallace Bryner 
Merril Bryan 
We still have eight to go. They will be forwarded as soon a^  
we receive them. Thank you tor your cooperation. 
Sincerely, 
COLOR C! PRESS. 
.vyi 
Vice President 
Color Craft Press , 
A General Partner 
Inc. 
KHC:ct 
Tab 24 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, INC., 1122 SOUTH 2250 WEST, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84104/(801) W/O PRESS (801) 967-7377 6*J 
January 23, 1981 
Dr. & Mrs. Robert J. Allen 
Box 828 
Richfield, Utah 84701 
Dear Robert & Sue: 
We are trying to bring all of our files up to date so that the 
accountants can finish their year end certified audit. 
We find that we need the following document(s) from you which are 
enclosed: 
X Litton Subordination & Guarantee 
Roberts and Porter Subordination & Guarantee 
X Acknowledged Notes (2) 
X Financial Statement Dated December 31, 1980 or later 
Schedule A of Security Agreement 
Please sign each document and fill in each line where there is an 
it
 v it 
Will you please send the requested item(s) by return mail. We 
need to have our files and records complete so that we can receive 
the audited statment and our K-l forms. 
We have furnished a self addressed envelope for your convenience. 
S i n c e r e l y , 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD. 
by Jrf'WV**-*-
KeZvyjKH. Cullimore 
Vice-President 
Color Craft Press , Inc . 
A General Par tner 
Tab 25 
73q 
i V ' 
OCT!' ^ 
William G. Fowler b l 'fa .- • 
ROE AND FOWLER 
Attorneys for Debtor r\^i 
340 East Fourth South M U 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 L 
Telephone: (801) 328-9841 
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COLivi 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH 
Central Division 
In re ) Bankruptcy No. 
Chapter -!! "" 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD., a Utah ) 
limited partnership, PETITION FOR 
) VOLUNTARY BANKRUPTCY 
Debtor. 
) . _ . " T ~ 
RELIEF ORDERED 
Employer I.D. No.: 87-0353160 
1. Petitioner's post office address is 1122 South 2250 West, Salt 
Lake City, Utah 84104. 
2. Petitioner has had its principal place of business within this 
district for the 180 days immediately preceding the filing of this 
petition. 
3. Petitioner is qualified to file this petition and is entitled to 
the benefits of the Bankruptcy Code as a voluntary debtor. 
4. Petitioner intends to file a plan pursuant to Chapter 11 of 
Title 11, United States Code. 
73q 
WHEREFORE, petitioner prays for relief as a voluntary debtor 
under Chapter 11 of the Code. 
DATED this yC? day of October, 1981. 
ROE ANDLFOWLER 
340 East Fourth South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Attorneys for Debtor 
I, Kelvyn H. Cullimore, the president of Printing Management 
Associates, Inc., managing general partner of the partnership named as 
petitioner in the foregoing petition, certify under penalty of perjury 
that the foregoing is true and correct, and that the filing of this 
petition on behalf of the corporation has been authorized. 
DATED this ^L day of October, 1981. 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD 
By: Printing Management Associates, 
Inc. 
Bv'f Ke^yn H. uullimore, President 
Ms: General Managing Partner 
- 2 -
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73t 
William G. Fowler 
ROE AND FOWLER 
Attorneys for Debtor 
340 East Fourth South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Telephone: (801) 328-9841 
OCT Zr ? < • • 
BY 
U.. 
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH 
Central Division 
In re ) Bankruptcy No. 
Chapter""!! 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD., a Utah ) 
limited partnership, DEBTOR'S LIST OF 
) FOURTEEN LARGEST 
Debtor. UNSECURED CREDITORS 
: ) 
Pursuant to Rule 1007(a)(1), Rules of Bankruptcy Procedure, 
debtor files this list of its 14 largest unsecured creditors: 
Creditor 
Zellerbach Paper Co. 
2255 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 
Roberts & Porter 
125 East Oakton Street 
Des Plaines, Illinois 60018 
Heidleberg West 
2225 South West Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
Midwest Electric 
40 West Truman Avenue 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84115 
Dixon Paper Co. 
P.O. Box 30000 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84104 
Corporation of the President 
LDS Church 
50 East North Temple, 15th Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84150 
Amount of 
Claim 
$311,319.82 
186,471.37 
67,002.05 
54,073.14 
47,000.00 
31,307.92 
Sherwood Paper 24,841.45 
30 Lincoln Plaza, Suite 19W 
New York, New York 10023 
< ^ 
' Advanced Chemical Co. 17,698.24 
57 West 200 South, Suite 201 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 
Flint Ink 14,085.25 
27403 Industrial Boulevard 
Hay ward, California 94545 
Carver Sheet Metal 12,961.78 
P.O. Box 1656 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84110 
Harris Corporation 6,564.57 
P.O. Box 61485 
DFW Airport 
Dallas, Texas 75261 
Utah Power & Light 6,528.21 
P.O. Box 30898 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84140 
Burlington Northern Air Freight 5,684.76 
Dept. 902345 
Los Angeles, California 90088 
Brighton Bank 5,218.17 
7101 Highland Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84121 
DATED this I b day of October, 1981. 
H JL c 
William G.) Fowler 
ROE AND/FOWLER 
340 EastJ?ourth South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 
Attorneys for Debtor 
- 2 -
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IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH 
tf 
I n r e COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD ) Bankruptcy Case No. 81-03184 
a Utah l imi ted par tnersh ip 
D e b t o r . 
ORDER APPOINTING CREDITOR'S COMMITTEE AND 
NOTICE OF MEETING OF CREDITOR'S COMMITTEE 
To the debtor, the debtor's creditors, and other parties in 
interest: 
P u r s u a n t t o 11 U . S . C . S H 0 2 ( a ) ( l ) i t i s ORDERED t h a t a 
C r e d i t o r ' s C o m m i t t e e b e , and i t h e r e b y i s , a p p o i n t e d w i t h t h e 
f o l l o w i n g u n s e c u r e d c r e d i t o r s a s m e m b e r s : 
Zellerbach Paper Conpany 
2255 South 300 East 
Sa l t Lake Ci ty , Utah 84110 
Roberts & Por te r 
125 East Oakton St . . 
Des P l a i n e s , I l l i n o i s 60018 
Heidleberg West 
2225 South West Temple 
Sa l t Lake Ci ty , Utah 84115 
Midwest E l e c t r i c 
40 West Truman Ave. 
Sa l t Lake Ci ty , Utah 84115 
Dixon Paper Co. 
P.O. Box 30000 
Sal t Lake Ci ty , Utah 84104 
Corporation of the Pres iden t 
LDS Church 
50 East North Temple, 15th Floor 
Sa l t Lake C i ty , Utah 84150 
Sherwood Paper 
30 Lincoln Plaza , s u i t e 19W 
The undersigned Clerk of the United States Bankruptcy 
Court for the District of Utah hereby certifies that 
a copy of the document on which this stamp appears 
was mailed this date to all parlies in interest herein as 
required by frs B^kruptcy Codft *r.d adopted Rules of 
Bankruptcy Procedure. 
Dated: NOV 5 - 198? 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED THAT: w^\^ 
Deputy Clerk 
The above appointed un seciireTrt recti tor S~WT1T remain on the 
creditor's committee unless the Clerk of the Court receives, 
within 10 days of the date of this order, a written communication 
from an appointed creditor stating an unwillingness to serve, 
a waiver to all rights of appointment, and a waiver of the power 
granted to members of the creditor's committee pursuant to 
11 U.S.C, §1103. Other changes to the creditor's committee 
must be made pursuant to 11 U.S.C. 51102(c). 
A meeting of the creditor's committee authorized by 11 U.S.C. 
SH03 shall be held at U.S. Courthouse 350 South Main St. room 485 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 on November 30, 1981 at 1:00 pm 
The Clerk of the Court, or his designated deputy, shall open 
the meeting and shall preside until such time that the committee 
selects a chairman. 
Pursuant to 11 U.S.C. SH03 the trustee or debtor in possession 
is requested to be present at this meeting to transact such 
business as may be necessary and proper. 
BY THE COURT: 
*4 /) ifi ^ /? - x> ft 
IN THE UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH 
In re COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD 
a Utah limited partnership 
Debtor. 
i Bankruptcy Case No. 81-0318A 
NOTICE OF RELIEF, ORDER AND NOTICE OF MEETING OF CREDITORS, 
ORDER FOR FILING OF FINANCIAL REPORTS, 
NOTICE OF AUTOMATIC STAY, AND OTHER NOTICE 
To the debtor, the debtor's creditors, and other parties in interest: 
An order for relief under 11 U.S.C. Chapter 11, having been entered on a 
1155 South 2750 test 
petition filed for C o l o r Craft Press, LTD
 o f Salt Lake City, Utah 84106 
on October 2fi, 1981
 at 3:57 PM § it i s o r d e red and notice is 
hereby given, that: 
1. A meeting of creditors pursuant to 11 U.S.C S341 and Bankruptcy Interim 
Rile 2003 shall be held at Poor, 485, U.S. Courthouse, 350 S. Main, SLC, IT 84101 
on Nov. 30, 1981 at 1:0° r>! The meeting may be continued or adjourned 
from time to time by notice at tJie meeting, without further written notice to 
creditors. 
2. Ihe debtor and any other person who signs statements or schedules filed 
with the court shall appear in person at that time and place for the purpose 
of being examined. (A general partner must appear for a partnership, a 
president or executive officer for a corporation.) 
3. The debtor is ordered to file monthly financial reports pursuant to 
Bankruptcy Rule 11-30 and Rile 10-208, the first report covering the period 
between the filing of the petition and the last day of the month in which the 
petition was filed, due November 15, 1QB1 with succeeding reports due on 
the 15th day of each succeeding month. 
YOU APE FUKIHER NOTIFIED THAT: 
As a result of the filing of the petition, certain acts and proceedings 
against the debtor and his property are stayed as provided in 11 U.S.C. S362(a). 
Under Local Rule 25, the debtor may amend the schedule, of exempt property 
within 10 days after the meeting of creditors. Any objection to the debtor's 
claiT. of exempt property must be filed within 30 days after the above date 
set for the meeting of creditors. 
December 24, 1981 is fixed as the last day for the filing of 
a complaint objecting to the discharge of an individual debtor, or for the 
filing of a complaint to determine the dischargeability of a debt pursuant 
to 11 U.S.C. S523(c). 
If a creditor's claim is properly listed in the schedules required to be 
filed in the above case, and is not listed as disputed, contingent, or 
unliquidated, then that creditor need not file a claim since that claim is 
deemed to have been filed pursuant to 11 U.S.C. S H U - Any creditor's claim 
not deemed filed under 11 U.S.C. S U H * should be filed with the court and 
any creditor failing to file such a claim, with respect to such claim shall 
not be treated as a creditor for the purposes of voting and distribution. 
Ihe last day for the filing of such a claim is January 22, 1982 , or 
the date of court approval of a disclosure statement pursuant to 11 U.S.C. 
S1125, whichever occurs first in time. 
The above debtor is a debtor in possession under 11 U.S.C §1107 and shall 
remain so until a trustee is appointed pursuant to 11 U.S.C. S1104, or until 
the court orders otherwise. 
BY IHE COURT: 
BA2ED: NOV 5 - 198] 
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L. RIDD LARSON 
ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD and 
PENNY A. RODEEN of 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
400 Deseret Building 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-1996 
Telephone: (801) 532-1500 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
——ooOoo 
CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL : 
BANK & TRUST COMPANY OF CHICAGO, 
: AFFIDAVIT IN OPPOSITION 
Plaintiff, OF MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
: JUDGMENT 
V. 
ROBERT J. ALLEN, ET AL., 
: Civil No. 63163 
Defendants. 
ooOoo-—-
STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF COOK ) 
Harry A. McMillan, being duly sworn, says: 
1. He was formerly Vice President of the Printing 
Machinery Group of Roberts & Porter ("R & P"), the company which 
sold to Color Craft Press, Ltd. ("Color Craft") a Nebiolo Press 
and Muller-Martini Binder in 1980. 
7*& 
2. This Affidavit is made in opposition to defendants' 
Motion for Summary Judgment in this action in the Fourth Judicial 
District Court of Utah County, State of Utah. 
3. He is personally familiar and was personally 
involved with the sale by R&P of a Nebiolo Press and Muller-
Martini Binder to Color Craft in 1980. 
4. Attached hereto as Exhibit A are copies of the 
three Promissory Notes, in the amount of $6,969,650.20, 
which were executed by Mr. William G. O'Mara, who was a general 
partner of Color Craft, defendants Kelvyn H. Cullimore and 
A.V. Moxley, who were also general partners of Color Craft, 
in connection with the purchase of the Nebiolo Press and the 
Muller-Martini Binder by Color Craft. 
** * • 
/5i At the time he was involved with R&P's sale of 
\the presses and binder to Color Craft, R&P had made prior 
^arrangements with Continental Bank for the financing of Color 
Craft's purchase of the equipment.' Continental informed him 
and he, in turn, informed Color Craft that Continental Bank 
required each limited partner of Color Craft to personally 
guarantee repayment of a particular percentage of the purchase 
price of the presses and binder. * 
6. To that end,(f he JEorwarded a form guaranty agree-
ment with appropriate blanks to be filled out by each Color 
Craft limited partner to William G. O'Mara. Kelvyn H. Cullimore 
assumed the responsibility of having each limited partner and, 
if applicable, his wife execute a guaranty agreement. 
7. Both he, R&P and Continental Bank intended that, 
by executing a guaranty agreement, each individual defendant 
would personally guarantee and be personally liable for the 
repayment of a particular percentage of the total purchase 
price of the machinery equipment purchased by Color Craft from 
R&P. 
8. During the negotiations and arrangements for 
Color Craft's purchase of printing equipment from R&P, he 
communicated to both O'Mara and Cullimore the fact that Continental 
Bank was going to be the financer for the purchase and that 
Continental Bank require*? rnlor rraft's limited partners to 
personally guarantee the repayment of the purchase price of 
the printing equipment. 
DATED this "23 day of January, 1984. 
jfolWlrUli-
Harry A. McMillan 
On the day of January, 1984, personally appeared 
before me Harry A. McMillan, known by me to be the signer of 
the foregoing Affidavit, who duly acknowledged to me that he 
executed the same. 
M^^ 
Notary Public 
My Commission Expires: Residing at Ceek^ County, 
Illinois 
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CASE NO, 
UNITED STA i BANKRUPTCY COURT FOR THE Dl UCT OF UTAH 
MINUTES OF PROCEEDINGS DATE: KUCtj 
te\err Or a f t Pre £<9 & ! Y - < ? 3 ) £ 4 f V 
Au/k. So. ¥\ 
IN RE 
ADVERSARY NO.. PLAINTIFF. 
DEFENDANT 
X% Hearing on 
• Trial 
Trt/s-fee'g Ip-ferH -fc 5ell Pee&ib\e excuse 
£p Ac-Hem 
I 
PRESENT: HON 
6 ill V&tcW 
f - k rd r i L . AA^i 
DEPU PERSONALLY COURTROOM TY 
TRUSTEE tTt'fl. ne 6? i (/ no g'h " " 3 " 
DEBTOR(S) H . 
1. CREDITOR H . 
2. CREDITOR H . 
4. £<-V7-H n<? n t <rU 3 f < i r v i <> & t o<r] 
3. . ~!. 
u-LL 
JUDGE PRESIDING 
Jra-nn)'n 
COURT REPORTER 4 
COUNSEL. 
_ _ COUNSEL. 
COUNSEL. 
COUNSEL. 
COUNSEL. 
COUNSEL. 
A i-H- (Vn IA £c. hc -^ft e i d 
PROCEEDINGS: CONVENED AT:_ _ J.-'S-*2. . CONCLUDED AT 
• APPEARANCES MADE, ARGUMENTS PRESENTED. 
• DISCLOSURE STATEMENT ADDRESSED BY PROPONENT 
• CONFIRMATION OF PLAN ADDRESSED BY PROPONENT 
• APPLICATION FOR COMPENSATION ADDRESSED 
• STIPULATION PRESENTED 
15 
WITNESS(ES) SWORN: \J SEE ATTACHED LIST 
EXHIBITS Kg Marked, uffcped and leueiveU1 
Routed to [ j exhibit cabinet • attached 
D 
-Trvz/ee'e EXhtbi-t & I 
<• Dsy i~-fi-r, J? r C / 1 / / - 1 I AM/7 < J2OJ=. u/a.5 
mar, Cftr-rd 
RULING: 
• DISCLOSURE STATEMENT Q ADEQUATE, r j INADEQUATE 
" 0 MOTION ^GRANTED Q DENIED. 
• RELIEF SOUGHT IN COMPLAINT Q GRANTED, Z DENIED, H DEFAULT, HCOMPLAINT DISMISSED. 
• MATTER TAKEN UNDER ADVISEMENT. "~ 
• ORAL FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS MADE OF RECORD. 
• ORDER OR JUDGMENT TO BE PREPARED BY ... 
• CONFIRMATION OF PLAN Q GRANTED, H DENIED. 
*l5 -LC •-r-H ~rt\* CM if bi.<.+ hr rriLr-V riAeO^ that it \Q c\.Y~\ ^y^ ra± rv i \ ccn+racA-
and nrt r^ przCibU- c auCr CA aC-hcn ^ 
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L. RIDD LARSON, 
ANTHONY W. SCHOFIELD and 
PENNY A. RODEEN of 
RAY, QUINNEY & NEBEKER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
400 Deseret Building 
79 South Main Street 
P. 0. Box 45385 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84145-0385 
Telephone: (801) 532-1500 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
ooOoo 
CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL : 
BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF 
CHICAGO, : AFFIDAVIT OF 
ROBERT B. BUSS 
Plaintiff, : 
v. : 
ROBERT J. ALLEN, et al., : Civil No. 63163 
(Judge Christensen) 
Defendants. : 
ooOoo 
STATE OF ILLINOIS ) 
: ss. 
COUNTY OF COOK ) 
Robert P. Buss, being duly sworn, says: 
1. I am employed by Continental Illinois National Bank & 
Trust Company of Chicago ("Continental Bank"), plaintiff herein. 
I hold the position of Banking Officer and Senior Attorney and 
have been employed by Continental Bank since 1972. I make this 
affidavit based upon my personal knowledge and my examination of 
company records which are under my custody or control. 
2. On or about October 8, 1980, Roberts & Porter, Inc. 
assigned to Continental Bank certain purchase contracts, 
promissory notes and security agreements executed on October 7, 
1980, by Color Craft Press Ltd. in favor of Roberts S Porter which 
evidenced Color Craft's purchase of the Nebiolo Press and Muller-
Martini Binder and its obligation for repayment of the purchase 
price of this equipment. A copy of this assignment is attached 
hereto as Exhibit A. Copes of the purchase contract, promissory 
notes and security agreements are attached to the Amended 
Complaint filed herein as Exhibit 3. 
3. On or about October 26, 1981, Color Craft filed a 
Chapter 11 bankruptcy case in the United States Bankruptcy Court 
for the District of Utah. Subsequently, Continental Bank received 
notice that the bankruptcy is a probable Mno asset'1 bankruptcy 
case, meaning that the likelihood of Continental Bank recovering 
any sums due under the assigned contracts from Color Craft is 
remote. 
4. Following Color Craft's bankruptcy, and with the 
express permission of the Bankruptcy Court, Continental Bank took 
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possession of press and binder which served as security for 
Color Crafts's obligations to Roberts & Porter, assigned to 
Continental Bank. In accordance with the terms of the purchase 
contracts, the security agreements and applicable statutes, 
Continental Bank liquidated this collateral in a commercially-
reasonable fashion after having given notice in accordance with 
the purchase contracts, security agreements and applicable 
statutes and has applied all funds received from such 
liquidation of the collateral to the unpaid obligation of Color 
Craft. 
5. The purchase contract, promissory notes and 
security agreements executed by Color Craft and the guaranty 
agreements executed by the limited partners each provide that, 
in the event Continental Bank seeks collection of this 
obligation, it may recover reasonable attorneys1 fees and court 
costs incurred. Continental Bank has expended substantial 
attorneys' fees in prosecuting this action and will incur 
additional attorneys' fees in prosecuting this action. See 
Affidavit of Anthony W. Schofield, filed herewith. 
6. Following application of the proceeds from liquidation 
of the collateral, there remains due from Color Craft to 
Continental Bank on the assigned purchase contracts, promissory 
notes and security agreements the principal sum of $3,436,553.09, 
together with interest thereon computed through April 1, 1985, in 
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sum of $ 708,909.61 and further interest thereafter at the daily 
rate of $1,287.93 
DATED this 26th day of March, 1985. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 26th day of March, 
Nbtary Public>, . ••>/"./; 
Residing at CJ'l^rO ^JJS* , 
"? f-^ 
My Commission E x p i r e s : Residing a t 
V I l l inois 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the J?"?1^ day of March, 1985, a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing Affidavit was mailed, 
postage prepaid in the U.S. mail, to the following: 
Harold Hintze, Esq. 
2230 North University Parkway 
Suite 9E 
Provo, Utah 84604 
David L. Mower 
JACKSON, McIFF & MOWER 
P.O. Box 605 
Richfield, Utah 84701 
K.C. Mclff 
JACKSON, McIFF & MOWER 
P.O. Box 605 
Richfield, Utah 84701 
Exhibit A 
SELLER'S ASSIGNMENT 
TO: CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF CHICAGO 
rCXSB") 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED and pursuant to a Letter Agreement dated 
July 21 19 76 (herein called the "Agreement"), becveen 
the undersigned and CIN3, the undersigned hereby sells, assigns and 
transfers to CINB all right, title and interest of the undersigned in 
and to (1) the installments payable under the attached Lease Agreement 
or Conditional Sale Contract dated rv»*nK«T-_7 , 19fln (herein 
called the "Contract") between the undersigned and Coinr r>»*f+-
(herein called 
the "Obligor"), and (ii) all of the rights of the undersigned under 
said Contract. 
As security for the protsp t performance when due of each 
obligation of the undersigned under the Agreement and of each obligation 
of the Obligor under the Contract, the undersigned hereby grants to 
CINB a security interest in and to all of the right, title and interest 
of the undersigned in and to (A) the property referred to in and covered 
by the attached Contract and all accessories, parts and equipment 
attached thereto or used in connection therewith, (3) all replacements 
or substitutions of any thereof, and (C) all proceeds of any of the 
foregoing, hereby granting COB in the event of any default or 
non-performance of any such obligations when due, all of the rights of 
a secured party under applicable law including but not limited to the 
applicable provisions of the Uniform Commercial Code as then in effect. 
The terms and conditions of this assignment and transfer, 
Including, but not limited to, the undersigned's warranties with respect 
to the Contract and the undersigned's obligations to CETB with respect 
to such Contract are as provided for in the Agreement, to which reference 
is hereby made for a statement thereof. 
This assignment shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit 
of the undersigned and CINB and their respective succesors and assigns. 
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Roberts & Porter, Inc. 
Printing Machinery Group 
125 E. Oakton Street 
Established .n 1897
 D e $ p | a i n e s | L 6 Q 0 1 g 
(312) 296-2000 
October 1, 1980 
Mr. W i l l i a m O'Mara 
President 
COLOR CRAFT PRESS, LTD. 
1122 South 2250 West 
Salt Lake City, Utah, 84104 
Dea r Bill: 
I have reviewed the summary of your meeting with Lou and Tom which you had 
yesterday. Everything seems to be proceeding well at this time. 1 am still 
having conversations with the financial people, but do not foresee any pro-
blems, only tying up the loose ends. 
-We must work on some of these details now, and have enclosed a Tally sheet 
of all .the documents you- gave us on the Limited Partners. 
You can see from this sheet just what we need. The list indicates we need 
the Subordination Agreement and the 15? Guaranty Agreement on each Partner 
and enclosed you will find our format for these. The ones which you sent 
were the Litton format, and perhaps during the Friday meeting would be a 
good time to have these R S P-documents taken care of. 
The next thing to do Bi11 is review the Tally sheet and obtain the missing 
information from the various Partners. Hopefully, I will be able to pick 
all this up from you Tuesday. 
t will also require from you a signed and notarized copy of your original 
Partnership Agreement. 
Th* h a l ^ P nf fh» ppporu^rfr at fhic fj m r consists of nutting tn?ffhor r*~ 
final payment schedule and rewriting the specifications to include the add?-^ 
tional equipment. 1 will work on this portion the balance ot this week, and 
bring it with me Tuesday. I will also bring the note on the Muller-Martini. 
Based on our conversation Tuesday, we may want to proceed with activating 
both contracts at this time to protect the interest rate. In that case, I 
will try to calculate a payment schedule on the Binder that will call for 
some "token" payments between now and December, which may in fact come out 
of the $250,000.00 we currently have. This would enable us to sell the Binder 
contract and lock in the lower rate, but not cause any additional cash flow 
until January 1, I98I. Til work on it, you think it over. 
Mr. Wil l iam O'Mara 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. 
Salt Lake City, Utah October 1, 1980 
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The other documents you will need to get ready for me are Binders from your 
insurance company showing casualty and liability insurance coverage on the 
press and Binder and showing R & P as the loss payee. Instructions should 
be given to your insurance company to send R S P this binder each time the 
policy is renewed. The Loan Maintenance Manager at the bank will track this, 
but it doesn't hurt to pave the way. The Loan Maintenance Manager will also 
request from you on an annual basis, Color Craft's financial statements. In 
fact, they want the interim statement now and will want the audited one when 
you close the books this year and then annually thereafter. 
We will have UCC's for you to sign on both presses and the Binder and I will 
also break out for you a value of the five unit press and the four unit and 
how the payments will be applied to each. This will prevent any confusion 
at a later date as to exactly what the equity position is in either press. 
That: should just about do it.for now. There is still plenty of paperwork to 
be'done-and hopefiiJty, I wiM have it all by Tuesday: \ Kope-you are able 
to collect all the various things you need by then also. 
My last thoughts at this time concern the Muller-Martini contract. I have 
made a copy of it and am returning the original to you. A copy of my letter 
to Ralph Box is also enclosed so you can see how I see this whole transaction 
'coming together. The 7% and the interest charges in Color Craft/R & P 
business, so all Box knows is that he is going to get his money and that R £ P 
guarantees it. 
I have made copies of the original Mul ler-Martini contract and am in the pro-
cess of getting that paperwork ready for you. This transaction will require 
some additional paperwork, however, the way we have structured the Subordina-
tion Agreement from the Limited Partners the one agreement covers both trans-
actions. Before you sign the Muller-Martini agreement, I would like to point 
out a few things about it that perhaps you want to review. 
Is there any reference as to what is meant by ninstallationn7 I think you 
should get them to spell it out. Subject to local taxes means they are going 
to invoice for taxes or the state will collect direct. The latter you don't 
want, so I assume Muller will invoice taxes, but it doesn't say so, and you 
don't want to pay sales tax on freight and installation. The contract says 
F.O.B., New York City. Does that mean you will get freight bills from a 
trucking company and have to pay for that out of working capital? Wouldn't 
it be better to finance everything and conserve cash? If everything is not going 
to be delivered at one time (such as the trimmer) does the installation charge 
cover that installation at a later date? This is their standard contract and on 
Mr. William O'Mara 
Color Craft Press, Ltd. 
Salt Lake City, Utah October 1, 1980 
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There doesn't seem to be anything really "hard-nosed11 about the Huller position, 
but I suggest you have Box do it over one more time, 
I know there is still a lot of work to do at your'end'of this order Bill, but 
things are coming together nicely here and I think everything will be in place 
by Tuesday. See you then, by best to Jim, Pam and the family. Take a deep 
breath, have a productive meeting Friday and rest this weekend. I'll see you 
Tuesday. 
Sincerely, 
Harry A. McMillan 
Vice President 
lU 
HAM:nm 
ends. 
GUARANTY AGREEMENT 
Guaranty Agreement ( M th is guaranty11) dated as of 
from _ _ _ _ _ _ ("Guarantor1') to 
Roberts & Porter, Inc. (Seller), a Delaware corporation 
("Seller11). 
Seller and , an individual 
("Buyer11) propose to execute and deliver Equipment Contract Purcnase Agreement 
dated providing for the purchase by Seller to Buyer 
of Printing Machinery Described in Exhibit A therein described and 
attached. In order to induce Seller to enter into the Contract, Guarantor 
hereby agrees as follows: 
1. Guarantor hereby unconditionally guarantees (i) the full and prompt 
payment when due of any and all payments and other amounts payable by Buyer 
under the Contract during the Contract term on the date or dates on which such 
payments of other amounts shall by the terms of the Contract be payable, and 
(Ii) the due and punctual performance of all other obligations to be performed 
by Buyer under the Contract during" such Contract term thereof. All such 
payments, other amounts and obligations which are hereby 'guaranteed by 
Guarantor are hereinafter collectively called the "Liabilities". 
2« Tfw-s-. guaranty shaW be ac-co'riti riving; absofute and tmcohdf tiona-1 
guaranty and shall remain in full force and effect as to Guarantor until such 
time as the Liabilities are paid in full. Notwithstanding anything to the 
contrary contained herein, the obligations for which the undersigned herein 
guarantee shall be limited to and shall not exceed fifteen percent (15%) 
thereof the indebtedness of the amount of Exhibit A. 
3. Guarantor agrees that If at any time all of any part of any payment 
theretofore applied by Seller to any of the Liabilities is or must be 
rescinded or returned by Seller for any reason whatsoever (including, without 
limitation, the insolvency, bankruptcy or reorganization of Buyer), such 
Liabilities shall, for the purposes of this guaranty, to the extent that such 
payment is or must be rescinded or returned, be deemed to have continued in 
existence, notwithstanding such application by Seller, and this guaranty shall 
continue to be effective or be reinstated, as the case may be, as to such 
Liabilities, all as though such application by Seller had not been made. 
k.. The Seller may, from time to time, without notice to Guarantor, take 
all or any of the following actions: (a) obtain a security interest in any 
property to secure any of the liabilities or any obligations hereunder, (b) 
retain or obtain the primary or secondary liability of any party or parties, 
in addition to Guarantor, with respect to any of the Liabilities, whether or 
not Seller shall have proceeded against any other party primarily or 
secondarily liable on any of the Liabilities. 
5. Seller may from time to time without notice to Guarantor assign or 
transfer the Contract and any of all of the "Equipment" therein described; and, 
notwithstanding any such assignment or transfer or any subsequent assignment 
°T t ^ a i ] l s f e r thereof, the Liabilities represented thereby shall be and remain 
Liabi11 ties for the purposes of this guaranty, and each and every immediate 
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interest therein shall, to the extent of the interest of such assignee or 
transferee were Seller; provided, however, that, unless Seller shall otherwise 
consent in writing, Seller shall have an unimpaired right, prior and superior 
to that of any such assignee or transferee, to enforce this guaranty, for 
the benefit of the Seller, as to those of the Liabilities which the Seller 
has not assigned or transferred, 
6. No delay on the part of the Seller in the exercise of any 
right or remedy shall operate as a waiver thereof, and no single or partial 
exercise by Seller of any right or remedy shall preclude other or further 
exercise thereof or the exercise of any other right or remedy. No action 
of Seller permitted hereunder shall in any way impair or affect this guaranty. 
For the purposes of this guaranty, Liabilities shall include all obligations 
of Buyer to Seller under the Seller, notwithstanding any right or power of 
Buyer or anyone else to assert any claim or defense as to the invalidity 
or unenforceability of any such obligation, and no such claim or defense shall 
impair or affect the obligations of the undersigned hereunder. 
7. This guaranty shall be binding upon Guarantor, and upon the 
successors and assigns of Guarantor. 
8. This guaranty has been made and delivered at 
and. shall be governed by the laws of* the 
Whenev-en possible,, each provision, of *th)/s guaranty, shall be. 
interpreted in such manner as to be effective and valid under applicable 
law, but if any provision of this guaranty shall be prohibited by or invalid 
under such law, such provision shall be ineffective to the extent of such 
prohibition or invalidity, without invalidating the remainder of such 
provision or the remaining provisions of this guaranty. 
Dated at as of the date first 
above written. 
By: 
Address: 
